
R  003574

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ :12.{s;['~ ________ &~:_~_ _ ____ and I arn writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemenr Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Bur:ey Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The meta!s recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete iterns out of iandfilis and oft of city 

streets. A commitment to recyd!ng a!so relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Heserve Management Group 1s an impoi·tant economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paylng1 head·•Of-houschold jobs. I be!leve it should be a high priority to keep such jobs ln the dty of 

Chicago rather than reguiat!ng them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsfblHty, sustalnabi!ity, and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my fuii support for Genera! HI, LLC 



R  003575

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls ~---~k-->-<--~-m,1(;:,1,}_J.L/L --~------~--- --- and 1 0m writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of Genera! Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recyding industry keeps iarge amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of dty 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin materla! in the manufacturing of new goods. tn my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General II!, LIL and Reserve Management 

Grnup are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketp!ace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important cconornil engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of,household Jobs I believe It sho0ld be a high µrionty to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating thPrn avJay to be moved to another city or reglon. 

Given Reserve Management Group's ro!e In supporting environmental responslblVity, sustalnabnity, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuH support for Genera! 11!, LLC 



R  003576

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _,J'.JPJ.""-.LG'-l::J.'l':.1·:.cr~------------ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for la[fe:iiNP l ,'{'i fcvr f: , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  003577

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is )o and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  003578

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
/; 

My name is R () r f'.~ tllA :P I 12: kn/) / r fl and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve ManagemenrGroup and constructio~ of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my ful! support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003579

TO WHOM IT MAY CON~N; 

My name is ~,£.P,)! · £tj and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfilis and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve nagement Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

ant to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC 



R  003580

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -~A }/,4 Lot,h· 2- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Grourf and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003581

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: -
My name is J 05t P 1:1 bi< H ~: 6 !'{1 ( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S< Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago< 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets< A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods< In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials< Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace< 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs< I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC 



R  003582

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is K{J1, fl) 5',1)1._,D, Uf4 K'. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for Genera! Ill, LLC. 



R  003583

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --'[)='::....L. ~lc...s....-L-l~...L-'-'--+'_:::::,-f-!1-____ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and co truction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003584

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

-,, \\ r, \ J 
My name is,c\'N,_ 1\'(g (\9 Y) Qi:,?~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainabiiity, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003585

TO WHOM II M~ONC(RN:Q ' . 

My name is ~A,J1tt0 L<=c ~ 1 1-'(q:;, \ c-\ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and constr~ttion of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003586

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is .~)J'b\}~~ :;i \Jl.. l L. Li~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, llC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003587

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled material~Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003588

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
' , 

My name is /__P,q/-/ ~ ~~· and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003589

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f/4 c. cc, A::; . 'i;::J rzu2 I< and I am writing to express my support 
7 I 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003590

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

& 1::, \Jo. I cl el:-My name is _~ __________________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003591

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is M BJ½/'.r ~ /,...V-/}J...e;; and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  003592

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Da,11.D Pi D1 f!.ows I? I and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 



R  003593

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is , /DV1)'.1 
a;.;;;;, i<oc.1~sb and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for Genera! l!I, LLC. 



R  003594

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \/C1n1t"3 eoD/J /2 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 

/0~0-



R  003595

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is s10£ef ~ ~q1jb and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainabiiity, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Iii, LLC. 



R  003596

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es"//, .c::;,=, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management · ·roup y la '!;bnstrucci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida di aria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003597

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

✓· 

Mi nombre es 011r::;.. ( /4'~ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Gr~rucci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003598

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

)/ / l 
Mi nombre es /9,f:Y, Lcvn (') y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad a region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003599

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es __ Jl-'-··~·"---0-• dkJ!, __ 
1
__:__

1

_

7
_L/ks:. ~",,.11_~..'-".'1--""J/o_"'

7
"-· ;::__ ____ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es /.J,Ja1z.lL, {l001A/ Ci-,,' y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi ~ I i 
apoyo a Reserve M£n~efi;nt Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es __ 72_' ..eL:..:,t~-H __ ,:.__;;:Lv=-4/c::oc...e=-::> ___ ·_· _____ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ade mas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

A L /t ( 
Mi nombre es A"'" CL ·G.. LIS lvYL y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria de! reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es _...,U'--""==L)_r:..cd""-' --'~'="'=_,_~/4'-'..:.''1.-'-=d'-'f'-· Cf:._=· c..._ ___ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es f\f\O.V';Q ~(112.,0 y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es __ ·H-'-'u~·=Ll=\=g,~_Q,.=-"-'~~fc.1c.oZiL==.=le .. _.,"2==-_-___ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

/') 
Mi nombre es , 1, A1 {/In(/ e 1.._ lo J:) e 2- v estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reser)¢Management Group y la construJcion de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida di aria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is L L·•( / (; ,, ll- l / ((',//CL\ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is L c:S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Manage men Group and construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

.~ y 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Rv btlf" +o Sa:vidoua-0 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as Genera! Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Iii, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is A vv\.p l ( 6- C;o \OYl and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J:Cli \ \ '~ 5~ QVlG~ GlJ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. c ~ 

/J:d»p ,(;y,,JJ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ?1c(,!J; if 1/e ne~tc4- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT M Y CONCERN: 

My name is --!-LA=!:'....L-----''---'-'--='""-"--"'===----- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Ma agement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Lau ,a ~ 1dot JJ 
< 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

L 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ¼ { (J odo,, tektl~ 
' 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Am\1 :-t2Q y{ A,nd,o,. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Jncrlvffi 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
\ 

My name is k:Jo.Y.Je- ~:fl_\) Cl,., and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and conWuction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

/r~ I f'.• • 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is A ( (f &l L (l and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l"-'l "111 J .l( /v1 u [5 / f $ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, llC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is._ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Mana ment Group and co truction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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Concept-Logic, LLC sM. 

INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS I Jv!ANUFACTURER 'S REPRESENTATIVES 
6288 West 91 5

'. A venue, Crown Point, Indiana 46307 
PH (219) 308-8588 FAX (219) 365-2038 E-MAIL; jmick@concept-logic.com 

www.concept-logic.com 

6/1/2020 

Open letter in support of General Iron Industries remaining a Chicago institution. 

To whom it may concern, 

I first started doing business with General Iron in the I 980's when the company was in a 
growth pattern and the neighborhood was a tough but thriving industrial enclave. I recall 
meeting Adam Labkon and walking the property to look over his conveyor system in 
hopes of becoming his conveyor belt supplier. I have been proud to work with Adam and 
his crew ever since. 

Having over 40 years in business to business experience I believe my opinion that 
General Iron operates with the highest integrity possible carries some weight. Out of the 
hundreds of industrial companies I've worked with no one has been a better business 
partner than General Iron under the guidance of the Labkon family. I have seen firsthand 
how the neighborhood has changed over the years and witnessed the extraordinary 
actions the company has taken to peacefully and ethically coexist with the changing 
dynan1ics. 
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It's my understanding that the company plans to relocate to the south side of Chicago. I 
don't think the decision makers at city hall should hesitate a minute in approving the 
move. General Iron Industries has a rich history in Chicago and are, in fact, part of the 
story of Chicago. Scores of business' have left the city for various reasons over the past 
20-30 years. 
Other states and in some cases, other countries, are happy to have these entities within 
their jurisdiction. General Iron is Chicago and should remain here. I urge the city 
officials to give the moving project their favorable attention in order to retain a great 
Chicago business run by some great people. 

Sincerely, 

John Mick 
C.E.0. Concept-Logic, LLC 

Conveyor Belting & Accessories I Industrial Metal & Rubber Hose 
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Air Compressors, Dryers & Parts 
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hundreds of industrial companies I've worked with no one has been a better business 
partner than General Iron under the guidance of the Labkon fan1ily. I have seen firsthand 
how the neighborhood has changed over the years and witnessed the extraordinary 
actions the company has taken to peacefully and ethically coexist with the changing 
dynamics. 

It's my understanding that the company plans to relocate to the south side of Chicago. I 
don't think the decision makers at city hall should hesitate a minute in approving the 
move. General Iron Industries has a rich history in Chicago and are, in fact, part of the 
story of Chicago. Scores of business' have left the city for various reasons over the past 
20-30 years. 
Other states and in some cases, other countries, are happy to have these entities within 
their jurisdiction. General Iron is Chicago and should remain here. I urge the city 
officials to give the moving project their favorable attention in order to retain a great 
Chicago business run by some great people. 

Sincerely, 

John Mick 
C.E.O. Concept-Logic, LLC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :-fol22.-@,;~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworkingfor Q_Ff:(~ 71AE:~ C, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

r~ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

0 h. ---My name is ! ::) () / Q 111 e and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for .L_ti_ (.. ;._, o ·<--- I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling i stry. My livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is P9'f::JONO. OC\-\ 0 C\ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for --'-':U-'-""-''-"11-""--1µ._L.-'=-"-------' I am proud to make my living 
try. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is t:4 C / and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for {l_, J.. 1l#f b ii r(., , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Iii, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Maea,emeo< "°"' aea ''""'' m, C~ 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es M V l f\ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

1Za6ad 1 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para Ch (~ ·±1'/'e , me siento orgulloso 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la indu~I reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a tad as las regulaciones y toman todas las med id as posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I If mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del sue lo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual a cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: -Mi nombre es JUQth VY b e, )O y estoy escriblendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construccl6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para -~[L_[;v __ 0_V~l+=c,,~·=e~"1~-~~~l~\~A=P~r. .... k'.T~':> me siento orgulloso 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de articulas metalicas obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y allvia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevas productas. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las aperaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a tadas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. las vlas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gestic\n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I Ii mites de velocidad fluja a su facilidad 

para reducir el palvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacic\n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminacic\n 

aun mas completes que la operacic\n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es [c r:::J 11 111' r ~i1 rlq_ . y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Managem nt Group y la construccion de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para re (\Q Vct Ci Oil de. /lq VI tci. s· , me siento orgulloso 

de que ml vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria de! reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de artlculos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricacion de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones de! Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalacion de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I If mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban de! suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacion propuesta tendra controles v monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromlso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es,1?J(;,l't-4-,) 43 ( 1%JL1V~ y estoy escrlbiendo para expresar ml 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 s. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. ('.;H / CAG C) \I '1( e: ~ 
En mi trabajo que trabaja para S 612 ll?(l() DE J t)4AJ'f"f1 $, m~:?ufn~ ~/«.j ('J 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas ~ f. -fl-L 
coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricacion de nuevos productos. 

Basa do en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas pasibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gestic\n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacion propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operacic\n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: \ ~i. 

Mi nombre es c)e.5CJ5 f)c:,e..,r\o__ ~ • y estoy escrlbiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. \ 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para e:,e,,v : 0,: 0 2e, tC\f\'tO.. '5 me siento orgulloso 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLCy Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de artrculos metalicos obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas !as regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y de! 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instaiaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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A QU!EN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es FJ-A fJ f O O /2. f( 7,, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construccion de General Iii, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para Ct/( l_ff f:JO Tl /Z G , me siento orgulloso 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje, Mi medio de vida depende en empresas 

como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. la industria dei reciclaje mantiene grand es 

cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletes fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricacion de nuevos productos. 

Basa do en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gestion de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y tom an todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaciOn propuesta tendra control es y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre e~~<}, /t(,"" ;{"O() du..__ y estoy escrlbiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para rtl:JZvic,Tv ~<::<) 7"Ji[J;;siento orgulloso 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grand es 

cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletes fuera de los verlederos y alivia el estres sob re el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaclones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I If mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacicin propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminacicin 

alln mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de recidaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTER ESE: 
1 

. . / itt~L.__..-,) 
Mi nombre es ~~ ;CJ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para c· / I 1 ' ( Cf G c) µ';!?~ , me siento orgulloso 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la lndustria def reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las med id as posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I Ii mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, qulero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Bryant Donnella and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for RelaDyne Oil Company, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

ail regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Fmthe•L it is my understanding that the proposed new will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, llC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ro V} '-s tY}O I CV) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

working in and with the recycling industry. My Ii i ad is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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J 
My name is _,l'/-fU"f,/-.JL,A&"X=---~==""'--"'"\,""''-"--"'r-- and I am writing to express my support 

eneral Ill, LLC at 11600 $, Burley Avenue on 

In my job working for :s:)g lirr,,',\;: i;:::;,, ry ::'(',:,;-\ Cc , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry, ~y livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC 
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Jl 
Ml nombre es -J'...t(t::!:.!...~f--t:r---3c..!::l.>..:w!~-===c:s,.- y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Managemen era! Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

l 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabaj~ que trabaja para 'C),e:\::r:n,\:: £ilr,,: ::fr:,,-,\ Cc. . me siento orgulloso :J 
de que ml vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 
coma General Ill. LLC y Reserve Management Group. La lndustria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el medio 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones. las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vlas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I Ii mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entlendo que la nueva instalacion propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de redclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jim Cronin and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Reladyne, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 

My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The 

recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the 

environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Thank you, 

Jim Cronin 

Manager - Commercial Channel 

Fuel/HD Lubricants 

RelaDyne - Reliability in Motion 

290 E Joe Orr Rd I Chicago Heights, IL 60411 

847-358-3600 Main 

847-769-8250 Mobile I 847-258-4115 Fax 

jim.cronin@reladyne.com 
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Riverside Engineering 
Metals Recycling , Design < Controls - Wear Parts - Services 

June 4, 2020 

TO WHOM fT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jim Olson, CEO of Riverside Engineering, and [ am writing to express my support for 
Reserve Management Group (RMG) and the construction of the General lll, LLC facility at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Our company has a decades Jong relationship with General fron and is actively engaged in metal 
scrap recycling. General m and RMG play an essential role in helping local government manage 
their needs and responsibilities by providing a critical outlet for the recyclable materials generated 
within the community, without which these valuable commodities would build up and not only be 
lost for critical supply to manufacturers, but end up wrongfully in the waste stream. 

Riverside Engineering, with Gill and RMG, are proud to be a key component in the supply chain for 
scrap recycling. The critically important manufacturing of Steel, Aluminum and Copper are 
dependent on Gill and RMG to provide essential feedstock for their operations. 

Riverside's business success is dependent upon companies like General Ill and RMG. Our 
company's manufacturing, fabrication and assembly of capital equipment for the recycling industry 
is predominately done in Chicago. This manufacturing employs hundreds of quality, blue-collar 
jobs within miles of the new RMG facility. 

Based on my observations, RMG/Glll operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. They adhere to regulations and take all possible steps to be a good member of the 
community. These good neighbor policies have included advanced emissions control, roadways 
and surfaces regularly swept and watered, and RMG employees enforcing low speed yard traffic at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or similar recycling businesses. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility and the role they play in a nationally 
critical manufacturing sector, I want to provide my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General rn, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

TeL 210~227"9090 Fax: 210-227-7038 - megashredder.com 



R  003643

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Brian Hynds and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003644

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Aimee Collins and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003645

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Scott Collins and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of,household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away ta be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my iull support for General 111, LLC. 



R  003646

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~J0 l- 1 './\l ef><f.:: 1-J Q.JJ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003647

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ben Gebhart and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Metal Source LLC, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 

industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003648

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
.") 

'1 · ,u 
My name is ;t I 4 u (J t1 r5 C /! S and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job worklng for {!; tf f'c r ,::( R € C '?,:_/ >1 !j . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling Industry. My livelifiood is dependent upon companies like General 
LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits al 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or anv other similar recycling business ln 
the arecL 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

Signe'd 



R  003649

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1~-~/\)=le~;l~<l~H~rl~·tl:,=T~:· _________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for~ ct.JU> Merttft{ J:JIJ{, 'I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry i,eeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run lo the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

fZ_ ;J,,lJ i/1/zo 



R  003650

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is G:a..cy ~66e:c± and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working forO:S:ca..r: l>,, ){V\:S½<i G,, TV\c , , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

M'°H"' Oro"":;•"•:~"("'. • .. ~ 
Vj0-t)~ 



R  003651

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ·-::sr~ t'e, b (be\('" tel f\ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for lb e ((; \\ 1/ i I \e illrta\ Qec~d 1:);i I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003652

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /J/;Ji 1~ fw;} and I am writing to express my support 
' for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

AJli,,c{ 1hlii-~ ccc In my job working for_,_=~=-'-'e,-1.-l.L..i.::_-'=''--'==""=-'---~· I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003653

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Coll JI/ DcN/ 1/1:J-;y and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ---'M'--_£_;,_A_L---'S"-o--=u'--(L-C=--E...,____L_L_(_.= __ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003654

-----·-----···· 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ Todd Minnier and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ Southern Recycling, LLC. ______ _, I am proud to make my living 
working In and with the recycling Industry. My livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003655

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :;;;D,,dl(<ri("T <'f:0~? and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group a d the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for <2<'cAll q,J,mt2 Wh')M~"' • /4,c . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My liveliho<Sdis dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R
  003656

' 

for Reserve Managernent Group and the construction of Gereral 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In n1y job ,l\l'orking for --i..._.,::-..:,=-----------·---' I arn proud to rnak.e n,y living 
working in and vvith the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon con,panies like General Ill, 
ll.C and !~<~serve? rv1anagen1ent Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete rnetc~I 
iterns out of landfills and relieves stress on the environ1nent by reducing the need for virgin rnaterial in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on rny observations, Reserve Ma1Hig1:unent Gl'oup operations ,ll'e run to the highest standards of 
m1vlronriu?11tal con,pllance that I have n at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all reguli:1tlons i1nd take i,ll possible steps to exceed \tvhat Is nJqulred by lav,. Roadways and rfi:, ;ire 
regularly S\vept and wntered, and B(~ rve r..~anagernent Group's ernployees enforce IO\'V speed Hn,its iJt 
their facility to redu dust being kicked up frorn the ground, 

Furthe it is n1y undersuuiding that the prop,osed new facility will have even 1nore con1p1·ehensive 
pollution controls and rnonltoring th,n, the current operation or any other slrnllar recycling business ln 
the area. 

Glven this comrnitn1ent to environn1ent,1I responsibility, I 1;vant to reiterate n1y full support for Reserve 
f\.1anagen1ent Group and General 111, LLC. 



R
  003657

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

My name is ~ \/, t>,
.....,. .:, and! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managen;ent Group and the construction of Genera! ll!, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

,J 
In my Job working for •ti,,,...,~ -::S.:V L- I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General!!!, 

llC and Re.serve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of lrmdfi!ls and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material !n 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on rny observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental comp!lance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 
al! regulations and take al! possibte steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept ilnd watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, Jt ts my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, ! want to reiterate my fur! support for Reserve 
Management Group and General m, LLC 

~, vw~-~/ 
&{v/ µ 



R  003658

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is &eno,_ n-e.+.ras 'Z£L,/;- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Sbarle.a ~ e- , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003659

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jo<i; f}NOfl..Ev5 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ,;l-/4Jli.£,._,, El-"' ... C]~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

fLt2L-



R  003660

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ {]_ (.) LLC ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for C 9-/A IC..L e 0 £(Ec:rg,;;::c ' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003661

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is {3 r iGA fV\il\s and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 5\.-ertc, El«.>-,,._ ( ""'-"'"'.'\ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood ,s dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003662

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 5\::w,~f::' (\;.~C: , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003663

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 01... \J l"' 1'<-Tos,,v A~ ES IN A and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for !:>t-Vrr\. L 'I:< ,J EL £c.,T fUC. CoM PMl1 I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003664

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :::S:ASorJ A. <SctlA ~e:/l.. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 5 HAii!, l E-N li;L.f t:f R1C , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  003665

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~kk..,. f \ec...·hc·l<- , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003666

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is iJ-,\\\,-.- ( ... 11,, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for S\,o--eb Ek-L., , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003667

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /4be,-/ (l4!0e Sin 1, 1'.:k:: and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for S H:t1£L5,Y £/1Ze-Te1c...... , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

[) 



R  003668

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C.c Ci ~ B 's:-1 O a..5 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve ManagemeGroup and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 9,G.(" le.I) 2. \ e.c..tr I C.. , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

½~ 
G!2.[?ozo 



R  003669

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f'/J ft /< t'- f I Y and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for S,fhq RLtN T-tzl')7Ul , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003670

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 'I' Gm e J· C //<? J',rJ, 1:,,-4:: and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for J'j.J.t9/? /--r /J. /:.lee,f/1" 1 (_ _ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003671

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Robert L. Pridmore and I am writing to 

express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for The George Sollitt Construction Company , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003672

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Michael l Polacheck and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 

Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 
Chicago. 

In my job working for George Sollitt Construction Co., I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re,usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regulariy swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

Sincerely, 

Michael J. Polacheck 



R  003673

@ 
RAFFIN 
CONSTRVCYlON CO 

June 2, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Albert Raffin and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Raffin Construction Company, I am proud to make my living working with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Iii, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin materiai in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take al! possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new faciiity wi!I have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 
area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Iii, LLC. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Raffin Construction Company 

QUALiiY CONSTRUCTION SINCE 1916 

744 EAST j 13TH STf1EET m CHiCllGO, !L 60628 n PHONE 773.785.3055 a FAX 773.785.9034 



R  003674

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Robert Wishnevski and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for Belcon/Regis Group, I am proud to make my living working In and with the 

recycling industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps lo exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits al 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

'/WBERT WISHNEVSl<I 



R  003675

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Michael T, Ellis and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working fm E-Quantum Consulting LLC, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 

industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group, The 

recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the 

environment by reducing the need for virgin material [n the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are regularly 

swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 

reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recyc!ing business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Iii, LLC 



R  003676

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ashlee Dameron and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for George Sollitt Construction Co., I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design !LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003677

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is--"---'-'--'----'------------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for George Sollitt Construction Co., I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003678

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is L v /1 i" • .1 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for George Sollitt Construction Co., I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where i do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003679

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ Todd Leonard _______________ and I am writing to 

express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 

Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Job working for George Sollitt Construction Co., I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable.materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this Industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility wlll have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Grour and Ge II, LLC. 

j 
Signed 



R  003680

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Michael J. Polacheck and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 

Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 

Chicago. 

In my job working for George Sollitt Construction Co., I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Michael J. Polacheck 



R  003681

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ½. , Eie..i\--rJ /'(,, /4 LGE1'<. . and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for George Sollitt Construction Co., I am proud to support the recycling industry t\)at 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner, 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC..!iilil 
Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items otrtnf 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 
scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003682

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ft.t2c, /4..l'lbl,,O and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for CTeoe.W ~~ G ..,l.;,, , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003683

TO WHOM IT ~CERN: 

My name is ~ 1, 12-v c ( r.J sf;::::,/ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

working in and with the recycling in stry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003684

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is VY\ 1
1 

f < L ~~and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group an the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

r o.,,\ l ~(Ll 
In my job working for GM U' _ -~ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003685

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --"-''-""---"'---''----=-.,_----'-=---1-l=r------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Gr p and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for C e-r~ 2 4{ ll Cf;' /V f T C JI , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling fndustry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed V 



R  003686

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is '&.{f1:-}~ c,'.{,.vr,;;A::f:A:"LGN:c£ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

/' <:1 /" 
In my job working for ~'.:\€:i>fZ&,~ ,:::,a~ Ls,,"-'s--cL.Lv , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003687

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve Management Group and the con ruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for S I/, 
1 

I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recyclin '· dustry. My liv,ellhood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Sig~ / 

( 



R  003688

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is------'-----'---'-'-_;__;_'----------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for George Sollitt Construction Co., I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003689

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John Waite and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Waite Equipment Co., I am proud to support the recycling industry that takes 

scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

,xVllVV {Aj,J}, (b fa/Zcc/?O 
-Si-g~-d-/+'---~~-~----1/'---i, 

L/ 



R  003690

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is MA ·rthe (,} Pee[ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /JJ } t:S'C ;6 ~ ) C) /'I S' . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003691

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support My name is p_;c,.l.o..,o\ Ve,,\c,.__rz_ .. qy-e:z._ 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

ndustry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003692

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 5.:.0ff ~ f and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fll/C.,SI V , I am proud to make my living 
' working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003693

TO WHOM IT MAY ~d~: 
My name is ~ ¼/'<::::.e'..,V I ( -( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for )7,;::;1;/ ~- , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group d General Ill, LLC. 



R  003694

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 7oNf J.1/J,1 ,Z,A ID and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _~A~~f_-e=5~S...,_,1~· 1~2~----------~' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003695

TO WHOM IT Mtl CONCERN: N 
My name is {/\O i1cl.l ) ll~~o c and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the constrction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /l lem 0 , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and Gene al Ill, LLC. 

/ 
Signed 



R  003696

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jert}f'/11 V and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 'i2rJ"fr/tJ [01,, 5 7t-Ur:2 72'tJp , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

}fgned 



R  003697

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is $;,,,Jl ,;:tlr;,.,,,..- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of C~ 

In my job working for ~ F1 ;ti {&fl 51')!,lj(! ·1/tJl1 , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003698

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (Zc ~1 c::·+12,, d:fe ,__,.. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 9 /t'f'i2/11J <2onS 7fLVC!_l)l:n, • I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003699

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is M DJ!r t{J and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for L lr \?- fL {l'.J {oH S/'t.c.<!_ f)l.Di.-. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003700

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :::fuk,,_ /:Jew and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 7Y/4vJ 5:r~... I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003701

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ji JfV\ C CIC~ ,-I and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for rYVl-:YO s+-r .. d , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003702

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is £ ,j;.,J~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 1 

vJ/l o) I 

In my job working for // ')" J /.-,sv/ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003703

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J°SC-ct'/\&o\l'-- f'/'\o~!(\ _ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and tti~onstruction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for bki'\rt.i Fl i~E' (-h:iub C:J. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycli~g indust~. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003704

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _DAVID MILNE ____ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for PLUMBING & ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO~ I am proud to make my living working 
in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 
Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills a.nd relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

DAVID MILNE 
PLUMBING & ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO 
PH 708-862-1225 



R  003705

GAS&QIL _______ .....,""""'""""''· ·. 

June 2, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Christopher Tews and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Dale Gas & Oil Co., I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 

industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Christopher R. Tews, President 

Dale Gas & Oil Co. Inc. 

Phone: 920-779-6666 • Fax: 920-779-6674 • Email: dalegas60@yahoo.com 

W9933 State Road 96 • P.O. Box 230 • Dale, WI 54931 



R  003706

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ktat<; .,_/o~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for c5ftAGJtJ 7}a...rrt.f 4j , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003707

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Dau &!IN My name is __________________ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Llacrecc1tt'S tr0 1J Prn~r1+ 7.-tu( In my job working for fT ✓ .J' .] r I I \ / - I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003708

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1,,(;L± ~ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fflN:J+-1,J,:;---ef ~ /Jj,4Rif)fp,1 KI am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling busine.ss in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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Denise Follmar 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Mac 

info@foleyengines.com 
Tuesday, June 2, 2020 8:32 AM 
Mac Delozier 
Denise Follmar; Steve Popp 
Letter of Support • Request 
Maine T railsArticleMarch2019.pd/ 

Thanks for the opportunity to support your initiatives to build a new 

recycling shedder facility on Burley Ave. Not only will this be a big step 
forward in recycling, your company will also generate a more secure 
future for your employees. 

Nearby residents to the proposed project should also be aware that all 
the construction equipment used during the construction phase of the 
project will have diesel and gas scrubbers available for use. These 
scrubbers will make the exhaust emissions legal and safe to 

breathe. Displayed above is a PDF with information on this innovative 
product. 

r Diesel 

DrDiesel@FoleyEngines.com 

vvww.FoleyEngines.com 

800.233.6539 

Fol : One of America's Top Clean Energy Companies 
II Free: 1.800.233.6539 

Ph e: 1.508.753.2979 
: 1.508.831.7133 

1 
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Foley Marine & Industrial Engines 
America's Engine Team Since 1916! 
200 Summer St 
Worcester, MA 01604 

104vears 
1916-2020 

This year marks our year as a distributor of industrial engine and power train components including power 
take off clutches, diesel exhaust scrubloers. and engine overhaul parts kits, 

Visit us at these upcoming tradeshows in 2020/ 

16·17: Rocky Mountain Economic Conference (Jackson Hole, WY) 
3-6: Aspen Security Forum (Aspen, CO) 

October 16-17: Northern Loggers Expo (Burlington, VT) 

From: Mac Delozier <macdelozier@reserve-group,com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 2, 2020 8:06 AM 

Cc: Denise Follmar <denisefollmar@reserve-group.com>; Mac Delozier <macdelozier@reserve-group,com> 
Subject: Letter of Support - Request 

Dear Preferred Vendor/Supplier of Reserve Management Group (RMG) and their affiliate companies: 

As many of you are already aware, RMG has begun the approved process of building and implementing a state of the 
art, top of the line recycling shredder and operations at our facility on Burley Ave. in South Chicago. This facility will 

have best available technology and create an environmentally and safety benchmark in our industry. 

Unfortunately we still face some unmerited and biased opposition. I am reaching out to you because we consider you a 
long lasting partner, we are asking for your support. Our future, and the future of our communities, city, state, and the 
manufacturing industry depends on you and your support to for this project. 

RMG's 40+ years in the recycling business, we never thought we would have to defend the positive impacts that 
recycling brings to our society- but we do, We are asking you for your support to have as many people in your offices 

that agree, to sign the Support Letter attached, as well as sending the same letter to your supply chain for them to 
sign. This way our whole supply-chain system is involved in the support. 

Once signed I ask that you return in an email back to macdeiozier(a)reserve-group,com and denisefollmar@reserve-
11row,.com, or by fax to 773-721-8798, 

We thank you for your consideration. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

2 
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Sincerely, 

Mac 

MAC DELOZIER/ RESERVE MARINE TERMINALS 
!\11ACDELOZ1f""R@RESERVE-GROUP COM 
11600 SOUTH BURLEY AVE, CHICAGO, IL 60617 
(0) 773-382-0003 (C) 773-617-9315 

3 
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Mission scrubbed! 
Foley's engine scrubbers in demand for construction, transportation, 
mining and other industries 

F
OLEY INDUS1'HJAL Engines ha..'i been nuumfacturing and selling 

<licsel and gas engine scrubbers for more than twn decades. 
The demand for the de\.iecs has grown considerably in rccenl 
year~ a.s OSHA and !\lSHA havl' stn.:ngthcnt.'d rt.'b'1llatiuns un 
engine exhaust, particularly in the mining, construdion ,md 

transportation in<lmtries. 

The firm·s newest line ofscmhhcrs is hrandc<l us CleanAirExhausL'3t'i5 

exhaust scrnhhcr.;, and Foley ha.s hernme a major supplit:r of the <ll'Vitts 

in the lJnitcd St.ales. The emission conlrol dcvicts install at the end uf 

an l'.nµ;inl''s tail pipe and make lhe exhaust emissions legal ;u11l safo lo 

breathe by cunverting harm fol exhaust lo wakr an<l carbon dioxidl'.. 

f nsidc the canislt'r is a honcycon1b substrate cuakd \\ith a small ;unou11t 

of precious nH.::tals whL"rc the l'.atalytie reat:tiun occurs. Foley scrubbers 

are useJ un c:onslluction sltc.s, as well as in tight spaces, such JS mines 

and ln1mds. thrnuµ;h1mt the country. Foley scrubbers were mil~d in the 
constn1c1ion of lloston's Diµ; Dig. 

With a Jicsel t:xhaust Sl'.rubher a conlral'lor rnn work safely an<l lcµ;ally 

in a t:on!tned spact.:: without hanninp, iL-; t·mployces_ Foley h,Ls supplie<l 
scrnbhcrs for both g;<L-; and <lks<:l .:nt,,rines lo forklift users, concrete s,rn, 
01wrators, generator owners and ulher,s whn nt'cd Lo run an engine in 
an enclosed space. 

'While Lhl' company mainlains an l'Xlensivi: inventory of parLs and 
l"ll~lncs in stock. the scrubbers arc a made-to-order item. They can be 

t'Ustum bt1ilt for almost any cnt:,'lnt•. an:ording; tu Jes.sic a M,uws of Foley, 

who said th:.it the comp,my ships out bctwcct1 500 :.ind l.000 c:.iL:.tlytic 
StTUhbers and rnulller.; a year. 

'All of our scruhhcn; are ma<lc to order so we can ).,'Uarantl'e a perfect 

lit,~ said ivfanns, She said enntral'.tors jusl need 'know thl' size of lhe 

Lailpipc awl the engine horsepower. Manns also noll:d the turnaround 

times for orders is usually\\ilhin three to five days. hut c:m he n:dul'Cd 

E 
0 
u 

Serving Maine for 
more than 30 years 

VHB \ ru;1dvs1ay, structural. 

rraff c, env1rcn,r,cnL1!. ar,rj IJnJ 

,j,?kl,::ir-,rn2n:- nrof,-:-ss 1-1n?tls 

del.ver solutions ·hat r:elp 

.ci 

.c 

~ 
3: 
3: 

b :.. 
A custom scrubber made at Folets Worcesb!r, Mau.achu&atts, planL 

to 24 to ·t.H hours with an ad<led rush option. Ordet.'i arc shipped from 
Foley's \Vorcesler facility via UPS. 

Foky wa..s founded more than a century aµ;o, and ha.'i lonp; been 
knmvn a.s a supplit:r for Perkins and Deul.1: engint>~'i and enboine parts, 

Ford industrial en~nc5, 1\vin Disc/ Rochford power takeotlh :..uHl ZcnitJ1 
carburetors, as well a.G rcmanufactured exchange parL'i. ii 

FMI: To IE!Rrn more visit wwwJoleyangines,com or call 800-233-6539, 

Engineers I Suenti5ts I Planners I Ces1gner~ 

:C:OCI S,J'.it ,l:::r:,u1;r, Or ·,1· 

'., I 'p 10',~ 
~,,::,,it r·cirt!Jnd t'1t C~!rX, 

FEBRUARY/MARCH 2019 • MAINE TRAILS 45 
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Concept-Logic, LLC sM. 

INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS I 1WANUFACTURER 'S REPRESENTATIVES 
6288 West 91 51

, Avenue, Crown Point. Indiana 46307 
PH (219) 308-8588 FAX (219) 365-2038 E-MAIL; jmick@concept-logic.com 

www.concept-logic.com 

6/1/2020 

Open letter in support of General Iron Industries remaining a Chicago institution. 

To whom it may concern, 

I first started doing business with General Iron in the 1980's when the company was in a 
growth pattern and the neighborhood was a tough but thriving industrial enclave. I recall 
meeting Adam Labkon and walking the property to look over his conveyor system in 
hopes of becoming his conveyor belt supplier. I have been proud to work with Adam and 
his crew ever since. 

Having over 40 years in business to business experience I believe my opinion that 
General Iron operates with the highest integrity possible carries some weight. Out of the 
hundreds of industrial companies I've worked with no one has been a better business 
partner than General Iron under the guidance of the Labkon family. I have seen firsthand 
how the neighborhood has changed over the years and witnessed the extraordinary 
actions the company has taken to peacefully and ethically coexist with the changing 
dynamics. 
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It's my understanding that the company plans to relocate to the south side of Chicago. I 
don't think the decision makers at city hall should hesitate a minute in approving the 
move. General Iron Industries has a rich history in Chicago and are, in fact, part of the 
story of Chicago. Scores of business· have left the city for various reasons over the past 
20-30 years. 
Other states and in some cases, other countries, are happy to have these entities within 
their jurisdiction. General Iron is Chicago and should remain here. I urge the city 
officials to give the moving project their favorable attention in order to retain a great 
Chicago business run by some great people. 

Sincerely, 

John Mick 
C.E.O. Concept-Logic, LLC 

Conveyor Belting & Accessories I Industrial Metal & Rubber Hose 
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Air Compressors, Dryers & Parts 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is f\'.:\c.u:oba 'J?-r+cd, and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

\ 
The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city straats. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday llfe I try to recycle and pun:hasa products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Manacement Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallablllty of thesa goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, ResaNe Manaaement Group Is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good Pll)'ing, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulaUng them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responslblllty, sustalnablllty, and economlc growth, I want to reiterat~v fuH support for Genenil Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ff\c.uAM: (\;L;Q 
Date! b: '/- rl/J 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Myname~f(IC 5:'C,,i( c,:0e /LI andlamwrltlngtoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycl!ng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household Jobs. I belleve it should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsiblllty, sustainability, and 
economic gro~IJ,.J...\l(,ant to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

7 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ____ Marwan Matarieh _____ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 

Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 

Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Marwan Matarieh D,g,taHy ~•gned by M.,rwan Mauneh 
Dat~:2020.06.G3 14·06:3B ..05'00' Signature: ________________ _ 

Date: ____ 6_-3_-_20_2_0 _______ _ 

NTAC:3NS-20 
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TO WHOM ITMAY CONCERN: 

My name Is (f/Kf.J;, >e.kM and I am writing to express my sup!JOrt for Reserve Management up and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycl!ng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday fife I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responslblllty, sustainability, and economic growth, nt to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1Jt c..h;q e. J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

JJA:v/s 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: :tJ;t_;.Jl-t ~~ 
Date: (e - c1-.- c?.D 

' 
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TOWHOMITMArCERN: /4 
My name is ,-c.h Ot. e.J, q:f lt,,,> and I am writlngtoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s, Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recyc:llng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallablllty of these goods made from 
recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs In the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another clty or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsfbll!ty, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my II support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM TT MAY (;()N(;F.RN'. 

My name is ffi~ ~~ 
and I am writing to express my supp rt fur Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General m, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling aiso reiieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General ill, LLC 
Rnd R05e,rv,:, MRnRg0mi:,n( Group !lr0 vit!!l pRrtS 0f !! supply chftin 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of. 
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, r want to reiterate my full support for General ill, LLC. 

Signft~1.1r0:~C).r(\ ~ 
Date: \J>l\ · &) 

li!]OOl/001 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is (V:Y•t L. r.,.,, 5: A r--Pl r and I am writlngto express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of clty 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and pun:tiase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economlc growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signatur~ r ~ , 

Date:__,,;{.,,_.-~)<....-_.)......;6"'------
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 
city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle 
and purchase products made from recycled materials. companies such as General Ill, UC and 
Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued 
availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds 
of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs 
in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to ;mother city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 
sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

1 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is fJf 1 itJ1 Jt-E.( h'1.., C(d,-T s:kt 7"V" and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of G neral Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling lndust,y keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfflls and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chalmhat ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responslbillty, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date: __ <._-_'f_-_:z....l _____ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

,. A "'-\\ \J\o,;c,, .\~ 
My name is I" i,c;, ~ e, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~:=-r~ 
Date: __ o=-1o--'--/_0_21-._/_a_D_c\C __ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls - W and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Grou and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs ln the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustalnablllty, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signatur~f1 lnu~~ lLlS~", y~ 

Date:---'lo"'"'/....,3.i.::./ J_O _____ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

. 0 
My name Is J~. Ai:..~h" +e..-k,e,.s and! am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management G up and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallablllty of these goods made from 
recycled materials ln the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General ill, LLC. 

Signature: -¥r::w.....,.1*"-1if"-''1A.""--A-'-'--'il'-""'·,e.cJ::::'e 1c.:alc:.:L):::._ __ 

Date: __ _.k,""2+/_;:,""'-iJ'--'7=--C"-i 2...C==) __ 
l f 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Judith Fishbaugh and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recyqing industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, UC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

""' 
SignatureOC-: Il;.;;&t;;,., ~~ 0 
Date:June 3, 2020 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is KA-1:.£,J M c... ctc,__-lr:.Ji ev . and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and constructi6n of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps l,;irge amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling alfo relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday llfe I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, UC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I befreve it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date: __ ...,(p""--;:.. _t../,__--'.;\O="-'l=O;.._ __ _ 
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TO WHOM TT MAY f'.ONC'.F.RN: 

My name is 4-tJLfz:,S r(). Lb11 /<.O~ 
and I am writing to express my support for ~serve 
Management Group and construction of General ll I, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recyciing also reiieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life T try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
fln<l Reserve M!lnflgement Group !!re vit!!l p11rts of 11 51.1pply r,h11in 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of• 
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signeh1~,,_z2y. ~ 
Date: ~ .-4,-1,0a.1' 

~o o 1; o o 1 

f'lk ,l()t:; ,/')(\')('I 'I I\. 11 '7AU l'r-LIT, A/'\_ 1\1\."I. 



R  003732

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Laura Baker and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: 

Date: June 03, 2020 



R  003733

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _Kimberly Knight. _______________ and I am writing to e~press my 

support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue 
on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the. need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003734

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls /,, J: 5Q Cw~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemant GrouJlll ~nstruction of General IH, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Tile metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also reffeves stress on the environment by reducing the heed for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Manqement 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallabllity of these goads made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Manasement Group ls an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying. head-of.household Jabs. I believe it should be a hlfrh priority to keep such jobs in the clty of 
Chicago rather than regulating thenr,way ta be moved ta another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustalnabllitv, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuH support far General Ill, LLC. 

~re: .•✓, ~ , e,~ ll " < 

Date: ' - 1/ - i!.. 0 .&-0 



R  003735

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_..!..,CJJ.!L!.!.!::::..:d.-....l.l.::::'..!..!.,,,;i;~=----and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Mana ment Group and construction of General Hf, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of• supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household Jobs. l believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs In the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: (y,mcw @aJo 
Date: Gi-3 -9:) 



R  003736

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jeff Dundek and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 
Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 
city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing 
the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to 
recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the 
continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds 
of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such 
jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or 
region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 
sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: Jeffrey M. Dundek 

Date: 6/3/2020 



R  003737

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mv name is ,Jf)\Oa ,M CCa.vw1 and I am writing to express mv support 
for Reserve Management Group and'!ionstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep ~ch Jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Manasement Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, l want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: &Uf! }J(MM& 
Date: {o-l( -LO 



R  003738

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Joel Sibick and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and construction of General III, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 
Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 
city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle 
and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC and 
Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued 
availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of 
good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in 
the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 
sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Date: 6/3/2020 



R  003739

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Joanne Dienethal and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 

Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and 

off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by 

reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday 

life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such 

as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that 

ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the 

marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides 

hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to 

keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to 

another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 

sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, 

LLC. 

•.. C rn .ti 
Signature: __ ·_,'-

1
/2'-'. """"""""-'-r-t:...'~==---------



R  003740

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls Joan Callaghan and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003741

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is ,(fj m .Be ke.. ,._Jf and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLCat 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts ofobsolete !terns out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
vlrgln material ln the manufacturing of new goods. rn my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are Vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good pay!ng, head-of-household Jobs. I believe lt should be a high priority to keep such Jobs in the city of 
Chlcago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responslbillty, sustalnabllfty, and 
economlc growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature:<%., &o? 4 

Date: 4, / ,;l../;:i.d 



R  003742

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Je/11 !t", SfoK!c .SA: and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemet Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~ 
• , j "' 

Signatur~0:s J ~ 
Date: _G>_,/4'-3=${~/4 __ 6l_O....:;~_o ____ _ 

I I 



R  003743

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynamels 1;,~.,,.. &rJ andlamwrltingtoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfflls and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LlC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availabHity of these goods made from 
recycled materlals In the marketpla~. 

'; 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of•household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chjcago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainablllty, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Slgnature: _ _.{bJJ"'-"--~--'-~=:..::x..:;_.. ___ _ 
Date:__,.QtJ/"-'. "---0---'Q._/.-"'~=[J __ 



R  003744

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is George Jester Jr. and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and con.struction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and .off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~Jg~,__.. 
Date: June 3, 2020 



R  003745

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ge O f' j e G; Iii.I\ OJ' 
2 5 and , am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

//'1 /),, G--e or9 'Z G-; Iii.II a.J'C.) 
Signature: __ .1.._/ Y:..__...::..~---------'--

,, _ I - z o Date: ______ lc _______ _ 



R  003746

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Garrett Bergeson and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003747

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynamels C,01rdon bL,L/{l.f:ord Sr. andlamwritinstoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps lliree amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling a~ relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods,made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such Jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signatur~/f~ d& · 
Date: _.::;.b.,_/¥LJ/4'-"'ci""o'------



R  003748

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /jp.,~'f:Y }h'Jtfl;M/&,/,,;;t} and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

S~a<"'e~L;0: 
Date: /p J ~ I -z,z:;z O 



R  003749

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ ~ L\ OS G- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Gro p and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin materialin the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth,,! nt to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

,/ 



R  003750

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

.,,... 
My name ls J. "" /Ylcr' "hl-1.,/ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group an'd construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsiblllty, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003751

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C..Ono, Moo"'r+{ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and c~nstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature:_C----___ '1_~--~-· .p<...--'-

Date:O \o / 8'( d:: 0 '.)_o 
! 



R  003752

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is c/14: I~ S,4.,, I;;_,, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management up and construction of General Ill, UC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin materlal in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availablllty of these goods made from 
recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 



R  003753

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name~' ;:; d, 3:-,CL r ct. and I am writing to express my support 
for ReselVl! Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and oft' of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by redllcing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In mv eve,ydav life I try to reeytl4 and purchase 
products made from recycled ma~ls. Companies such as General Ill, UC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials In the marketplace. 

FUrther, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than l'l!gUlatlng them away to be moved to another city Of region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responslbilltv. sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate mv fuH support for General Ill, UC. 

Date:_.,.~::;;_· _-.,;_1/_-..::.,k;>..:,,:;.. ___ \ __ 



R  003754

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_..:::~:::·; 
0

::..
1 ::...M.;:__::..:'{\-:...__b=-=~=_,,,::..e_=-..!...::>L.J.~-and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of Gene 1111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by redlldng the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying. head-of-household Jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the dty of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or reglon. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic g , I want to reiterate my full su port for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003755

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is /24.JfJ )/O bJ....Q_,,,-- and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commltment to recycling also re!Jeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availablllty of these goods made from recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs In the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responslblllty, sustainab!lity, and economlcgrowth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: nW ~ 
Date: re - 8-~ &,O 



R  003756

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 0£.,.,..J 1 .1 ("lt,,2., 4 IL....-f and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Date: ___ '-_/,-', /.c....::.-'_•"-------



R  003757

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynamels Crt/2...tOS- dvE/24 andlamwritlngtoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recydlng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin materlal In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday llfe I try to recyde and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, UC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallabUity of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs In the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~,or lfiu£M 
Date: eJC- D £-f- o!-Ocl-0 

·r1 



R  003758

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls y\\11 q QI l Yl1 VY I II V tY and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: #'~ 

Date: U ~ / 01 / 1. 01 0 



R  003759

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Cft/2...l 0~ .l?: VS /24 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, UC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group ls an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~o.r /?u<r.M 
Date: f!JC- D Cf- ol-Od-0 



R  003760

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 0:st:A:L A--, ~ and I am Writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recydlng Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recyded materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recyded materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to re· rate my full suppo or General Ill, LLC. 



R  003761

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is A iJ · r 1~ I( f, ,.11,·c\ s and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

I\ f 

Signature: __:0:::.t_ . .:..:1':...:':+=Q"".--'!-'{'--'/¾--'~-~::::· ..::!..:..•·------



R  003762

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Andrew P. Varga and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: 4,,A, P v.;. = 

Date: 06/30/2020 



R  003763

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

My name~~ \)\~,r:J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. ' 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need fur 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallabHity of these ·goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's f11e in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

S•natucb Cf!V~ \\\~ 

Date: ca \ z... I z c,zo 



R  003764

and I am writing to express my 
ion of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 
city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle 
and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and 
Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued 
availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds 
of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs 
in the city of Chicago ratherthan regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 
sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

/ ··, ! \ I I k I (,; L 
Signatu':;,!~ ~ Jw :' 
Date: G,- 3-J L) 

1 



R  003765

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is {\,;\l ffiQ rnJJ\~ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and con~ n of General Ill, UC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing'llrf new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products madeirom recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a h i;lh priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustalnabllity,and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003766

I 

I 

I 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~<::e L1 E~P~A Mflla:;J.1~Z __ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General !II, at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts olob,;o!,ete 
items out oflandfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 
my everyday life I try to re<.,-ycle and purchase products 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important ec-0nornic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head--of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
grovv1h, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

_/, / 

Signature: /&o/ / )lef 
Date: 0 C:: - OJ. - d C:::? a 



R  003767

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ tu.. 0. L.e A Ry and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve.Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. . ' 

Signature: 'u.e, ~. 
Date: ~ ~~ - d)i) 



R  003768

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Minombre es Francisco Martinez 
y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi apoyo a Reserve Management 
Group y la construcci6n de General III, LLC en 11600 S. Burley 
Avenue en el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de 
articulos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y fuera de las calles de la 
ciudad. Un comprorniso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 
sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen 
en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. En mi vida diaria trato de 
reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 
Empresas como General III, LLC y Reserve Management Group 
son partes vitales de una cadena de suministro que garantiza la 
disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 
reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor 
econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s de bien remunerados, empleos 
cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener 
esos trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para 
que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la 
responsabilidad ambiental, la sostenibilidad y el crecimiento 
econ6rnico, quiero reiterar mi leno apoyo a General III, LLC . 

• 

Signature 



R  003769

TO WHOM IT MArONCERN: 

My name is Nttbire bui/;h# and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: Yl datt/: ~wrfin!2_ 
Oate: _..;cb'-----"-L/_-_2.._0_2_0 __ 



R  003770

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis Cordon b/;j(/.f.or:d S:r--. and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature~ d1c · 
Date: _-'-lo~/~f~/4=4~'2~-----



R  003771

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name~) d X)(',L \ cl and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: __ a_'_;=,,_....,.__,,,_n _ _,,8,___~---~---
Date: _(,:;=;,_-_1/_-~;JL,~·) _____ _ 



R  003772

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is f\'.\o..qsbo ::J:\c;,,..rd,. and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Signature: ffiCuh. M fv._.Q 
Date: b--o/-r;x!) 



R  003773

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls ), I: :i<? Looper and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group aKdconstruction of General Ill, lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

. / / Signature: .,., •. -; ll / vrrr2' o.....-: 

Date: C -t./- 2.02.p 



R  003774

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ?e, rJw, fire}, and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature:_~fk~~~"V-~,~~~-~~~~------

Date: _Dtv"""--, "'-'--0_'d-_/._o{=..c..t) __ _ 



R  003775

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~m ·mo t)?.uS\ \\~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and constru~on of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

-""a~ 
Date: (D { L/ 21) · 



R  003776

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name i~;O~ £>\~,r:J and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signaturcb\,t) rvll, \)\bJL 
Date: loll/ zc,Zf:, 



R  003777

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynamei~ 11,c-.. 2r.rl andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport for Reserve Management Group and construction of General ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signa~~ 

Date: _~t,_._Z_-~z_o _______ _ 



R  003778

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is fJ1 1 ",,_/,i 1>-e( tr?-<- C 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of G 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

and I am writing to express my support 
neral 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature:~~~ 
" 

Date: __ <._-_'f __ -_:z... __ ·~-------



R  003779

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is K1tte.£,J M C, Clc,_+c.}. ev . and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and constructi6n of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

. 
Signature:~ ~~ 
Date: __ ..,.Ge:__-_--l.,__--=.;:t.-'-'O"-=Z.D-=-----



R  003780

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (Jf,vlt'\a M CC,a.viv) and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: &olM_ ,Mf/vwA,. 
Date: \o -Y -1-.Q 



R  003781

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is }) Ai\\ A, bE::"'f {:: U V'J [:1) and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic gro~, I want :o :ite,~rate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: __ -= £y,=~_U4..A_.c--------+--
Lo( S l2.D Date: 



R  003782

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ---fl-,,.,., j "tl'lf ~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ 
Date:_L_,,.._)_-_)..c__a _____ _ 



R  003783

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is fV\ •c. L.. D ,.\ ) A c--PI (' and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signatur~ 
' 
r=~ 

Date:~{.~.,.-~)_-_)..~(; _____ _ 



R  003784

TO WHOM IT l'v1AY CONCERN: 

My name is f J /.0{( rV LAJct I &?r 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve l'vfanagemcm Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003785

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Gary Walt. l am a registered voter in the State of Illinois. I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue 
on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals .recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environ mental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

June 2, 2020 



R  003786

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Patrick M. Collins and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

6/4/20 

Date 



R  003787

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is L (A,\..l,Vl -~-e) se. and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~)~ n re 

Date 



R  003788

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Randall A. Samborn and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003789

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Patrick Hopkins and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

June 2 2020 
Date 



R  003790

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Michael Jenny and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

June 2 2020 

Date 



R  003791

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Joseph Greenwood and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

June 2 2020 

Date 



R  003792

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John W. Morse and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

June 2 2020 

Date 



R  003793

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~=J_z::i:::.1-~.,;(_.c;_a;;)2!1~ ________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemen up and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chkago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003794

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERJ"./: 

My name is Ck:v"'.A~ 
and I am writing to eJC}5~ y support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital paiis of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 
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R  003795

' • TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ruAJ!'.v;! µ ~ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

·· I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003796

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is · ~ /?].u. te ,/ 

and I am writing to ex r ss my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003797

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

/fi/4, C /// ~ 
My name is 'l J%:~£/ / 4k~ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General HI, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003798

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: -,, ~ y C // • 

My name is ,1._ J /J,\JcJ,"-, ) ':\ /Y\i~" 

and I am writing to express my supHort for Reserve 
Management Group and constructioh of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003799

• TOWHOMITMAYCONCERN: 

. /Zt; ;/, /:11/ . /1 My name 1s P ~\ 1 · ~v 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003800

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

! I ! 
M · /'1 ! ,t .1, r, - 4,, , r11· Ynamels , ,.-.. ,,.,,,, /• r,,n,1 

, •. ,,, 1 ,;, .i .-~,./1 l (t,s 

and I am wriaj}g to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A com1nitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003801

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f)n\c,J\ /J':\£{ 5 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003802

'• TOWHOMITMAYCONCERN: ( rp( 
My name is Row )e ('1 ce..! {Y)eQ_, (; 2f) 
and I am writing to expres my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

·· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003803

' , TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ (i(yce( c G/0/2-~ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

·· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the :manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled :materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003804

' • TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 0.S-ltJ 'lrr,;M Sf (J '2 f ZO 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

··· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003805

', TOWHOMITMAYCONCERN: 

My name is 1<10'\ ~ID~ G/ (o /w 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General HI, LLC at 

·. 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003806

' , TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis /Ji~~ l<ml-&v1 ~/G/w and I am writing to eX})r; my support for Reservd 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

·· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003807

'• TOWHOMITMAYCONCE 

My name is _c/L-¥--;,?'----=--+cr----------and I am wri · g express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

·· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003808

'• TOWHOMITMAYCONCERN: 

Mynameisv¥$~ ~1>4~ and I am writing to express my supportor Re~e ~ 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003809

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I' \ J My name is 1 \ C-v,:iL: , )ct,,~ = V , , and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003810

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is [v;; c:::,((P~v1Lc~ 
and I am writing to express my suppo ~or Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003811

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ---r&n'::\O.. Vope_ \:1/~ ~ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003812

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

'. ~ ~-My name is fl1 10K1 :f-0 g u -f <>--
and I am writing to express my support forRese 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an i1nportant economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003813

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is PO b~f LIO 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I 
am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work 
we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. General III's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), 
and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly 
water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits 
are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 
from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003814

, TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,{).2xd JJvcL!;/ 
and I am writing to express my support=for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I 
am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work 
we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), 
and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly 
water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits 
are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 
from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003815

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (t~ ~ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I 
am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work 
we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. General III's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), 
and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly 
water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits 
are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 
from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003816

My name is ~~.:::...'--'....\,,'.LLL......L..JJJ~~-~~Jc.~~:!£:z'::...._ and I am writing to express my support fo • eserv 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I 
am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work 
we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), 
and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly 
water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits 
are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 
from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003817

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ;Jcu;on P°t'.e, ~ / r&1~ 
and I am writing to express y supp fa( Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I 
am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work 
we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. General III's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), 
and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly 
water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits 
are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 
from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003818

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is\, -s7' f".1 ('I\, 1/ CJ I -/<+J. (?I__ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to b moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in sup 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full sup 

rting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

rt or General Ill, LLC. 



R  003819

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es n 'i. (/76{p )/' :tt ( vc/7':IC 2 yestoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

la industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de·hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General 111, LLC. 

Firma :11-MV / jJ --=-, ....... --~-------.-----------



R  003820

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es A ~ t !} l\ f / ( ZJ l t: CloAkbiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Managemet Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General 111, LLC. 



R  003821

My name is <J5 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Ma gement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic r h, I want to reiterate my II support for General Ill 

J 



R  003822

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

apoyo a Reserv nagement Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003823

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is zed&\ v1 v c,6 ;1, Jn and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction ;;General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

-Signatl:lf€==-L-=t=--_: ___ _\,_.....L~:::::::::::::::;:,,,;;;;;::::.. ____ _ 



R  003824

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is~Jt' f and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature_~~---------~=---------------



R  003825

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ \:Q t°\'.lli fow1 It iv El,. J!L and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

rting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

ort for General'III, LLC. 



R  003826

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is PcTC J: f pff/f 5 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003827

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is tf1~J:<c.:s~1V1 727 and I am writing to express my support 
' for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signaturelf/11 ~~ 
I 



R  003828

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es -----,L, -~==--+_1..=:_,,£.~~_t,.~:_,t-
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar m· pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 
r:::.-=,-.-------.A 

I 



R  003829

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ___ \~,u=A=A~/ __ Q.u~~~I_Z---_________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para------------------~ me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletes fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios ptlblicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban de! suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

atln mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 

Firma~~ 



R  003830

A QUIEN LE INTERE E: 

Mi nombre es _~2 ,-2-=--..U-L-'=''-tz/,f,fr:,,..._------Y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve M nagement Group y la cbnstrucci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003831

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ___________________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para-------------------' me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria de! reciclaje. Mi medio de vida depende en empresas 

como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria de! reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he visto en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regu\aciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y de\ 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios ptlblicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban de\ suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

atln mas completos 0-la raci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado es compromiso con la re ponsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Mana ment Group y General I, LLC. 



R  003832

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es p )/? 4/(1/// 22 y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserv~ a;;;;gement Gr/u;y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletes fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003833

A QUIEN LE INTEr~r 

Mi nombre esP Cd -I cb ffo r~estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003834

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

••. N~ \ r 
Mi nombre es (~<. s::115 e _ ~~(IT, VJ c-1-. y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletes fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor economico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Firma~0"82,._ / ~y 



R  003835

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l:coo \I\ c\O /l(&vh,;,,C z and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature_~F:;~ __ ·v;_,'1~c~,_t//_/,_o __ ~/f;_f_ftl~q_,,_/~1~/re~~C: __________ _ 



R  003836

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es~, 
9 

,ft(,....~ C . .i\, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General 111, LLC. 



R  003837

TOWHOMITMAY~ 

My name is .. and I am writing to express my support 
0 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Signature ____ _,,,~""'------'==--::,==="'"'"--------



R  003838

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Minombrees M&:,'tfZA, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida di aria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003839

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es /~11\ '{I~ U e__ Lnvt +.re.fOc:?v estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Manageme Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003840

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ~~~1_+_v __ 1 _0 ___ ~~-o_c=·~u~hll_· _____ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para------------------~ me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 

Firma_~_,___•--rl-r--



R  003841

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /f;t///2 CJ !UV /Moo ;<:E: and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Grot/4and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003842

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ___________________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003843

A QUIEN LE INTERES
4

7'\ / J 
Mi nombre es / TV . UV 1} y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003844

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ___________________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003845

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ___________________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Firma : \O.S&: 
f 

I eo/V -



R  003846

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es A: L r oN s cZJ M[NPJ;?zh y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
l 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida di aria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza·de·hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General 111, LLC. 



R  003847

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f r I L 1J fr( L VVl 1 V7 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supp ing environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic gro th~.1 want to reiterate my fulls pport"jor General Ill, LLC. 
..__.~J 



R  003848

Mi nombre es -'---"'--L..,L.i,&..""-'~='----'---L.Ji-."'"1L-'-"..-"-<::.L'---'=«-Y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
' apoyo a Reserve Manageme roup y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Firma dlat/;j< R, 



R  003849

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is h+ ,~ct( (fl ,<;?2- and I am writing to express my support 
v 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003850

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: I ( (J 

Mi nombre es ·Al~\/' fo (~t'.A~1.l,) y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construccion de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricacion de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gestion de la Reserva es un importante motor economico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, em pleas cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento economico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003851

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es j Os ..e_ U01Jl'h 1i. r/1c1h q ✓cl cc:, v estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003852

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: ~ 

Mi nombre es/J:,u;roc✓~ #z:..,{{Jrjcdl)~ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apaya a Reserve Managementt;raup y la canstrucci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lada sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculas absaletas fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un campromisa can el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevas 

praductas. En mi vida diaria trata de reciclar y camprar praductas hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados can materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mica t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento ecan6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Firma_f~-=:a=~"~-----------------



R  003853

TO WHOM IT MflONCERN: /} 

My name is M\ Jit~ /;/~1.2: P /(f-:b and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 



R  003854

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ___________________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003855

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J "'"' ~ \ er and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Signature------½9~~~--+-~-rf--=---&r+-----



R  003856

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ___________________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, em pleas cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003857

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es -=,j-=IJ'-•"'---"[=-·L\.=/.,__~_·.z..,•c:'-'_i_"'7 _______ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento economico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Firm a _____________________ _ 



R  003858

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ___________________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida di aria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Firma-½-+Ade-la'-"-'-t~d,...,._.,.D _ _,_,f\_u-e_fr_d_Y -



R  003859

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Je1f!!ue "'T;?, Ylf&cce Q and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management G~p and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reitera full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003860

TO WHOM IT~ CONCERN: 

My name is _l\_,_,_l.L /,.J.L-'..-1}---1...-<C'---fc=-"--"'"-t=,-J.!W;f.:--e.:_-'=;,\-- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction era I Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __________________ ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental res&nsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management p and General Ill, 



R  003861

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is i_eo ,b if ,z 01 () ,1( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  003862

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es _~>~l~e_s~u-~ ___ G..,~~u~v~l'~C~1~'G\~ _______ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Firma __ -_J_-e_~_u_s __ G._._IA~Vr~, ~~-------



R  003863

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 1 

Mi nombre es --==-~:;;;:s;<,;:~=---+¥K.':~~~-g oy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la canst ci6n de General 111, LL'""'-'L1 00 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida di aria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de erve Management up en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad el crecimiento econ6mico, q iero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General 111, LLC. 

\ 



R  003864

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: !l ~: " .. 

My name is (;!0Slf)_1V(r~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signatu~-~~-m~~~· ~~~\,_~ 



R  003865

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___________________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

(t,.,, 1' · · .~A-A 
Signature. ___ uv.c...:._·¼\AJ\.,-____ ~_,,,_f,_ - v'-'-""'"----------------

"\ 



R  003866

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: ftS f \ 
Mi nombre es A.,) I l-d 11 /\J ef JI\ C, ~oy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003867

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es /1{r<V)c/-,P, ( y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  003868

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I 

My name is H ;JCi / £ LO pe Z and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003869

TO WHOM IT (l:lAY CONCERN: 
j_,, 

My name is \ ·~~ }d 1· J ? .£ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003870

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l JI~> (, ./6 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemen Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  003871

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~ .. , b 
My name is ~11 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group an construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003872

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is'=--f-.i.G<._l.:JcL,;;__µ_-L\.L"'I---------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group an construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003873

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _ _,_m------'-__ ( _rc;;_e"'----'----''-'d'---'---(l,;-:-f_C_v( ___ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group an 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

struction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC.
0
.--.... 



R  003874

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is MI ke W; I Soh/ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003875

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~__({ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003876

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _ _t:=i.d.i.&_[:......!~ll.L!..L!...:;t:-=------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and con, uction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

u 



R  003877

TO WHOM IT M/1 CONCERN: 

My name is U vD / tlelArtA and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Grciup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~~~ 



R  003878

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -'=-1,-1--J~'-'-'---''-"--4-'-+.,,_ ________ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003879

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is tll.eis-+ei r I c:: 1Uo, Sis. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role ins ·ng environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my I suppor f General Ill, LLC. 



R  003880

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

i I r / 
My name is V (.SN C1 rJ (: £ \ Gi\V) lCCt and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003881

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is SOLll ~ KG~ n q \{ ev and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve ManagemJnt Group and co~struction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003882

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is K' i:::.. \) l /J \ \'Zi\.N.l and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003883



R  003884

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ·~ Jn,£f]!,<A-;;: and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

111,LLC. ~ 

~tUU. 



R  003885

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Brent Mulder and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

_June 4, 2020. _____________ _ 

Date 



R  003886

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /lJ a,r /( ;J)r'-' rv and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and fue construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts ofobsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  003887

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ f)c,_,c_/C~Ci, I/ __5 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee ofa Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

QI) QJ/2.~ 
Signature C 

Date 



R  003888

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ·1i::¼?..tA.J 1/'0JZ. ! Affl and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer {RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

s;go._ra,~ 

Date: -:;rv,-Ai_ l f} O, 



R  003889

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is , / A M e S Cz....e f?, /)I ~ A. I ( and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

& ~ <-/ . 2..0 

Date 



R  003890

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ·~ Ll::N I':) l;r C=1 E@. !,,} I A: IL and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, UC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this"commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003891

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Jim Kallas 
125 Welwyn Street 

Lake Bluff, IL 60044 
(847) 508-9170 

My name is Jim Kallas and I am wTiting to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and the construction of General III, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 
Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the 
recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out oflandfills 
and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. General III' s filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep 
pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed 
limits are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, I know that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 
controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 
area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
General III, LLC. 

7 
. 

. 

l 

"' ~ \,J 



R  003892

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is fed.I() ( ,a,{ Cl and I am writing to express my support '\ for Reserve Managemel'it Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Iii, LLC. 



R  003893

TO WHOM IT~ONCERN: 

My name is JL? ,· r2Dvi 0 b le\ cir;;.__ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for--'-~""'---'{'----1'-'9'------'(,"---Q-""'-''--'---'( ___ :r:---'----'-p-'--=----=Q'--'-/V-"-'' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fac)lity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

/ 

_J,.,:~~~J' 



R  003894

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l •'e_,/~ and I am writing to express my support 
; 

for Reserve anagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~ (1 }e_[ft \ T-(cJnJ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take ail possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facjlity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General !II, LLC. 



R  003895

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis~;( de/-: and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  003896

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is O 5 Coy (O' H,po 's: and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

06/V s/ ,9°3'o 
Date ' l 



R  003897

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is fV\ ·ii"-~ qt: [ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

111, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003898

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is S1Asa (l(J_ 6a re-i'q and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003899

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Asu ruJ /Vla l° f1~Y1 e z__ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

b/z:c1z.az~ 
'tJo~1<-



R  003900

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /JJ a,r /( Pru r y and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and fue construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  003901

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ t_\ _______________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

-



R  003902

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is {j;b/; //A" t 
' 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003903

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C ,·1:'::>}; C1n f. &, 4rcclu. and I am writing to express my support 
I 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003904

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --'01'-+-+-fJ"'n,,,(k~C='-=e-'b'--~B---'{3'-"-,a __ <,_: "-}_I"_? __ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment t 
Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003905

TO WHOM IT MAY CON<::§'_RN: 

My name is~ rt ;1 J f 61 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

-~ / 

,0. 

f'" o/4J 
Signature 

Date 



R  003906

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: ~~ 

My name is ~/ S ~.,,', ~~-"' and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

~-, c2,,~~ 
Signature 

V 

Date 



R  003907

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _:::,.._v...tr'~ic,..:1'\-1_:,,._:=...:joL:0,>..J.l.\ _ _::.__:=1-~.i..:..:.:s=:_ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the constructi 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

n of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003908

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J;,11ev C !?;r\lQ \/1 -h s r and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC 

Date 



R  003909

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is S,, \,, < J,,, r,,;; '° and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003910

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

{' 11 , , 
My name~ ~<;:;4~-: { fTt..,}1Jll8VI /,) /:c ?_ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry, The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance, We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC 

)_/ 
Signature 

1//, 20 
Date 



R  003911

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

g~:f( 
My name is edw-> .-7.-0 f~~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve ~gement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

0 6 - t)q- c?_. c) 
Date 



R  003912

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

-My name is , _},½e,, l.-/J)s f/4/4m 111 ?l and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Gro~p and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Sig~ature 

Date 



R  003913

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -C:'1:IK: :Ur V::RS and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003914

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is e,:7/ 0 770,n1 ;;;o~r Z-- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve ~g;ment Group and tlfe co;struction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003915

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

C::cz, 1 \ __., A ~ C 
My name is ,,__; v <,Jr I e · 1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003916

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name~ ('/IJ~ GI eno and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As a worker of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Dati I 1 



R  003917

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
1 1 

My name is J1!u,c(c> (/NLclc yl ik, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003918

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ..,Jc'....::. OJ.J..l""'='--"'..:..;;u,..u..:=L::~"'-'--'-'-"'7"--+'"'---'-- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and th of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for e_L, k s+o~) i,C!('" , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My live/Mood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fjlcility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature;,,,,/.b,i,'>'-:/n-"/lc...
0

J:,.;.;..!...ilzµ.¼-'-7 . ..:../f'-+~~~ 

Date: h - i::; -7.~?() 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: ___________ _ 



R  003919

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is i:::: V: v1 f1 C / 5; CD fl H fYJCiV t?/ Jr and I am writing to express my support 
, I 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

/ 

In my job working for _-'G"-·-'J:I,_"';_. ·-·--------------~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003920

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is i f-7-t ( }).JJ r~;nj Z and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003921

TO WHOM IT r;f}f CONCERN: 

My name is !l/r'c CJ(!_,/ I} t?i/2 ()/l and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the co struction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for f \~ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

"'"""'~kl a~i"'"~ 
Date: 'G /c/ / J(} 

I r 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: ___________ _ 



R  003922

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

/ J 
My name is f=,r:: rt i0q (/cJ.~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for {¼e.(1 P~ r -1--,.,J'.::C) , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

SignatureL,ef ~ 
' lrJ /f 70 ?7'1 Date: ;1- 7 ,_? --~L..L/ 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: __________ _ 



R  003923

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --k=~'_/<_~_L~A __ n_nc_·✓_? _________ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  003924

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

\'\i \ c ,· \)1\\ ., ~"1 • c, ''\ .. ',r,C~r,i My name is ___ 1c,~v~:~u~1 ~0~,v_ '~=--·,~~'-v~ ,~ ____ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

• \ I• 
{ ' II 
"' -! j 

l f I _ 11 /l 
11 .J-l.1/\/ L-1/ ( 

Signature 

Date 



R  003925

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is\Cl!YI.A{\ (\ /t1:~Y)Cl 1e/(\C'- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take al[ possible steps to exceed what is required by iaw. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. '\ 

J\ ·, lit f\t1 .. r.·i1, i'~ Signatur · : ~ )j "j'-- ~ l;v I 

I. l ·1. Date: lo _ . d"U ')--a 



R  003926

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -'-'"f"----"=~"'--'-_J-1-:::-""+'--"'"'-'=---- and I am writing to express my support 
nstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

In my job working for 9 & , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fac)lity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003927

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -c.t{_,__._,,,_,_'-"-__,"1-'..,__"-'-+--------- and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and t e construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  003928

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I, J 
My name is ,'1c:tt1tj (o 0tlf VJ);rJG L and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of Genera! Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to al! regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxid'1zer (RTO), and scrubber w'ill keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  003929

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ui2AN i2,_ ( as and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chic~go. l 
In my job working for G-eNe lo.,__ Lt ON , 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fac)lity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003930

NCERN: 

My name is -#:c,.L.~~"'1'.~~~Cc._;f::::::.u::'..::;~r-::-4,.:;::;,band I am writing to express my support for Reserve M nagement Group and the construe io o · eneral Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  003931

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is './\ (c, ,c, .. ,, \ c...'.l ~~.-" j -=·•:::, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer {RTO}, and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  003932

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name isUu "0 ,-11;{-;(Ji,-JY& ,rJ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group/and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003933

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Fl E AIAIJ.} I? O if(} fl.. De{and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for G-E /,/,CM L JG , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take ail possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facjlity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003934

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~V Q\11 l \la,\ l.n (L(.., and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

C2i1z) sosuso~ 



R  003935

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :?c;71/tlo{O)C5 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ _,G_-e:..f?~-_,r,..w.s:_r'-"'c"'-._\,___\="'".\w..F>=J\~-----'' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facjlity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003936

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: ~- ,___ __ :::::: 
My name is ~.. e,5;- \ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

( 



R  003937

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: t0 
My name is '&JtsR;to if(j ij e(C>\ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ (ji=~-e_v_\_._-_\~, _lf_O_'_N~-·-----~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fac)lity will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003938

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~-~r-S ll/4G,tvJ.6'v t'f;1" and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~~7j~ 
Signature 

Date 



R  003939

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J iAV\vf t0,( 0-,, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

I 

Date 



R  003940

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ffe;:J llJ{l~ gJJCfcJ!!,7 y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la coristruccion de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para (~ /i vcf!.._v l,.,) j/\('u~ , me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la indu
1
stria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricacion de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gestion de la Reserva se ejecutan con las mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gestion de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del sue!o. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completos que la operacion actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003941

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,c:;1f'/G,.;Mced::' Q ~ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003942

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ±Sill l G, <::rzli ~anc/Tam writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  003943

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f;Jav t cl 5c: /2. v/J vr r and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  003944

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My nam~PJ ,()€.{, \C1 VJ 2) and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living In the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
111, LLC. 



R  003945

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --'-~-:_c.,_l~~~~--S=-k-'--'o"'-'-SL~k~CJ_k~-- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  003946

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es f;ii,v n J Ill, d tJ (~r {, 11 ~ IL- y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcc6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para ____ 0\_·~__.,,,_ __________ ~ me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi medio de vida depende en empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoietos fuera de los vertederos y a!ivia el estres sabre el media ambiente a! reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I Ii mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003947

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ~;/ h1@/ (J!J vr/ "!; C;;tt3( y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi I 
(, d apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para _.......::z;;:..:•='s....__ _____________ ~ me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi medio de vida depende en empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes cant':dades de articulos metaiicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he visto en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cuaiquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003948

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

')r• - -b . f1r;,t YJ ~'1:, Mi nombre es -'-"""+-F----~----+c1=--"-"-1-'--i_-"_ t,c/_c_..::::~stoy escribiendo para expresar mi apoyo a Reserve M nagement Group y la construcci6n de General ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en el lado sureste de hicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para ~G; __ ·__..2,,.....---~•-------------~· me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sob re el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gestion de la Reserva se ejecutan con las mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he visto en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gestion de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003949

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

.----(7 5,J C / !Zr:111· fl?() f Mi nombre es / ~ l I' y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi tra bajo que tra baja para -'(;'""'"'' €~/J_,_,--'<e=-"_f_~_<'1. __ \ _ __,_fv{_.__,,e"'-'/r:; __ 1__,_( ___ ~, me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grand es cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he visto en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios ptlblicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del sue lo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cuaiquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003950

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 
/4 / ' (I/ . 

Mi nombre es / y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi apoyo a Reserve Management Group y I onstruccion de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para------------------~ me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi medio de vida depende en empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricacion de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalacion de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medldas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gestion de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del sue!o. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva insta!acion propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completos que la operacion actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003951

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es Q ,a 'r I y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en ei lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para------------------~ me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoietos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las mas altos estandares de cump!imiento ambiental que he vista en cuaiquier instalaci6n de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y tom an todas las medidas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendril controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completos que la operacicin actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad arnbiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003952

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

P ~11 '11· . - r/(:" s: Mi nombre es .~ OW CJ 1) fl"' U + U 7 / y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construccl6n de General !II, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. / 11 
En mi trabajo que trabaja para _____ LCJ_rJ ______ ,,-.+r=· _,...·"----~· me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 
coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletes fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos, 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionar'1os publicos aplican I Ii mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controies y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aim mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003953

A QUIEN LE INTER ESE: 

Mi nombre es ~}ii=~/• ~ ~ f y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la c6nstrucci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en el lado sureste de Chicago. 
/" 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para ___ (_"_, <~'~"~l?~r-"~-------'_nc_w_•_"'-____ ~ me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I iimites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendril controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General 111, LLC. 



R  003954

A QUIEN LE iNTERESE: 

Mi nombre es kn, C),N\dD ~ XXYN~ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi apoyo a Reserve Management Group y !a construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en el lado sureste de Chicago. 

/'...~ 1 En mi trabajo que trabaja para · q /!\QJ79Y / ( O'<\ , me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi medio de vida depende en empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superfic'ies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I Ii mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambienta!, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003955

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es l I \,{,-t' fV\Q,vi-0llvz:: y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

~a ________________ _ 
Signature 

Date 



R  003956

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

a ,/lo y?t 
Mi nombre es -'s.,<..I..Ll:::+::..:..:.=---~'---1-"V_\C"'-________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Man g ment Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chi 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendril controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 

~ 

Signature 

0 

Date 



R  003957

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ,_/ 0~ /1 /{ { bd ?/( U V'6lv estoy escribiendo para expresar mi ' apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para _______ {_{ ___________ , me siento orgulloso de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente a! reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambienta! que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad para reducir el polvo que se levantaban de\ sue lo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003958

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

f .~ 
Mi nombre .,,._~~---------'"'-~a"--Y-'=--"-/_, -<-_'-_· -"'"---Y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve anagement Group y a construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para ___ "_:\_~_\'K_ . ..c.,r_k_\,_'-1.~Y'<'>'-'_·v--_________ , me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 
coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia ei estres sabre el media 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricacion de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I If mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir e! polvo que se levantaban del sue lo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacion propuesta tendril controles y monitoreo de contaminacion 
aun mas compietos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003959

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es "{)seer {tlbJr:J1c5' y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 
el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para------~~~~~~---------' me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 
coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industr'ia del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletas fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I Ii mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del sueio. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalac'16n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas campletas que la aperaci6n actual a cualquier otro negacio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003960

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es .4w zn.:Tv c A)' rt L l u v estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
ei lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para __ (,...·~J~tt: ....... ,o~·~R~,·~c~~~l ____ 1_·_,r~c_n.. ___ ~, me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje, Mi media de vida depende en empresas 
coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cuaiquier instaiaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas ias regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y dei 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I If mites de velocidad fiujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban dei sueio. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero re'1terar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC 



R  003961

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is K.i i!l1 bee~ ~ l°'d tJlA'c,,K and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Gr~p and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003962

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name isM t?bh Cf L" (/J X:-/1! fur? J_ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management' Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stre;s on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies ,.uch as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures t~e continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an importan> economic engine Lhat provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporthg environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003963

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis s+~v(;!\ Ts S\,t I\ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The 1netals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve .Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003964

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jot\ n IY\evvz., and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and con truction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003965

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J'C\ Ii e:,, n"I e V\"2v K and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003966

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is _,_l)=.!.!O'.JV'\2 ~..ii~(\~..l.!.-.L-=--.l...-·l'{'...:Ll::;.,Z-""------and I am writmg to express my support 
for Reserve Management 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

up and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  003967

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is h _) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Grou · ~nd construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003968

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ f_·\"-h,-"-ti_'0 --'· L<"'",.._tct_S"":{'---'-' c..t.i,_.0_· u._.;-_l _______ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003969

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \6u--t S'( 
and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 
Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003970

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: L°'1~ -------
My name ts'-Q ~{6[,~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003971

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

/\It_)· 
My name is L, hO.ol LP W, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003972

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 511 \"V\VE'J !JcrJcc;/fY\ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003973

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,,r>;//u:zfcc L<: .• ! "cc?//'.c' and I am writing to express my support 
. / 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003974

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is W, ll, 14¥_? ~V\ 1) ,'3J.,_{ and lam writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the em,ironment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, lLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my fu!I support for Genera! lLC. 



R  003975

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___,¼:!:5£!.~f::::i!L-J/},e:.,..Li/.'.J.&!,&!dLI~~::::::._ __ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managem General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfii!s and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress cm the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, llC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I b€1ieve it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuH support for General II!, LlC. 



R  003976

TO WHOM ff MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --=--'--'-='---"c..;c-..;. _ _,_-----'"--'-'-'"--!-----a11d l am writin,eto express my support 
for Reserve Management Gro UC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, UC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away lo be moved to another dtt or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General UC. 

,,,,,,-,,. ___________________________________________ _ 



R  003977

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (~n.nA {Vt u and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Mapagement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley 
Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 
city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing 
the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to 
recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the 
continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds 
of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such 
jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or 
region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 
sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Iii, LLC. 



R  003978

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is L,:,:1.,1,lr t?c CA iJ,. 1·1 ·11 a and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, lLC at 11600 5. Burley 
Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 
city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing 
the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to 
recyde and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, 
lLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the 
continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds 
of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such 
jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or 
region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 
sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003979

TO WHOM IT 

My name is 
I
f • I . Y} ,.,, ' and I am writing to express my 

support for Reserve nagement roup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley 
Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 
city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing 
the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to 
recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the 
continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds 
of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such 
jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or 
region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 
sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003980

TO WHOM IT MAY C~,N:
1 

", 
4 

• 

My name is 7 M (u~,,~ and ! am writing to express my support for Reserve Management <up and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recyding industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  003981

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: ~ 
\ I J 

· LJ~t/ 1 
My name is \ • 1~ e,t "/ JJ ~-· i I.) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Man;;-gement Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003982

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --"'--!iall-l-=--'--....w=~--------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manage ent Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of C icago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003983

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l tG/( k- Scl1v I+ 2 andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  003984

The metals req,ding industry keeps large amoonts of ~e items oot of l.andfills and off of 
city streets. A commitment to recydmg a'&:i re¾!ievi::S stress oo the emlirof!ment. by reducing 
the need for material m maruactmrig di new goods. e~ life i try to 
recycle and purchase products from recyd.ed mateliats. Compames sud! as General 

and ReseNe Ma~ ~oop are vital parts of a Sl!jl'p[y dlain frat- the 
continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials ill the ~e. 

Further, P.eserve 11'.anagement Groi.ip is an ;,.,,,,,.,,.,,,,... ~-me engine that Ol"Ollid,es hl1ioo!r!'l:i<: 
of good paying, head-of•hoosehokl jobs. l bel.ielle it shook! be a lllgb prn:!lity to keep 
jobs the city Chicago rafr.er tllan r~ting them m be ioo!fed ro i!!!Oti1ef city or 
region~ 

Given ~ #~ement suppomng envi~l respo,"!Sibitit';, 
sustaioobl!ity, and erJlOOmic mnW'tt! I want to reite.-am my SUj:lllOl't General m, LLC. 



R  003985

TO WHOM IT ~y CFNCERN: 

My name is {YJ-f-h •• ~ J [Q f!o/) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

mic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003986

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 6{ 1 t tn-ej \'1 n v 0c K and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003987

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,J I') ~tJ (\r () Y\/ II. \I'. Q W J\(\ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003988

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Y\j-\&\Q()· ~c:CT\-:1:\JCiA\\\I\ 
and I am writing to express 1ny support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A comn1itment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the 1narketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  003989

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :R...\- li l) \!00Pb J. )) CJ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Ma~agement 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I wantto reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~~-
Signature ~ Date 



R  003990

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~NlD,1 J \a;c½ha ( ,.;:, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Gro\ipand construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on .the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my every.day life I try to recycle and pu1chaie 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Mai'l'agement 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 

.1 



R  003991

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is $>((¢( LJ ,tL,(fS'&u/2 - and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve ManageJent Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic grefwth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

I~ 
Date 



R  003992

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (V) and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manageme Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~ Date 



R  003993

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Am W- tQ.rv\ t e, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemet Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

<'e ·3- ;}_fli).ZJ 
Date 



R  003994

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is PonnvVM /((5\ C,jl11. d;, andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve ~anagement Group and constr~ction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

- tc= 
~3- 0 



R  003995

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Kendm k'.n1 IT§,Qt\J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature Date 



R  003996

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is As~~ L.,.~ S and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managent Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

f,/"3/4020 
Date 



R  003997

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is U #t and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and cons;ion of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be i:ioved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

/ 

Signa e Date 



R  003998

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Sj-\,4 /,w A,) Pao lc'.A6t+ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important econom.ic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003999

ERN: 

-;;'i/=~~~'::::'.:=~2;~~~~~4,'.._ __ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve an gement Group and construction of eneral Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast 1de f Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  004000

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 0 
for Reserve anagement Group and cons ruction 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

and I am writing to express my support 
neral Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

6 - .3 - '{;?oo o 
Date 



R  004001

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ~p W ~ c/lJQ-et and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to re· rate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  004002

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C/i. ;,' 5 A)awq /.a..., > ~ ' and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature Date 



R  004003

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l(a:HJ'-1 K, 1· eoeC f and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signat Date 



R  004004

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ltt,u\d.. '3£:t'IA..,d..Q. )> and I amwritingtoexpressmysupport 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

t r r te my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Date 



R  004005

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
L2 _ t.s,-3-'Z..0'10 

My name is ---<k/2,....,_~14.~~---L_P _____ c;:e._-_.//_/1-1 ___ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of c;hicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004006

TO WHOM IT~CONCERN: -a l>b·J'~Zolb 
My name is " , 11d I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve ~ment Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004007

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C)a,A,-. u \'CJ M,d.k and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~cAAd_ 
Signature 

~O~r)do 
Date 



R  004008

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jc_s;s I ( G~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

b-3-26 
Date 



R  004009

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J tJJJ:!-(, tit:Ud7Jlk(/(J and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managmt Gr~up and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Ole I ()7, I ZDlD 
Signature Date 



R  004010

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis G'f'r IJJ LJ :::f, b?~ k:f e andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  004011

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ad /2.. t!,?>S · ?'l 9& 0 if Z:--. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004012

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f/;fll/3):J tl¢oc ;c; and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004013

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is h¼,:5 ~ M<!.6-"',<'i h...- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004014

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \l\Ao Y \ 1 l1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, llC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

, 



R  004015

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f/a;, ZJ } Ii C°'-&k fte.&.h p J,_v and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004016

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve nagement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004017

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is(\ ~-5\:\('C! @'.2(]e,Z., and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

pport for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004018

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: •--t-
A ,' ~.-' l I 

My name is }\/e, IO,;J}P, U] l or~ <; and I am writing to express my support 
V , 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004019

TO WHOM IT M '( CONCERN: 

My name is {S CL V Scl and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004020

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~fib £(h~ /1:t-= and I am writing to express my support 
~iJ 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004021

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
_,.--

My name is t_ V \ }(ct I DYV--€' S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004022

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: ,, / 

rll 1 /) - /)✓ 
My name is ~~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004023

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ta hl \ \e@Atxthm()f (Yl tl and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004024

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f~.n1& ff ~ - and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004025

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is A letal'lok { I q DC>n; [ lq and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

,woomic,rnw<h,, was,,o ;ei<e,a<e m,fuHsd#~~ 



R  004026

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manag ent Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004027

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is B+'fl,)01¥', t1 TVJ Ir;,~, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004028

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (;)~!"'IS' AY;JrtZ- and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
--; 



R  004029

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _',:'.i.l!,U',J:.wl&t.~l--l.4,i,l..l..OMol'::!4..l4Jl.L ___ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemen G oup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

ll~t~~ 



R  004030

for Reserve Management Group and con !ruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004031

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

:P# 
My name is -----~-------------and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

X 



R  004032

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

X Zk-sz 01lucz. 



R  004033

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: --~ 
My name is (;/ 14•uiY/ ~)/ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004034

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name i~ \. \vo.. ..__ C 1>--t-ez,;,.. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004035

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name isSAMCJ'f;l. U!tUJIJ-t:Z and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004036

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is a:.:}:. \) q:\g SC O and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004037

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is--:Ja:J:3 00VJZC( k 2:_ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004038

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ;v(ttll(r12o Flores ~ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004039

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is er:-f 7f),.,v ~/,,_.,-,_f)-,.D and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve M ~gement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004040

My name is 

for Reserve Manage ent Gr 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

C,.Ol"\J2,- and I am writing to express my support 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

ec"'imk ,::;aa, 1'"::'fo" '""'" fo, Geaernl Ill, CCC 



R  004041

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 'Jd..forJ 0A6'obz Jlll.i.k) and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

X IF 



R  004042

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1++-1-r+-'-'-'"'-''-'"''---=--..µ....u-'-'-'-'"-'-'-'----- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Mana ement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and eco7tJ::7,,:~~Ge"ecal Ill, CCC 



R  004043

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1() C, e1 c;: ct/,,., Ct h and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Xg~ Gc,lvo,~ 



R  004044

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \/2 J-oi A . Aetci and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling a Isa relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

X (/a)dl!l,· 



R  004045

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :SZ,;;,11 S: b n \:3 G. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

'f_-StSvJ 2u(l_•'3Ct 



R  004046

Jesse Alexandra 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

To whom it may concern, 

jesse Alexandra 

Friday, June 5, 2020 8:37 AM 
Jesse Alexandra 

Yes there was an explosion at the GI facility earlier this week. Just some points to THINK ABOUT. 

First of all NO ONE WAS HURT, that's no accident. GI has invested millions of dollars in the safety equipment that if an 
unfortunate incident would happen it keep people safe. IT WORKED. THANK YOU GI. 

Did you know GI has been around at this location longer than anyone reading this has been alive? Yes the neighborhood 
has changed and GI is getting squeezed out. I understand they have till the end of this year to wind down their 
operation. That only a few months away. Now with this incident the talk of shutting GI down ........ Come on, don't we at 
least have the decency to work with GI in these trying times?????? It's only a few months away. It will be a sad day when 
they are done. They have invested in this community in ways that no one remembers or knows to the tune of 10s of 
Millions of dollars over their time here. They have directly and indirectly employed OVER 1000 people. Who else can say 
that in today's world? They have be there in good time and bad times like we are going through now. Think about if you 
garbage and recycling were not hauled away timely, if it didn't have a place to go? If the 1000s of trucks moving the 

material did not have a place to go like GI, where do you think it would be? It would be piling up on our streets like 
crazy. What would that be like in our lives? Now think about how essential that is to the safety of our way of life? Thank 
GOD there are places that deal with this stuff like GI. 

Jesse Alexandra 

A&W Iron & Metal, Inc. 
7588 Otten Dr. 
Kewaskm WI 53040 
262-338-8487 

Thls emaH is intended so/eiy for the person or entity to whkh it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged information, Any review1 dissemination, copying, printing1 or other use of this emall by persons or entities 
other than the addressee is prohibited, if you received this email in error; piease contact the sender immediately, and 
delete the material from your computer. 



R  004047

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --~_J=· _~_:S=5~"'--~~~l~"'-x~e=t'~d~r/).~ ___ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworkingfor A+u Tl?oµ 7 .))l)e+AL :J:;Jc , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Iii, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

ail regulations and take al! possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

// //7/ /} ~:-
\;i~b-/ .· -------------



R  004048

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Lo,n0;, A ):e.rond..@,, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ ,_A,_i_,LJ"""'--'I=>a:i.J..U□-'-cf'--------'M-----"dr,J"""'"""-'--"..J.;,.=..;:.::C.:::;-:.._~, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 
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l,J 
f) 

- ( mum & Colombe, Ltd . 
..;...,,,,, Business Valuations, Litigation Support & Mergers I Acquisitions 

June 3, 2020 

To whom it may concern: 

My name is Tim Colombe and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

As the owner of Blum & Colombe, Ltd., I am proud to work with clients in the recycling 
industry. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out oflandfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing 
of new goods. 

My clients that operate in the recycling industry have informed me that Reserve Management 
Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance seen at any 
recycling facility. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is 
required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve 
Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being 
kicked up from the ground. 

Further, based on my discussions with Steve Joseph, the CEO of Reserve Management Group, it 
is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 
controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 
area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General III, LLC. 

1~1-Z~ 
Timothy Colombe 

N/4 Wl3755 Stone Ridge Drive • Suire 190 • Waukesha. Wisconsin • 51188 • (162) 523-4449 • FAX /26ll 5lJ,4499 



R  004050

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C'.\ lcJIA[L G 1)'"2!\71:YZCL 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
fl+10 'Ifi_o,J+t0-erA-L ;,Jc. ,Iamproud 

to make my living working fr{ and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004051

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name isJ ev-"':°' F"-0\,,:-\ -<'v and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~ vvl-<? ' ; cc•"- '11'le. -f.c..Q "I, P0'£7?:«-:T.:C., I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 
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TO WHOtv'i !T MAY CONCERN: 

I 

My name is · , v{: .. ~-____ and i am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management G-tdup and the constn.lttion of General Iii, LlC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

11 ,, _Ai/ 

In my job working for Hdu_,/ "-T.~-~...,-t cf,, ll!'c-ftlt ~ 7;u! i am proud to make my living 

working in and with the •ecyc!ing industry, My live!ihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill. 

LlC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of !andfllis and reHeves stress on the errvlronment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on rny observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where! do business, They adhere to 

a!! regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Gioup1 s employees enforce lOV✓ speed limits at 

their facil,ty to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wil! have even more comprehensive 

po!!ution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

tre area. 

Given this t:ommitmerH to environmental responsibility, ! want to reiterate my fui! support for Reserve 

Management Group end General i!!, LLC 



R  004053

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ('_ i ncL j <,[~ ~ x~ ha,;:, I n12 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemelt Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ,/1dL( Jl7nvi4 rJ)eJc I, ::rod 'I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

j / .· . / / 

/J_i•·· I. /. / •·· . '•.•· FlJ>(./ 
{ /- i ~---t t..L.-0 ~ ~ 

Signature 



R  004054

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ce.so..., ch a. v e. ::z_ k o, re ; l'.'\ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworkingfor /1-t W :::rv<!Yl-1 ,t,{e.-/aL • I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004055

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ _J--1='.!.:l~_iL.::£=4"+L:!.I------ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the t nstruction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

A* Vv 'i'io" * ,/' 1 CL.\. In my job working for __ ·------"✓--'-=--'· __ :_'v\_:_ _ ___ci LL::_:_ __ ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004056

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C,o._, ¼¼ G 'f'~am and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A .... w ::Cv-on ,J.. Yl,,{.e,--h,...e Tue I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004057

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Barney Navarette and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for American Metal & Paper Recyciing, Inc I am proud to make my living working in 

and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X Barney Navarette 

Signature 



R  004058

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ao'( 7£oyrl:e 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
ffei/.J //<-olV 'I- mt:fz;;4L //lrC- , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,J;JrrieJ f¼et< 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A+v~1 f,(ojl) - /fle?"AC IN e, , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 



R  004060

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is i) u5T1AJ 2 'Jf=l',tVE(t.-, 

and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A+w 11:..0(1) ~ mGTAL- I/UC. , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature ;_;;::,; 



R  004061

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l-lurn/3(1:!ro C,4y!Jo!VA 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A.+ fr.J (IZ.o ;v + m c r,,q c., //If c.- , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004062

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is rotJr fi)AcJ:.1:/!o v 7 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
AJ.-w f/!,.o/J ,.,_ r>1tf'14 L ///J'"C.- , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out oflandfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 



R  004063

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is JoS:€ JUA/11 Soli,f 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A-+ w t I-Div + Me'71!L //I.le.. , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take alt possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 



R  004064

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis Jus-r[(lf tJo/-f€K/JITIS 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
,4JCi.J /f:.o;J r mG'@<- ///I c , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 



R  004065

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is JUS'f/N }t/.!U11/I/A 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
,A±: 0 / /!.,orJ r m E14L //If' c,.. , I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, 1 want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

8fgnature 



R  004066

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ELltoT M/'t:l',//Jof!.P 
and l am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
AJ u 1/..n1J +-- t11E!-r;t/L ttVC. , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004067

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is.~ ½l/LD//1Ji, 1/(;,<.,e.f)t!.IJ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A-H,J ilt,vv .f... /Vlt31AL //1)& , I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

) 



R  004068

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 05 € mr;;;.Llc:(l,o 

and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A +-\,J IH>/J '1- fV!e'TA L f/11 e- , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Si(nature 



R  004069

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is )os:G 11 M{;Drllf 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A+-iJ lito/11 4- fYl~??Jl IN L- , I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004070

TO WHOM JT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is .Al GorJ 2A 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A+w /!CoN .,_ m€7A1- /tVC. , lam proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that l have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature C 



R  004071

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _i F 111€D 1/1J.4 
and I am wTiting to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
l 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
4-fiv if':c.i/V ·f- tnc:77/L /A/C- , I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004072

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _JoAJA11(/bll /l1ed!J,1zA 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A+vJ 1/!&;V f- mct/1l //ifG , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004073

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jt::l!..o/1-fe i-1At?t21 ~ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
/J+ (?.J /,CD/11 ./- frlePJl //If~ , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

/J 
/'/ 

x I j{'t7;'f//( 

Srgnature 



R  004074

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ L...Jc.,. 171=, -1-::1-~~1-_.,_ _______ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Grou 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

In my job working for ___ _,_ft_,___~h---(A/-"------------'' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature "/ 



R  004075

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ::::::f -;a wt e~ ~cibb; V\.5 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 4 * W ~ ...... tJ\.J-:a l T ,v,, , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is depe~dent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signaturi: 

// 
-Y~V" 



R  004076

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 'iet:::, t-\~\\oe. \ \ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A:: W -J:RD /J : rnc::r AL- , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004077

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is JgmE< ffµ; v}v5.:r? and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A 1- uJ <:I'l?at1f + JAA£'7'/l L , I am proud to make my living 
' working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

x~ 
Sig~ 



R  004078

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~ I , I , 
My name is ~ vJ 1 {I 5 v,J e-1 < and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

b k f /.il-,.-w1 -r' ';t-1-( k I In my jo war i ng or ---'-'' r-'-=-=~::.· _,0...,0ecfl_,_~~--'-1'-cv1_· <-_,/_ lili'-'-______ _, I am proud to ma e my ivi ng 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004079

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ( be. cO Sc.-""e,J,Oer and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for AR. W Trn,t O'le t:-1 , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004080

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is / &Al c.t.::? M l LL ctZ.. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for B t w ;f?c,,0 ·f tV/ c:-::::w-tL • I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004081

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f)ev.1/t> &4,0er'f:Jc1.. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Si~/ = 



R  004082

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ka 0 , ,-(J f {;4 c±e ( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managem/nt Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for -~ft_f---'-0._,.1...,'-I ...,'J;'--'[._0=-'-(l-'--l_...,l~?'f~f,~-e~f-~~( __ _,, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004083

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ OY'> b"'~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group ane construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for f) \ 'VII -;:r::rof\ ~ fi\z1:0J , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. Jy livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill. 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004084

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

--raL c O cl.. illf er My name is ___________________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

ft+tJ JrM -/-fife} 
In my job working for------------------~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signjfure 



R  004085

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 6 E/JE Gfle?1 &AC fl and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A~ kJ T (l o,J ~ M G'ffl L , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004086

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Q CV\ 5-r l'tlC /( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for --"A-'--"'/r'--W ___ :+_(/'"--tJ_V\ ______ __,, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004087

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /½ C 4 4 :c'. / Sc/20 /{tt and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fi -b Lu ItCVJ 17' /t,,z'(/4/ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004088

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve Manage ent Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 91 cr- fr/ T/?tnt c..L t¼fa/. I,i/C', I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004089

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Donna Moschea and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for American Metal & Paper Recycling, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in 

and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004090

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is lec~;::eL J=\:,¼n1t Uf] and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

--
In my job working for ljIJ)eC]d:v., t\ek-c\ ~ 1/,¢( /\ltt>fc\1V::f~m proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent u
0
p~n companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC . 

. ~ 
X I {hQ:;;-,:,,._ 
Signature 

/\~ J - ~ rr~~,u.vl,. _____________ _ 



R  004091

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
11 

My name is 1(0,J;z_if\ r<x,51,Jt{lt 15 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Manag~ment Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 4 n7en<Ou f?etaJ ... 'i' Po._ OP-, cYuc.l•I!(; ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelih'ood is cte1pen' ent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature / 



R  004092

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

. r .. ~ r: _\ \ r 
My name 1s b n:-0 TT c.J:\.-J\-u and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

(\ . . ' . I) 11. \'•'-'} 
In my job working for r.f(l.e;; ( e,vv,. {)\J]J {i f r.:ccef' \!e("J,~ ~m proud to make my living 

working in and with th~ recycling industry. My livelihood is de6endent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

' 
Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004093

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name isJ e1",~" F""c""""' -ev and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~ VVl-<' v , c. ,~"'- '11-l e. -f ,._Q "4' P,'1/7J,<..,t.. .J.<::_ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

-" 
) -- _,,," /) 

X .J:. ~____J 1.1.,.,J\:,G~ 
Signature 



R  004094

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is fi \ Lf{\. ,~_J) Q &v \ k CS:: and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for -.L\-7""'"""""'=,--+..JL.="-",=-,----:-:-------' I am proud to make 
my living working in and w1 h the recycling indust . My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Mana ment Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 

the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 

similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 

Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

1 



R  004095

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is W \ {. \'. W{\, b G: ~ and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, lLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of C 

In my job working for_.1.Ji..!..,1..8=---..t::=l)_:l:'.1~~;_-----' I am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling indust . My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 

similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 

Reserve Management Group and General Ill, llC. 

X • 

Signa. t. ure ~\ 

~j~' t, 

I \1 J 1' .. "1 '1' 
' "' ~\J'J 

J 

1 



R  004096

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --:;;, tJ Ko {A£ and I am writing to express my 

support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LlC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~ I am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling dus ry. My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 

the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 

Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

xv~~ 
Signature 

1 



R  004097

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is T7 Tl /1 U L / 1) and I am writing to express my 

support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 

Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for UL VE \ , t AJ I J 6 . 1 am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon 

companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 

large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 

reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 

standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 

by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 

the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 

comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 

similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 

Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 

l 



R  004098

TO WHOM IT MAY.CONCERN: 
/) It A1, ' 

My name is // /JI/ . I and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group a cl the construction.pf General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Cti1cago .• 

~IJ ;:_p 
In my job working for / ½✓JJ,.J · b~~ . I am proud to make 

V • 

my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelih9ey!! is dependent upon 
companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management Gron{ The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relfeves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

1 



R  004099

TO WHOM IT ~CERN:~ ~-

My name is ~ ) W and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LlC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast,Side of Chica 

In my job working for _-t,.,J::_!d::!,£""-__,J::.x:2.~&<J~l:::;;:L'.jL_ __ __, I am proud to make 
my living working in and w1 h the recycling indu ry. My liven ood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 

the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

( 

1 



R  004100

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _,,.;,.,1 t;;_-"'-p_,,,.,_y" __ ~~· ,_,ci+,=.,_,,a"''-'t9=UY1=....:..:.A-'------- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for tid' L< J liQ5\_),- elert+( , 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004101

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for (<e{q_6{'1G~ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004102

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _ _,_)_o/.L.--'-,-"'C=--/i=q_:C:.,__~/ __ ~S"'c/2=...u..i!LJc./_,_{o_ct."--- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for J1 1) LJ "]: tCVJ -& /v;c/4/ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
alt regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my fut! support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004103

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ -L.,_/--<a..17.L,=LJ!-.142..:-_~==c..:..;(=t./:.:'--'-'=)--- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manage ent Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 9/ 9'- ft/ :Z:,-12,r;., w.- /v/4../.0; I,i/(',, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

X 

Signature 

~-



R  004104

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ts Donna Moschea and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for American Metal & Paper Recycling, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in 

and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relleves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility1 i want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004105

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~ 'I \ I/ 
My name Is I ere::x:L ;::t1-t4vn1 Li(] and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. -·\ l ';1 ,,, _ -fr(> 
In my job working for i~HWC1u:L,\ be\cj, ~ ll'.lf"?,- r:tPfc\,'>'.J&,, I am proud to make my living 
working In and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin mater!al in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their faciiity to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my fuil support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004106

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
;' r: 

My name is '4cJc•i "- f\ Hts~JdL::. \-S and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Jn my job working for Ari Ct ,<C~t1 1 eta ·~ {{,._ ,,~-r ~Y.l 'cl /J(· ~k ! am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is de1pend nt upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004107

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

n \ r \ \ .,_ 
My name is b §JH:~ tf c.l::\::J\::v'. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

, . ; ~ '- ')'\ i ).-:' , _. ft'c. ( I •• fr ' \ p n \'Ni 
In my Job working for)Y"' ( 1 ( 1;V" I i!:(t7.;,, tr C:'-{8 ·' }. I am proud to make my 1,v,ng 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004108

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_::) c:-.,.~:.c, t-'·'-J''-"' -<v and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

h " ikft C ( 11 ~, (1) -_/ . d k 1· . !n my job working for ~ Vv\.." " , c u..v,. ' t c~ ~ fC-l(jJ<,,-,._. u('., I am prou to ma e my 1v1ng 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is de;endent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004109

June 6, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

ENGINEERED 
RECYCLING 
SYSTEMS 

My name is Mike Carver and l am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General lll, LLC at l 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side ol' Chicago. In my job working for Engineered Recycling Systems LLC I am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General lll, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations arc run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by 
law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's 
employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the 
ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, 1 want to 
reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Regards, 

Mike Carver 

I 769 Anuit:1gc Court, Addison, IL fiOIH I 
630-346-8663 

5011) :\hlrllnugall Dr. SW, Atlanta, GA 30336 
770-954-8780 



R  004110

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jo5,·t;:: 11 MGD11VA 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General !JI, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
!f-t-lu /,e,,;1) -I- fYlc"TAL 1/V L.-- , I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

X 

______ _...,....,. 

~u~~ 
Signature 



R  004111

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is _ALl'?Jo Go/\12A LG'Z--
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A~ W /~oN ;-- mr:':y,1 L //IJC ____ , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General HI, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004112

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN• 

My name is J use' 0-F _ _;lc.:.'Yl..:.c€=-D=--'-'1,-'-vuAc._ ________ _ 

and l am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A+-kJ /6':<>/1,1 ·,C. /11cT,1L o/ll C, , l am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General HI, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

x "Jo::( r 
Signature 



R  004113

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is _io;1JA1ilAt1/ /l-1{?'/lleJcJ?A -~-·-·· ·----
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General !II, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
.fr.f-C1.,I 1,e.,;v -f- me'"&L ll'{C , 1 am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004114

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J(1Z.D(1ie f.!Arfl! / ( 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

ln my job working for 
,4+ t...J 1,e.",v ,1- Me'1Al //V ~ , l am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General IT!, LLC. 

S~nature 



R  004115

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ---~'-'-'-1-'-"--l,.<:..lC.-.L-'-------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Grau and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A '{ /;(/ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

llC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, llC. 

, ___ ~& JJ_d',/1../~:....;::../~,...---------------
sign"ature ,/ + "/1/ 



R  004116

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ 'd.lM- e~ ~c1bb; "1.!S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 4 * W ~ .... tJ\:e±:a l T ,11,. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is deperident upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered. and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004117

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for e, Lu :rr-zo /0 : rncJ Al-. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004118

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :Ti,nE < 64v,\&r·Z and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fJ 1- U) <I'/20,v' ~ /Mf;-;"T'/1 l . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  004119

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Tia Md 41 S \,6,) e...; ( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /f ~ W Tro,1 ~• IA cf,; f I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is rny understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate rny full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004120

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C h,, J .S s.), n,,J,Oer and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A e W Teo•\ YYle le.I , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

x~Lr:L/L--
Signature 



R  004121

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _ _,_l-"&""rcJ-"-'C.=(:"------'-M~_l_C..._c.._c_--_K _____ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A f W 11?c,,0 i JV/ "-'.YftL , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004122

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ts {Jeµ4/?? Ze.c/:at~1:r/c\. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for -'-'-"---'--"'-.L..-------------~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004123

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is £0 C; cf/ f CG{ r1-e r and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managem?nt Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _L/( __ -f_cc.o'V"'--'kc.....[LG-"1-'-fl.-'--.-,J--'-(!-'-i~{~-e~. -'f_q_-=( ___ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004124

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Barney Navarette and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for American Metal & Paper Recycling, Inc I am proud to make my living working in 
and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 
Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

X Barney Navarette 

Signature 



R  004125

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is .. Ao'( ·1£0TrE',C 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
,4.J..(,..J 1/1.0,v i- /111:T/JL iNC- , Tam proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General lII, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that l have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General Ill, LLC. 

Signature ' 



R  004126

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. 

My name is ... JlfrtlcJ /l[RC ..... . 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General lll, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
. A+i,~, 1/Zu;v +-,-ner,1c (/l/c. , I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 



R  004127

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is D l.);:,T, 0 2 Ve:r,&€/l, 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A_..w /f:-o(J .- rY1G:'(r1L- I/VC- , 1 am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that 1 have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General Ill, LLC. 

Signature j:::1/ 



R  004128

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. 

My name is HU1nf,f'1!Tb C'4f&,1o/JI/ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General lll, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
,4J--W (l'y)ftJ -.1- f11f:'u/L~//IJ& , Tam proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations arc run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004129

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN• 

My name is 1°/Jr /Lt4-€,<f:/Jo cJ 7 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General JII, LLC at 
I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
.. A"-lv f/!.o;-J ,r.... 1Y1tf1'4L //11-C , I am proud 
lo make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 



R  004130

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is JoS:(3 JU,4/\I ..SoliS 
and I am wTiting to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 
l 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
.A~w~//!..dv +- (V!e'71!L 111/c. , lam proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 



R  004131

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis Jusr;-/i! t,Jo/1G(4/Tlf 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 
t J 600 S Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
.4-JC kJ (/:.o,J -f IYl€c[4c, ///JC. . . ... ~ -~' l am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution contTols and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

ffegnature 



R  004132

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jv\°11/V J«'c1?7/l,l,,LJ _______ _ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 
l I 600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A-rt..J /~o;tJ f- 1nET-4L //IF. _ , ram proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General JI!, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations arc run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where l do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
arc regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution conlTols and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General lT!, LLC. 

sfgnature 



R  004133

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ELL; o ·r f½1/'t;;J l)o,<?..F" 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for 
. .A:1:..1,L 11G;1v .,_ fl1t;:-C4L t(IIC ~--' 1 am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business, They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004134

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN• 

My name is 44LD!n!D i/l=,<t£/J1,.IJ .. ·-··---·--
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 

A+ Le-I_ i/c.wtJ +-· /11E'T"1L 1/V 0 ·-·······-····,I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General Ill, LLC. 

Signat6fe- · .. 



R  004135

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,:ios G rni::__1..-1;?(1_,, 

and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
Ai-\.J tf-..o/v ..;- tv1t""TAL. rtve- , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Siefnature 



R  004136

I,) 
f) 

- ( filum & Colombe, Ltd. 
-:.......,,t 8u,iner., Valuation,, Lftig,tioo Suppo,1 & Merge,s I Acquishions 

June 3, 2020 

To whom it may concern: 

My name is Tim Colombe and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

As the owner of Blum & Colombe, Ltd., I am proud to work with clients in the recycling 
industry. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out oflandfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing 
of new goods. 

My clients that operate in the recycling industry have informed me that Reserve Management 
Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance seen at any 
recycling facility. TI1ey adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is 
required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve 
Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being 
kicked up from the ground. 

Further, based on my discussions with Steve Joseph, the CEO of Reserve Management Group, it 
is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 
controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 
area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General III, LLC. 

1~17~ 
Timothy Colombe 

N/4 W2J755 Stone Ridge Drive •Suite 190 • w,ukesh•, Wisconsin • SJ 188 • /162) 521-4449 • FAX /162/ SZJ,4499 



R  004137

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C'\ lcf:iACl. G,""-"""··\'j'--':-2.'-'-i-"-y"-"'1':J"--'Z"--'{-=L=---------
and I am writin'g to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
r~ ± \0 :C{l..o,J +n-eTA L, 1-t! c:, , _I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling mdustry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given tlus commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature v 



R  004138

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_:) n""-:" \=-ee,~'\ ~v and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~ W-<': "'"" '1vle f,_j) •, P,Y,:4"-- h<:_ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004139

TO WHOM iT MAY CONCERN 

' ; J ) .r"" 
l'V'ly narne is---~-~ 1: f I 

1'r _, _L{_1,.J Kt vl' 5A and I am wrlnng to express my support 
' ,, 

!or Reserve Management G.r: up and the constnRtion of GEnerai l!!, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the SoutheiJst Side of Chicago, 

in 1ny JOb working for __ _cr:..·_:)_ct_',,ci-l"-_i_-~",;,.'-7'-''-"'..:-f_l_'f_.-_n_){__.,_;,c_r<c.(o_,,'_, '-' _1_' '-'~C'-' ~ 1 am proud to rnake rnv hv1ng 

working in and with the recycling industry, My live!ihood 1s dependent upon cornpan1es iike General !IL 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps !arge amounts of obsolete rneta! 

iterns out of 1andf1Hs and relieves stress. on the e-nvlromnent by reducing the need for virgin material m 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based un my observatrons-, Reserve Management Group operaUons are run ro the highest standard'> of 

environment·a! compfiance that! have seen at any recycling fac;lity where l do business_ They adhere to 

2H regutauons and take an possible steµs to exceed what ls required by law_ Roadways and surfaces are 

swept and watered, and Reserve fv1anagernent Group's employees enforce !o'N speed H,111ts at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground 

further, it b my understanding that the proposed nev,· facility wd! have even more curnprehens1ve 

po11ution controls and rnonitorfng than the currem operauon or any other sirnf!ar recycling bus,ness in 

tr1earer:1. 

Given this commitment to env;ronmenta! responsibility,! 1,,vant to reiterate rny futi support for Reserve 

Management Group and General ll!, LlC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004140

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

/ t -) ,-~, 
My name is I L . ' "1' , · · 7 ~ ::, · le' and i am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manage me t Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for, ,Ji" li / l(h 14; {) Je /c. I, TJ l d , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business ln 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004141

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ce 5 o_, ch 0. v e. ::Z., f; c;JC i C:.,, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for J4-t W :[, 0>'11 J,\t: Jct l , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004142

fO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ .....,_·---"~'-'i.[=i=--''---''-"-'"'+'-"-""'------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

nstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

In my job working for __ ... _A_··-~--_vv_· -/-'-/_1 _·,_c_l_\_+ __ 1\J_c,_i_'I.L_I ___ ~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  004143

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is CD-¼½ G r~am and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A ... w ::Cvon .... rwe.,+nJ Tue I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X -~~----'-'-'~~'· "--'--'----m'-'---------Signature -""t) 



R  004144

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is L0-00,, A l-e.wod!A and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

in my job working for A.tw Imo 4: Md-uJ J;c.,. 'I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

:terns out of landfiHs and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that i have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wlil have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitorlng than the current operation or any other simHar recycling business ln 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility,! want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  004145

Jesse Alexandra 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

To whom it may concern, 

Jesse Aiexandrn 
Friday, June 5, 2020 817 AM 
Jesse Alexandra 

Yes there was an explosion at the GI fadlity earlier this week. Just sorne points to THINK ABOUT, 

First of all NO ONE WAS HURT, that's no accident, GI has invested millions of dollars in the safety equipment that if an 
unfortunate incident would happen it keep people safe, IT WOHKED, THANK YOU GI, 

Did you know G! has been around at this location longer than anyone reading thls has been alive? Yes the neighborhood 
has changed and GI is getting squeezed out I understand they have till the end of this year to wind down their 
operation, That only a few months away, Now with this incident the talk of shutting GI downrn ..... Corne on, don't we at 
least have the decency to work with G! in these trying times????"?? 1t's only a few months away, it wi!! be a sad day when 
they are done, They have Invested in this community in ways that no one remembers or knows to the tune of 10s of 
Millions of dollars over their time here, They have directly and indirectly employed OVER 1000 people, Who else can say 
that in today's world? They have be there in good time and bad times !lke we are going through now. Think about !f you 
garbage and recycling were not hauled away timely, ifit didn't have a place to go? If the 1000s of trucks moving the 

material did not have a place to go like GI, where do you think it would be? It would be piling up on our streets like 

crazy, What. would that be like in our lives? Now think about how essential that is to the safety of our way of life? Thank 
GOD there are places that deal with this stuff like GI, 

Jesse .Alexandra 

/\&W iron 8; Metal, !nc. 
7588 Otten Dr, 
l(ewaskm VVI 53040 

262-338-8487 

l hi'.: ernr.Hi is intended solely for the person or entity tu which it is addressed imd may contain confidential and/or 

fnformatior1- Any'"'""'" disserninalfon, copying, onnnn2 or other use of th!s em;:nl by persons or entities 
u\her than the addressr:e is prohibitr:d. 1f you received this emait in error, please contact the sender immediately, and 
dc!ete the rnaterlai from your computer 



R  004146

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jc:'_ ,'.S~ e.. ~ lc:xc,1--x:J~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General HI, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A :f 5/ 7.- )/,, ,: r >VJ~J,~L I ;Jc. , I am proud to make my living 

working m and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of !andfflls and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material !n 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on mv observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compHance that ! have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

a11 regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what ls required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibmty, 1 want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
iv1anagement Group and Genera! HI, LLC 

X 



R  004147

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

. l\ - (\ 
My name is ,,\ \ < l;: i;.A C,,, \;:, 1 \, and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southe:st Side of C~\ago. :_ 

In my job working for l 1 
. k ;J;:::., I am proud to make 

my living working in and with the recycling indust . My ilvelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 

~: 
\ 

1 



R  004148

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~it/ lo U, £ and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

7 
In my job working for -"';,;:.-""'""""'--"-'='"-"P~I--------~ I am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling ndus ry. My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

,vii~ 
Signature 

1 



R  004149

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is T ✓ TI /1 rs l / ,J and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for il L vE \ , t AJ I iJ 6 . 1 am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling Industry. My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 

1 



R  004150

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: l 

. / / /J t: , ~'·f/l ! <, / ,---;_~- .. 
My name 1s /i;!/ nkl ·• / 1,,1<Av1•, and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group a\)O the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

('7 ,, 7 /_.,,.f.,;:, 
In my job working for /J,~1~,£,-,_,,t. -l .. £?./c.+J/ J--,(./1,..,,q I am proud to make 

my living working in and with the recycling inci'ustry. My livelih9s,fl is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Gro9p. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

1 



R  004151

TO WHOM IT /CERN: ~ / ;J 
My name is -~) W1"7 and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast.-';iide of Ch~o. 

. I 
In my job working for > . - I am proud to make 
my living working in and I h the recycling indu ood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 1) 
Signature 

1 



R  004152

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

-,-
My name is .JGCP- ,ScJ.+,4,qu,nA and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A ·ct t., 2 I?ov ,_ H e:rM , 1 am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, ! want to reiterate my fult support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

•~~~i~--~(/4A~--~---
v 



R  004153

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1{ \ Ltfd~, l) Q A}J T k. CS:' and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

[j •\ 
', ·1 

In my job working for , ..- I am proud to make 
my living working in and w, 'h the recycling indust . My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Mana ment Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 
/'\ r, 
IL\ , j i 

1ui. 

1 



R  004154

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Cln I? /o s µ_\\J h, t'c ~ ~· and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. / 



R  004155

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is IH/Wn 11916'.)Gc, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004156

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1=ra.r7, ,5 c;:;::-v=t> [?Jb e and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004157

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C « Pl'! ~J; 671 /.,) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemnt Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

111, LLC. 



R  004158

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Uk.lf M/VI, ¼lnA,Wl/J.Jk; and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 111 " 1 I b . I. . 
llltw@wl ~ 



R  004159

\ 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ I CD e A::IU i I e, rq and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 

(~ 



R  004160

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is~ _A~ C\ "J. :---M=~, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve ~ement Group and the construction o'( General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. \ 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004161

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is B f'Oj MY'• a T., I if'{ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

111, LLC. 

f 1tp 



R  004162

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ C_·~hC'-r--'1'-''sc.·--"'Ala'--J.<LLIIN-"--CC---------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ f;'""",,,_/2'-'r,_f.:,'.-"-f~A,'-"-,,~"'-"'~-'-~-c.=--------~• I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004163

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is UlA/lw,,li\ L&,41,o'VO:UhQ le~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for R e5ce_ ii€ , 1 am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  004164

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is a~ ;( ~= and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __________________ ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004165

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ;fG'. I \'.Yl e ~UI (c:.vCj and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and;;;;; construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Jie:5C:r\J L- /viqt/1 /!Je b11J11l/:1 ~m proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  004166

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is tk,1m ,~J C'.4s+vti rA-ecbe~lJ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve ~agement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for B,cseYY"-· ~uvi, Y\C }:e.~1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004167

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis t'd-1-?c.~ D-~ andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworkingfor ::f?es:erve N2 ,, tl,7 ,lamproudtomakemyliving 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  004168

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _-b,..q.~uz:7-_..1.,filq,:.nz.LrJ:::...... ______ and I am writing to express my support 

he construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

In my job working for __ __,l{'-'-,_/11'-'--"G,,'---------------'' I am proud to make my living • 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004169

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~,:;•~ Mc_,<?,-., 4,,«1_ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /f?;..=(i::;:t-,..,Ve,. M,;;; 11 "i-1 ?Af6'"'"-/,-, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihomi'is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004170

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \l0 \Qf ¼? ½ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _·7<_.'-'-_._fvl _ _,__,_T_,_ _________ ~• I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004171

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is vf\J\ rt J t?v, \/ d \ Q 1/\CJ o and I am writing to express my support ( < , 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004172

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is fj/f/)/j}J ve;,kcr.c, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /J:sev1Je yJ}2Xi {\e ' I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

p nd General Ill, 



R  004173

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (]µ.TT \CJ '.:) ';;\,:'.\'\'.\ b,'g_ 'L '-- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working t?esQ·t::,IQ,,. \,&'1._\D e:_ \.o,w µQ; \ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Ma/ent Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004174

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /Vi. I'/ iZ (o G /0' /7 t:?4/.C Z and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for - / I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004175

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for I<- l:..s;.(\12,J r_ (VJ<'.)-<\.\ 1,1 t T U,Ur\ 1;,1,..L , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004176

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

\ ~ \ ~./J () I{) plk!_ I, My name is \_j - \ ~ J-- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. / 

' ((Y Ml ;JQ. 
In my job working for ____ B._~\~~S~_( __ \~--~v_1_~~--~· I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004177

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 8 f'll) °''11 :a ~ 1/f[ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the ~onstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for R r!'ii:PrV~ rli;,r.·" f 'T ?r l"Y\; N1 I , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004178

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C¥ / $" ,I? Cr 01'r-c~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ /(~t~(Yl_· __ , ~C~---'--4 •----------~· I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  004179

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _,_/4"-~~;1,_1/'_1_S~_.,.£a-=~,n~~'-~~c"~2==------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004180

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --~--~-r-'\--'-n-'--=t_=----"J_-~ __ k __ ~ ____ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

111, LLC. 

' 



R  004181

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is T4 Sol(.\b,,.- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004182

TO WHOM IT MAY C~NCERN: J JI 
My name is j I. ~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
111, LLC. 



R  004183

TO WHOM IT MAY ro~1CERN: 

My name. ·:Iii± 1/C e; l!/ Le_t±,.,=•~· ~-- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this~om . · n t.o environmental re.sponsibility., I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. f;.,--/-;- , -1 J~ 

Ll(,~ l1/U1/G(_ . 



R  004184

• TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

<· op~ My name is ,) !G? LIQ, Po l«'{P 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve ' 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 

· 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I 
am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work 
we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. General III's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), 
and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly 
water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits 
are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 
from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  004185

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ffVrnb~1 k and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __________________ ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

~-L✓,. / 
Signature ___ ___:df'=':f/'.-~::!::"·::f::l,f':~".'.-=._/_c ___ f ______ ~_:::-·:, ________ _ 



R  004186

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es '.:l/➔ ,Yod Hr.j ,;Jd 2.-- y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del a ire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 

/ 
Firma {2,,J[HrJ/ 

l 



R  004187

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

,---:-- ··:) 1. t·c 
Mi nombre es . [. /c-,v" ,/ tno .\ / y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve 10i'anagement Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 

Firma (,1J CA v\ cJ gJ,11u, 
I 



R  004188

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -::S-.~(;,~ \~c,0-dlJ '1/\CkJ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004189

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: \ 

My name ~Y)I el £i /lb tf't Ru and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve ~ent Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring tho/ne~urrent operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. / I 

Given this commitment tnnvirof mental rkitY-r I w.arit to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. ~:-f-1-fr / 
~f l [Vf /:- · 

Signature \::i ./,-, ~ 
,/ v\ u 



R  004190

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es Aw'SliLw S::ov C 1.v?:-, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los lfmites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual a cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 

Firma_,,.,_/4~"'-->'~4 ~.u.,_,.tJ_· ~~c..c-t'a_-_i_-b_rf_~ _______________ _ 



R  004191

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J«;:: dt2f";; and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004192

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

S IG-N: 0JL- J)eN....,__J 



R  004193

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C111>.;r[ LJ '7.Jvt / :fu and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the constructionotGeneral Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

S 16-N: 



R  004194

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ::S,';;E, \_µ,is, lliQ.EZ. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Sl&N:c:::;2roe d,,.;;~ 



R  004195

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Sl&N: ~ 



R  004196

To Whom It May Concern 

My name is Erica Ochoa-Perez. This letter is to express my support of Reserve Management Group 

(RMG) and the construction of General Iron Industries (GIi) at the southeast side of Chicago location of 
11600 5. Burley Ave. 

My ancestors are from this neighborhood and worked in the scrap industry. I have been employed in the 

scrap business (not GIi or RMG) for 20+ years. I am proud to say that my family's livelihood has come 

from this industry. I understand the need for recycling/scrap type businesses. Not only do they keep 

obsolete materials out of landfills; they keep our neighborhoods, our state, our country running by 

recycling/producing materials for new goods. 

RMG has been a successfully compliant scrap company in this neighborhood for many years. The 

operation is run at high standards - with all sorts of monitoring: Roadways/surfaces swept and watered, 

low speed limits enforced to help reduce excessive dust, and of course passing/exceeding compliance 

checks. While GIi would be new to the neighborhood and many of our citizens are concerned, I have 

every confidence in RMG - that they will ensure a clean, law abiding operation. 

It is public knowledge that pollution control laws have changed from the past; from my understanding, 

the proposed new facility will be following those controls, while keeping in line with and eventually 

exceeding those standards RMG has set for our neighborhood. 

This neighborhood started out as an industrial one. It was highly successful. Perhaps, going back to our 

roots is what this community needs. Let's stop being fearful and bring opportunity to our 

neighborhood! Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to fully reiterate my 

support for Reserve Management Group and General Iron Industries, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Erica Ochoa-Perez 



R  004197

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /)Jczr:.,qqre+ F-, Dq/e:,, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004198

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es aA-n-- 6;57~/}: y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 
reciclados en el mercado. 

Ade mas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

5 \G-N.' 



R  004199

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: ~ 

Mi nombre es ~4/~ estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el I ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

SIGN.'.~ 



R  004200

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es J1 (JOO u"I C\'1)11) \ l (D v estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

la industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 
reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  004201

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es f A If , ~- 11 f. K (Af -C! ro,, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Manageme ~ Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el I ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

SIGN~~ 



R  004202

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ~J,\l (o c;;:..,(3_'-i G¼J- y estay escribiendo para expresar mi 

apayo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el I ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletas fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevas 

productas. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechas de material es reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 
reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra· ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

5 \GN.' -m= c5 1 · 
! • L , 



R  004203

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es Aiatctr ~ r XL fO G, Q y estoy escribiendo p9ra expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve ManagementGrp y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el I ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 
reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

5\GN_'~H~ 



R  004204

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es /J. 1\6 It lQ fk:i01 /a Y <; · y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 
reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

5\&N: A& 



R  004205

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is S \ L \) E...S-n2.t u,iL\E-Z.... and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004206

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _-_\2,::_,0,,_...IU.,__\,____.]Zk..Ll J<V'""l'-. "";S""O"'-'0""-'J.)"'-'D"'---- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry, The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance, We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air, 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to enviro ntal responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 



R  004207

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

\ J r,;, I .' I '\ CV'.)/' 
My name is _ _,K""--''-'I'-''---' r t_--'-'_ ,cc.\.,::__''-' I~==-·--'-l ____ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for i 011" . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004208

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: a 
My name is P/11' / C&llf and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicag;,7 

In my job working for IL~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004209

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is nm~ Ju\~ l va V1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004210

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /i/f'l i e_ /q I k 1/ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004211

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~ ' - J 
My name is(?:4B'Lt: Li 'J rn Ii V: J k and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

I 



R  004212

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: . 

Mi nombre es __ /V!_e_[__c1_s_s_a_,_l_O_e_l_/2_c_-_tl_l _____ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  004213

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: ~ 

My name is ~-@ ~c~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004214

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve Management roup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004215

TO WHO~IT Y CONCERN: 

My nam is c-. '-" ~ e\ (=: \ o (ft... S. and I am writing to express my support 
for Rese e Management Gr~up and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004216

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCEllli..~--------

, r\ I .,;vi,;\< C 
My name is =•-..,, \ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Ma a e nt Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of C ,cago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004217

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 'i> e...$ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managem nt roup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Ch cago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004218

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is OTho VI; el Co..V\,\_C,,C~D and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004219

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ ~ ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve M~nd construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004220

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (,<,JA-~Tc-__---1 ovf'-e S? and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve M n gement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004221

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ::Sos. v-£ L.A-V4/4 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004222

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: ~ 

~ ~ \10~::::= 
My name is ~~ ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004223

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is &;;; ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004224

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ and I am writing to express my support = for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004225

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /Y]g t"(.U s. 8m lib and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004226

TO WHOM I 

My name i, ~k;;;;~~~~~~~~~;;~--;;;:GE:;;;;;:;;;~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve"! t Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Sid 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head·of·household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004227

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ll i $ A. To rc.s,s and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004228

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004229

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

/
' 1 ! 1 

My name is ~- f V ,A i/\J I I I' t "~ J and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Grbup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004230

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is • 
\_/ I, 

for Reserve Management Group and construe 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

and I am writing to express my support 

on of General Ill, lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want,to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 

\ , -)f(!' ·• ~ .. \(~'!x 



R  004231

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004232

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --lc"'--'---'!--""-'4-'-"--'-l--'"-'LI--'-'-""'------ and I am writing to express my support 
ent Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head,of,household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General !II, LLC 



R  004233

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -L-z bed:n ~-"'--4-'------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004234

TO WHOM IT MX CONCERN: 

My name is Ura nna k,;ue[c1 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004235

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --11--'...UtJ-+1+---b-."'-"A-!L.."---------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manageme up and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004236

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~QSg ~ uj/1).,{& and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004237

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (b I l 1').tvm C,ab~olU'"J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004238

TO WHOM IT tty CONCERN: 

My name is i \auci I g Qqbr aletz and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vita! parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004239

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is hhr 1n Cnbrcc /es and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004240

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is V ..edro l( Qh--l-Z- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004241

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Avc1 QQ j\ \vte dinq and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004242

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

&lonutl cosa s My name is -L-""-'+4-t.LJ'--'~~~"'='~~c,-------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004243

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /t 11-fe Mo, r f::: o -h c. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004244

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Al"" No, ,.,c 4'.o (;;n 1,z, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004245

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is mon4s \J S~OZflt, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004246

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is $1,, lvo.Da/2. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004247

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ri. 4 {(_ 1 lrvv((::, I~ hf~ a and, am writing to express my support for Reserve Ma~agement diJoup and co~struction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. ! believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General LLC. 



R  004248

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /'7/) 7(( ('/ 
' 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items eut of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004249

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mo (-\,!'.\ M(VLeo l~t:flA ·+-\-and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004250

TO WHOM IT hfy CONCERN: 

My name is ~ .r, ""'"'= \ 1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Mana t Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of ~",co 5 u. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I beiieve it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, i want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004251

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
I 

,,-. I 

My name is r. \ and I am writing to express my support 

t Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004252

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General lit, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004253

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (? / e '"T o ?J ,dv O Ho.JVui/7.L and I am writing to express my support 

) ,/ ; 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004254

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of 

The metals recycling industry keeps amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vita! parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004255

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is F & / a l. C /Z,,. fuz7l and I am writing to express my support 
l 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004256

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ½/{&"! Co tf~·:'./JJ-i<J ,t2:1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004257

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /l(o )· f Ce / CZ- ,§cz j11T rt V Z and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004258

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is L;;zo:J- fr,,_ ,& )/ )" f)/0" andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004259

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is .111 , ch a lQ ., \ {)(A . , and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004260

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 6 b / , j sll 0(. b cc . and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004261

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

i,l 0 h· ~ 
My name is /Vl a~ 0,, ~ Q s \ (} and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management ~roup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials In the mc,rklstpface. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004262

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is £ n r I~ IJI? VA2~ dP 7 
for Reserve Management roup and const( ction of General 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

and! am writing to express my support 

LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life i try to recycie and purchase 

products made from recycied materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004263

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _ _ji:_H~J4+L1-L"""-"-""""'~Ll-1L!HfJ,.,,~"'""-- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve LLC at 11600 S" Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago" 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets" A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods" In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials" Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace" 

Further, Rescrve Management Group is an important economic that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of,household jobs" I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region" 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 1!1, LLC 



R  004264

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _L_.'i:..d.Jc2.::.~-iL.µ_-'-._Ll~--V-_i,,~=- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. •A=•00 such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of·household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, i want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004265

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCJ:JlN; , / 

My name is Q'ut~;._, _WW!Jfl< _tJJ&c __ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and ctJistr+Jttion of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s_ Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chlcago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin rnaterlal in the manufocturlng of new goods, in my everyday Hfe ! try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials_ Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace_ 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head--of-househoid jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs ln the city of 

Chicago rather than reguiating them away to be rnoved to another city or region 

Given Heserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, i want to reiterate my fuH support for Genera! !H, LLC. 



R  004266

TO WHOM IT MAYf-ONCERN: 

/ 
My name is / clvt#. /~ . and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve ~gement Group and(ohstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004267

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: /1 c:::-»-----------~ : -

f'1<1 ,,

1

.,CJ"il If f( 1\ 11\/"' 
My name is I Y lJ;. / 1/ VJ/ lJ:/ ~L \_)\__) and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004268

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ·?Quk:.MQV.o 'L ___ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and conslruction of General ill. LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The meta!s recycling industry keeps !arge amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling a!so relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material !n the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday Hfe ! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Compani,:s such as General II!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycied materlais in the marketplace. 

F-urther, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of~househo!d jobs, ! beiieve it should be a high priority to keep such jobs ln the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another cltv or region 

Given Reserve Management Group'~ role in supporting environmenta! responsibiiity, sustainabdity, and 

economic growth, I want to reiternte my full support for General !!l, LLC 



R  004269

TO WHOM iT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ·~1'20Le.,J.L JA; \Le,'£_,_ . ... and i am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The meta is recycitng industry keeps !arge amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycilng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin materlal in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recyded materials, Companies such as General HI, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group 1.s an important economic. engine that prov!des hundreds of good 

paying, head~of¥househoid jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Managernent Group's role !n supporting env!ronmenta! respons!billty, sustainability, and 

economic growth,! want to reiter;:ite my full support for Genera! Hi, LLC 



R  004270

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ [J_\)JJ,_{I}Jl_}J\ (),J(JJ. e,hC..~-- .. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling mdustry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgln material in the manufacturtng of new goods. in my everyday ilfe I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that providc;s hundreds of good 

paying, head,,of-houscho!d jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the clty of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Heserve Management Group's role rn supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to rciterzite my full support for General Hi, LLC 



R  004271

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ( _,l/4,VrtV7 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004272

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ··{ vfl tRJ , l){ I c.._ ( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to -eiterat~ my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

\ 

I 



R  004273

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
I .. ' 

M 
. j'/".-<.fil-._ l,,-,<J_ d .. 

y name 1s __,~v_;_~ ______________ an I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve M'anagement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004274

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 'jc{)-/{1 {; V/JC.j · and I am writing to express my support 

for Reservenagement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

< 
I l 

¼1l L 



R  004275

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _ _:_N...:::.__· ~:,..,c/_'_:.1 __ _::o=:·~=--,.:::b.:::: .. -'-l,L)--'-t7_·-:c\"'="'7'it_=__:_-_-_-and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and constructi 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

n of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  004276

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is TE 7Z R' ✓ G 7J if3. J I[:/, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004277

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ A c J and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and con truction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004278

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 6e:o R:;c -r z e:Rfi. b, >v r' JI< and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004279

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~) 
My name is /Ii Pat le ( f;{o •"Ir'.:;"'-' and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004280

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /ff(A it/ le 8E Yf;: 5 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004281

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

- C 

My name is 1 1 •'l a :::J Ow and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004282

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is . i V) n, Y Lo v1 (f et,/<, v V {C 1 -i and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004283

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

:f .~ ! 1: 
My name is '.I; r' ''7//) / f}J(f u 9c h and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group~nd constf ~tibn of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004284

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Pe,1...ex fVla.eJ::erJ\a_ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

S16-N.' G 



R  004285

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

i1-1 I fl~ My name is/. 1 I ~f)l)c? C ~Cl 1 c:,,. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

S 16-N' i,3/i./4L c':Jy"' 



R  004286

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
-----'---..~, 

My name is (7 Ar {5 1-~--~/ C and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve M~agement Group and constr~on of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~ ./ // 
5 l r-N.' / u (_ ----'/ ,__s-' -e:; 



R  004287

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ~/ {CC"?* b M;,-, e,r, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserveanagement Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  004288

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es tfla-1 (lo ~ t;:;:= y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve 'ana~ent Group yaconstrucci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del recidaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hecho/'iie materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

recidados en el mercado. 

Ade mas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta priorida"d mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

• 
\ 



R  004289

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es Marta J11Aa &fo \I fu11e ,_)/' y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
V 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tam bi en alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ade mas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

ico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

S \GN.'. 



R  004290

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre e;' ~ s;.G".Q:1 t//c;iio Z y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el ladosureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

so.i:Jre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

pf6ductos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  004291

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: l / 

My name is '::s::\:-1". \[P , K0 t r±'towst:nd I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A, t±o R~R L, u: . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

) 



R  004292

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is . \1 ralJ Tr/vr'Son t10 and I am writing to express my support 
!J I 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004293

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

//1/tc.J:. ~ iv,;<', .IV' 71v My name is _ _,_ ____ :_l _ _:t_ '.:_1._J(l.::._:__1_v-=------ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Manageme rau 's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth,.HN""" to·reit . ate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
/ '/ 1 

, I '• 

S !6-N' 



R  004294

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___________________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 



R  004295

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is iln1/2 ;:// r /'./;~ C )// and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004296

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: j 
My name is N ancv l:b' llavq and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

' 



R  004297

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Of?ot1k /,!, / { ;h In S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004298

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C,x; ~g {iC/ JI (P V) $ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Manageme'nt-Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

C 



R  004299

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is X h rd,,\~ 11 a_ N l'-1 CL h and , am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004300

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is I ooea :=3, xd-E:O and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and erneom;,gmw<h,wa~e-rt~[Ak 



R  004301

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is V\C,,\l'c,~ ffilOfll\\ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004302

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~0~LA=l~1-~A~r_12~i~b=o~o~ _______ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

eoo"om;, "'w<h,, wa"qJZ' "'~i~'~•:~ccc 



R  004303

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (or l:+oc1 G:ro (tt and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I ~~::J General 111, LLC. 



R  004304

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is [\do de oe G:tca.ot and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 



R  004305

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /'?,Z c &a e / /4-1 Ho,,., and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

44:/~ 
Signature 

Date 



R  004306

My name is --1::J.~;;J":f:.'j;,k::,l{L~Q~'.g~'-----and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Manageme roup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

rowth, I wantto reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Date 



R  004307

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is M e \, ';Sn, w i I'.] K \{)( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

vf\A I lUJdJ !~& 
Signature Date 



R  004308

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is~ 'Z.,j. SI E-,'i?GG A-1\-lc--D and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

~ ""'"" rn, '"" ,.,,,rrro,ceoe,af m, ccc 

Signature Date 



R  004309

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ryc;:2l Q f'>'"-Z fi;'n O f and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

6-f-ao 
Signature Date 



R  004310

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is h, tD:J ::Ibr,0 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

b· c../-2020 
Signature Date 



R  004311

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: ;7 
My name is ~I ,fl"- Ac [t;;~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

'_;:!:Q!!e..::,;91==ipporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

pport for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  004312

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~::::s.~:e'....--1=!!6«:l../J!'._.::::_ ________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management roup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~v/ qi~~-~ 



R  004313

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --PW-:""'i.......:3'----'~:....:...k ___________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managem t Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. i believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  004314

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is,Ht,/2onas/12..__, /f. K'(] L 2 ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

L_~:V -W~ 
Signature . Date 



R  004315

TO WHOM IT M~CONCERN· ~ 

My name is l;z:__ D ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004316

My name is _=_---_,._~:::_:::: ___ ..:_:::_:::_=-_-_-_"-_-_-_-_-_-_~----c,.,c.c=:::==----.--and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and co ction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 



R  004317

Mi nombre es _ _:""'4::£4~c:__:u!k::~e,:,..--------Y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve nagement Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tom a mos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ade mas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General 111, 

LLC. 



R  004318

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

1 J l 
My name is \U f; }ri\ \ {y and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and co1nstruction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

I q (Z () 



R  004319

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: / 

My name is -~c.Ali~-~--~=======".=::~~L~f~di~'t~J~f£7_:Jfand I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve M agement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

I /9/ {_y 



R  004320

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
;, 
( a:pec- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

AS an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004321

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

':f.';. 
My name is _!_/jhr~~~:_!:::_~~~~[_ _______ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and t construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004322

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (Yl p C::G,,,,0-:-: §" \Q. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Gr:u;;;the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry, The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance, We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer {RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004323

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ',, Jo. n; n e, Si-fl I )Q rt and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004324

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

,) \~ 0 

My name is N, (JO. /'\0(\ t e.-2:)a.V\ 0 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004325

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is \/ r1ne~2rt 1f lV inv C,QJ 2.. and I am writing to express my support for Reserve M'anagement Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004326

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1~ ', zi.v"cv?t. ,:f 4 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve i'lltfnagement Group al'id the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air, 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004327

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l~V ~ / and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004328

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: j 

My name is 0 A/ if ~- JI+ f £ j::__ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manefgement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental respo_nsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
111, LLC. j 

/1/ 
C) 
1/ 
V 



R  004329

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1)C j, t I Lt! I:~ [ / we;( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
111, LLC. 



R  004330

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~- ~ My name is rfJ}f;JjM ~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group an~onstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004331

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Kc /V,</ (;IHI A I D c- r-rJ.,.,oF .P and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
111, LLC. 



R  004332

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name i y; and I am writing to express my support 
for Rese ,: n ent Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /?-e 5-e;r,,.-c:_ I /a-,v- ~..:?,: Y . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My liveli~od is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004333

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ ~ and I am writing ta express my support 
far Reserve M~nagemenraup and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue an 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud ta make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need far virgin material in the manufacturing of new goads. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations ta the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere ta all regulations and take all possible steps ta exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and law speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility ta reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even mare comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want ta reiterate my full support far General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004334

TO WHOM IT MAY CO~CERN: 

My name is ----r.;-""l-v"9=----------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manageff<e11tpancithe construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ffe5e(\/(_ ~VJ sp,rd:: , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004335

TO WHOM IT M / CONCERN: 

My name is V °' \ q vi.via Vl and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manageme Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Kt>"ev!i 6 71u."'1} po v+- ' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  004336

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: J 
,/,,,/G"'J 6dwi/ j 

My name is ___________________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /4 J e f Vt'. j/6 ,t J fl61-f , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My liveli~ood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004337

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ 1174-0 i--ett es and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /2 e Se ,;1-1/<t- r fb,-0-'S,M . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  004338

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ...:::,r" 5vS /0. °'N'SC 9 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004339

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /J1 I ){if /Ji/t Lt:(_ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004340

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: -·, 
My name is (~~Cc /~& R. and I am writing to express my support 

~ ? . 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Jf?/1lT' ("/2/CC!. '1'0 , I am proud to make my living ' _.., 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  004341

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -~F,="'~U.~c=<-~d-,..<.._ft/,~_:,,:~0.~~=r-_______ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for K.e..serv<- /la,1/c15.l!it1✓1li/ g.~¥, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  004342

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERIII: 

My name is -~'='.,.,-''c.',:c...~_,_.'-'-"'-'C!..<'-t"------------ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group a the construction of General 111, lLC at 11600 S. Buriey Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am p(oud to make a living in the recycling 

industry, The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to ali regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of !he air 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, lt is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment 10 environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support !or General 
LLC 



R  004343

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is~ ~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the con ruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004344

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _:i,~.=b,_'bJ:bc===""-------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the con uction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry, The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance, We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air, 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004345

TO WHOM !T MAY CO~CERN: ,/~/ 
//./ ,-- f //- /:><'··--------~, I 

My name is / ;f/qJ //cicl/bfrt/V and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Ma~ag~ment Grou~ind the-constructimi__i:,f General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance_ We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's fiiter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep poilutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
LLC. 



R  004346

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

/~~~-·\_, ,c c- ---
My name is ·. I\.: u. ( u ,::i~:0,¥-2:'i:· and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Iii, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

Industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to al! regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibi!lty, I want to reiterate my fu!! support for Genera! 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004347

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

h • •~ 

My name is CJ, u ad.al u p: ~ \ u \ L and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LlC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibiiity, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, llC 



R  004348

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nom bre es _ __,A,=.c''--\_-'-"'"-J _,f_,_Q'"'--------'c~·"-, CL=>;,.,;'-. _,_(,_/.kuc...•· -"-)_. __ y estoy escri bie n do para expresa r mi apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletes fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medic ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de agua y de barrido, y las Ii mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  004349

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es -'~--,.....~J~_C~,<~~~-'~~--(_(=C'------l=~-J_'c=b----~~scribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tom a mos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General II I 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del aire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 



R  004350

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es _:::::::s--A 1r , e .,r-~ ~.., ~ es~ribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operacicin actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 



R  004351

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Zf:/{ Pr f(), \ §/ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group anfthe construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004352

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name it:::c-=~=--=--=--=-'='=9)=:..L:=-=--1 =-------,::PC/2,nd I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Mahagement Group an he construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeist Side of Chicago . 

...... ,,/// 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004353

TO WHOM IT ~~rJ0/~
1

ERN: _--~-----·· 
My name is /Al,"f ;i/1,r::: and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve rAanagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004354

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es /jf~ t??Z ~-~-· y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 



R  004355

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

L----
My name is &~~::::.,:'.'...:::::::.-==------------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Man ement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004356

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is / ~·. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve ManagemGroupand the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004357

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l~tj1 ~v.) 7/.r-lz /G,.f;;,£2..;- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

• 



R  004358

TO WHOM IT M"CONCrn~:' ' \ ' 

My name is ~ ·"'·-\."- \-t.Q,~\:Q, { and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the constru[tion of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 
• s, ,. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the ,current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to 
Ill, LLC. 

my full support for neral 



R  004359

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --~N __ J_c._~f~~( .... ,.,1~1~'-f~_l.{~------ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. ;i 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing.the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the.current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004360

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCER3// 

My name is [ ,., , S ( G~<- ) and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group ande construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004361

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ~ 1S ,· f e 1/ eS y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industrfa del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tom a mos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 ' s filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superfrcies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ade mas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas-completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 



R  004362

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is .$fF~AJ 7[/u//rfft S and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, 1 am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing.the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in . 
the area. 

·-



R  004363

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es l?tr'{}:1y A 4~1ntn:/t) £ir4/((:?c y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General II I ' s filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004364

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es bU::ffibet-lsc y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 5, Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago, 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje, El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos, 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambientaL Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley, General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire, Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo, 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area, 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC 



R  004365

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Minombrees (uck;:; Cas+uncdo y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construccion de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricacion de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecucion de gestion de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidacion termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del aire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalacion para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacion propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminacion 

aun mas completos que la operacion actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

~t~oJ;~mpromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

~ 



R  004366

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es Mur,:/o':Jo lltvzGtO J e::<., y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004367

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is <--r.c::YJ< li//l(i,,r74,✓ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004368

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f.J1j I'll«$ ~laol U v,'rlk and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004369

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~l')i':ae -Q\\mcr: and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to e;[l:1r nmenta~res onsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. • 

~ 



R  004370

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Soc:==-/ & ! d lvj_ ((, V\. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004371

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 11 iC!< tit'.CYnC S: and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

nt to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

(6-J- 20 c.O 

Date 



R  004372

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name isLJ cy"' F /4-,: 5/4 J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  004373

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Alo< G,b/ ov'---"--- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

M ! c----~ ==== 
Signature Date 



R  004374

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es Av,-\ Ko 'l>c-.:-\ ,no v estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria def reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Elles regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pie no apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 

Aw71co Pl-\ti VltJ (_p - 3 - Zo-Zo 
Firma Fecha 



R  004375

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

. ,---.--1 i\) ~. M1 nombre es i o Se ,-,--, m.,.5: y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vlda en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricac16n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gestion de reservas es st.is operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Elles regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 

Firma Fecha 



R  004376

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es &JJ,, n(I& <f) r:!noz_.. ?1c-b.r1 ,1 y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lade sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 ' sfiltro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa {RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual a cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 

f;--rM1C'?<o C!af?. fop>1 o 
Firma Fecha 



R  004377

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l{qq,.w £.il.# .. /;-S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Manag~ment Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

~La 
g ure / l 

Date 



R  004378

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

-My name is I odd _3;e,h IV\ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

,we ~ Zl 
--;1 }= = / 

Signature Date 



R  004379

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre~ \'.S ~:4D 6:-o:A k y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de C:hicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 
industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 
obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el medic ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 
material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 
cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 
para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111' s filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 
depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del a ire. Elles regularmente carreteras y superficles de 
agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ade mas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completes que la operaci6n actu~I o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 

Fecha 



R  004380

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -+~==!4--1-"'i;..1.J...J..L.1£,,JkL.J.L-/------ and I am writing to express my sup po rt 
for Reserve ana m t Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  004381

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es kttd qt, )J 21 ~ /4z..,,e2::::: v estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Managelllent Group y la const~d6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lade sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 
material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 ' s filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

dep_urador se impedir que los contaminantes del a ire. Elles regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ade mas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 

le - 3~ Zo 2£2 
Fecha 



R  004382

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es Rao I Math?oez y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 
material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del a ire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 

'%"/~/2 o:ZtY 
Fecha 



R  004383

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C j,t, c,__ JI'! LJ r ~J:..e '7 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

C ~ p,,. ~ <;;- g - z oz. o 
Signature Date 



R  004384

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es l/lff[Kf .~7"30; y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Manageme~ y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lade sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el medic ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 
material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 ' s filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del aire. Elles regularmente carreteras y superficies de 
agua y de barrido, y las If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 

Fecha 



R  004385

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is E.r-/ e,. Kn v f.s-,n andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Signature Date 



R  004386

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -{;..,1,·-,, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LL~. \ C 
~~1; 14;/v ~ 

Date 



R  004387

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is D tP s~J ...., ~r-o ~ r and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

~ As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possibl,e steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and'low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

~--
Signature 



R  004388

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --'-'"-l'.d'"'-'"'""''-1--'-'-"".L!-"-'-;;.+>r-------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Grou uction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stres.s on the environment by reducing the need for virgin mat~rial in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I wanHo reiterate my full support for General 
111,LLC. / 

@e;MAL1 [Vic, nav( 
Signature Date 



R  004389

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~l I!- 1v1... U ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possib\e steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and' low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
111, LLC. 

Signature Date 



R  004390

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _,c.U:~::'...it--1-~':l.::.~c:.L'j::.l....'..:;z __ +_ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the c ction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin m~terial in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 
' General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, andilow speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operatior:i or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  004391

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is K~ wS~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of Gen'eral Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, ! am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and iow speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to n:,duce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation: or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  004392

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is • ) oh'> ~ "' r cj--= n S.--e '"\ : and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of Gen\!ral Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I .am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete m~tal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin ma~erial in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and sdrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, anddpw speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facilify will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation ior any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Date 



R  004393

June 3'', 2020 

RE: Construction of General Ill, LLC 

To whom it may concern, 

It is my pleasure to write expressing my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of 

General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the southeast side of Chicago. 

For nearly twenty years I have worked in a multitude of capacities across four states in the metal 

recycling industry. The last four years of which have been under the umbrella of the Reserve 

Management Group as an operations manager for its Wisconsin locations. 

I can state unequivocally that all Reserve Management Group entities hold themselves to the highest of 

standards and are best in class, taking exceptional pride in leading the industry in all environmental and 

safety practices. All the while being active role models and educators of the many benefits of 

sustainability within the communities they operate. 

When considering new construction it is imperative that not only minimum regulatory standards are 

met but that an entity looks forward 10, 20 or 30 years to what potential future regulatory standards 

will look like. With your support this addition will be a state of the art facility that all would be proud of; 

creating significant employment opportunities across multiple essential businesses within the greater 

Chicago area. 

These troubling times are a stark reminder of the importance of supporting local businesses and 

industries. Reserve's proposed construction will not only further strengthen the foundation of the 

community but also ensures that the greater Chicago areas waste stream is managed in the most 

environmentally friendly way humanly possible. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Ballard 

Operations Manager 

Napuck Salvage of Waupaca, LLC 

255 Wendt Dr. 

Waupaca, WI 54981 



R  004394

A QUIEN LE IN 

Mi nambre es --+~~p~~~~==;;;;). s.,._,,,~-=~-Y estay escribiendo para expresar mi 
apayo a Reserve Man aup y la construcci6r, de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria de! reciclaje. El trabaja que hacemas mantiene grdndes cantidades de articulos rnetalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres snbre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevas productas. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gestion de reservas es sus aperacianes con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimas a todas las reguiaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del aire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrida, y las If mites de baja velacidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el poivo 

sienda levantada desde el suela. 

Ademas, entienda que la nueva instalacion prapuesta tendra contro!es y rnonitoreo de cantaminacion 
aun mas completas que la aperacion actual a cualq.uier atro negocia de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este camprornisa con la respansabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi plena apayo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004395

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es :J:se... {;_ • ? c..r-dLa _____ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria de! reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gestion de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del a ire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su i11stalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacic\n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
a Lin mas completc,s que la operacion actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero re,terar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004396

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Pe-eel< Bo 15 -J-' and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all reguli)tions and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operJtion or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004397

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ~u,f1CJ1) £ ,5,; s.fx, 1""-b y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve !Vlanagement, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantie:1e grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecucion de gesti6n de reservas es sus opecaciones con 1os mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las r~iones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, o,ddaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalacion para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ade mas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminacion 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje.similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero relterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

!.I.C 



R  004398

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is A Q__ rn \ ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Ma nag ent Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regul~tions and take all possible step~ to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer-(Ri'OT,and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wili haye even more c;qmp,rehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation dr any o'ther similanecycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to en'vrfonmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004399

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is •--::;;," iL/>f,.z., fr and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all reguletions and take all f'.ossible steps_ to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer'(RiOT,and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wili have even more cq.mprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring t_han the current operation cir any other similarrecycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to en'vircinmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004400

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is LE' o n ~ C--Cm/,n 1 'e and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all reguletions and take all possible steps. to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative the.rm al oxidizeriRiOT,and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wili have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring t.han the current operation cir any other similanecycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to en'vifonmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

"'":✓ )'° \ . 
~___,_-



R  004401

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (J'iY\V( / t ti'.11 Q and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all regul~tions and take all ~ossible steps_ to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative the_rmal oxidizer-(RrOf,and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wili have even more cqmprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring t_han the current operation cir any other similanecycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to en'vircinmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004402

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Z>DtlAJ/.{::-A#.i/.,J MAjl)IELl £ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin m0terial in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all reguli}tions and take all ~ossible steps. to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer"(RiOT,and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wili have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring t.han the current operation or any other similanecycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to envfrcinmenral responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004403

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C'c,ur ( LI ~?xo d/e and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 
industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. We adhere to all reguletions and take all possible steps_ to exceed what is required by law. 
General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer'(RiOT,and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 
They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wili have even more cq.mprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring t_han the current operation cir any other similanecycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to en'vircinmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
111,LLC. ;,t/ /'</ 

[µuJla Dt_ 



R  004404

, 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is I g C!!'.\ca,cM \)., },cv;U\\o and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group an ~he construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regul{ltions and take all ~ossible steps. to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer-(RiOT,and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding ihat the proposed new facility wili h~ye even more c;qmp,rehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring t.han the current operation or any other simi/anecycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to en\t/rclnmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004405

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is olo,_v L G--r/+ f C: ( f'e '2-- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

G,0 neral Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill. LLC. 



R  004406

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ol k.'.,lt\AP~~1rcf and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and thconstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

111, LLC. 



R  004407

A QUIEN Lf INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es 1 e":> vS ~vc;..re-t.. yes toy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserv1l Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instaiaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacicin propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004408

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es -;s:; S u $ /t Y ({ /01- y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group0a construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del aire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantacio desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y mor.itoreo de contaminaci6n 

aim mas completes que la operaci6n ac:ual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

0.Jdo este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LlC. 



R  004409

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es R'E.NfilA b 0T] E@@-E;z.. y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

inciustria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas pasibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General II I's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

sienda levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

a(m mas completos que ia operaci6n actual o cualquier ctro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

D3do este compromiso con la responsabilidad arnbientai, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004410

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

.,,,-- r I ~ I' I 
Mi nombre es Cc:L, , 7 T·A l/ O 10 •• ,oz'c:::t:tl-: ci:::f¥estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

,, J 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria de! reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las reguiaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacion propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminacion 
aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiemal, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004411

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

A rz,0) (lj_ O /> ,. m "°' 
Mi nombre es __ ..:...c ___ 0_L_· ___ "-JA __ l'1\: _ _,_c __ 1 ____ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria def reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Ernpresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un irnportante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener eso, 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o regi6'1. 

Dado el pape! de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar rni pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  004412

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

' _l --r---
lVii nombre es Cur rl :tr IP) n /11f v~117 I ff y estoy escribiendo para expresar m, 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Iii, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el 1ado sureste de Chicago. 

L,1 industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantic,Ues de artfculos obsoletos fuera de las 
ve,tederos y fuera de las eolles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tarnbien alivia el estres 
sobre el media ambiente a! reducir la necesidad dr, material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 
productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar v comµrar rroductos hechos de materiales reciclados. 
Ernpresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 
surninistro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua r,P estos prnductos fobricados con materiales 
rericl2dos en el n,ercado. 

/J.dern3s 1 ef Grupo de GestiOn de la Reserva es un imporrante mntor econOmico t sombrero ofrece C!en s 
de h1en remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser'una alta priondad ma~tener es,o,, 
trahajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o regior ,, 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabi:idad ambiental, la 
sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6rnico, qui1:;ro reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General HI, LLC. 

,. ·-



R  004413

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

M, nombre es lL:,. s-~,1,I ¥ 11,. 191 2... .-,-, y estoy escribiendo para 2xpresar mi 
ff ,-/ V f I jv Vt · J 

apoyo a Reserve Mana~ement Group y la construcci611 de General II!. UC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo R2serve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantirlades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederas y alivia el estr§s sabre el rneci,o r,mbiente al reducir la necesidad de 

rraterial virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los rnas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos to.das las medidas posib!e:

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's fiitro, oxidaci6n tirmi:;i • ?generativa (RTO), y el 

d,,purador se impedir que las contaminantes dei aire. Elloo regularme,~te carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las If mites de baja velocidad se hc.:ce hincaple en su irbtalaci6n para reducir ei polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 
'· 

A·iemas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6r, propucSta tendra contrcles y mor,itoreo de contaminacicin 

a,:,n mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cuaiquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambienta!, quiero reitcrar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill. 
LI.C 



R  004414

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es $A-?L3£.,e7D //£.)C//)ljli/1)[?,;_estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Resen;e Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en !a 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene 5randes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambierrtal. Nos adherirnos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos to.das las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111' s fiitro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hac;, hincaµie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 
' 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta L,ndra controles y mo,-,irnreo de contaminacicic 

a1',n mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

D-Jdo este compromiso con la responsabilidad ar,ibientJI, qu,ero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General tll, 

lLC. 



R  004415

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es"J:har ~a,clo Go 11w
1 

/e,,-z,, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Managwt Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las re'gu!aciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n term lea regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del aire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

a,:ua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

sii,ndo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta t2ndra controles y monitoreo de contaminacion 

at·in mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier ;:,tro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad arnbiental, quiero reiterar ml pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004416

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es CAOl.ud (,a Mo fl, 1e s v es toy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las reguiaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidacicin termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 
agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

AdE,mas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contarninacion 

aim mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004417

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es 1,,J QJ.{'1£, CJ:;(¥\~~ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgul\ece ganarme la vida en la 

industria de\ reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene 1:;randes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y a\ivia el estres sabre el 1nedio ambi2nte 2\ reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciunes con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las reguiaciones y torrnimc-s todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige !a \ey. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes de\ a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrida, y los If mites de baja velacidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir ei polvo 

siendo levantado desde el sue la. 

Ade mas, entienda que la nueva instalacion propuesta tenrlra cantroles y monitoreo de contaminacion 

a Un mas completos que ia operaciOn actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Daclo este compromisa con la responsabilidad ambientill, quiero reiterar mi plena apayo a General Ill, 

LLC 



R  004418

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es aL e % J1-o J o.s 1,v <t-Z y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las reguiaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del a ire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas. entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad arr.biental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a Generai Iii, 

LLC 



R  004419

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es f I., t D G L E 5' y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y cornprar productos hechos de rnateriales reciclados. 

Ernpresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el rnercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6rnico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener eso', 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 



R  004420

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es /1// /-1 (l I/;·(\) VG\,,// Ls¼ d (} (l,cc ,j y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago, 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos, 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley, General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire, Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

a,,n mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004421

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es /Sf(< ½r4t0 4 Gu7 If iZfZ( 2. y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

pc,ra superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del a ire. Eilos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004422

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~b.Q;( My name is--~----+~---+'~------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and th construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004423

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 
... t,·' -, l . ' 

· i ,ll\e; 
Mi nombre es __ :!:_:.:.:::::::._l ______________ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's fi!tro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004424

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es fv)i;,_,., ~O\ Cr~~ c,_)i y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General II I 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacion propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operacion actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004425

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es (:3) e, f t:..r\ ~u_; ~\.(,L (_ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n terrnica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del aire. Elias regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie er. su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun rnas cornpletos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General 111, 

LLC. 



R  004426

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I 'J.lant to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill. LLC. 



R  004427

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es M o,.;,., A Iv arc,&,~. y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LlC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletes fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el medic ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos to.das las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's fiitro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los If mites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 
' 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminacion 

a,jn mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambirntal, qu1ero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General ill. 

LLC. 

,. ·-



R  004428

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es A0::h, 0 ·,o Iler" ,x.v,de7_. y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construccicin de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricacicin de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecucicin de gesticin de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidacicin termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del a ire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalacicin para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propueota tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

atm mas completos que la operacicin actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar m; pleno apoyo a Gener3I Ill, 
LlC. 



R  004429

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~=-'--'-'"-"4'1---''----...D.""'..)L-'-'""''---.:==-s::-7"<--- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemen roup and the construct' General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate rny full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004430

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1)C\V1'.i\11+ li\ J;cksor1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve r&ianagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004431

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name i(sb..a.Aal-l,;1--',;;;J>-='->.,..==!<..1'1-------- and I am writing to express my support for Reserve anagement Group and the co ruction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004432

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ t1?0-r' ii hGZ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004433

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es f1\e\1 f:i"'ia \I a \r\(N ICO':) y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General II I's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que las contaminantes del aire. Ellos regula,mente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

a,m mas complelos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 
LLC. 



R  004434

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es 'tjQvlO ck:' lou,,-c\es oJ·, vo y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construccion de General ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos rnantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el media 2rnbiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

G1 upo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cunplimiento ambiental. Nos adherirnos a toclas !as regu!2ciones y tomamos todas las rnedidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

deaurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hhcapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siencio levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendr2. controles '/ rnonitoreo de contaminaci611 

aim mas compl2tos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad an,biental, quiern reiterar rni pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004435

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es Co A.JS OZ((} y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contarninantes del a ire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 
siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas cornpletos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004436

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es /\ n4m, ;D be Je::,v':> y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 s. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con los mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes del aire. Ellos regularmente carreteras y superficies de 

agua y de barrido, y los limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalaci6n para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

at'm mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, 

LLC. 



R  004437

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es {Ay,e,,_, Mec<"'°-j e:z, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

Como empleado de una empresa del Grupo Reserve Management, me enorgullece ganarme la vida en la 

industria del reciclaje. El trabajo que hacemos mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos metalicos 

obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre e! media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de 

material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Grupo de ejecuci6n de gesti6n de reservas es sus operaciones con las mas altos estandares de 

cumplimiento ambiental. Nos adherimos a todas las regulaciones y tomamos todas las medidas posibles 

para superar lo que exige la ley. General 111 's filtro, oxidaci6n termica regenerativa (RTO), y el 

depurador se impedir que los contaminantes de! aire. Ellos regularmente rnrreteras y superficies de 
agua y de barrido, y las limites de baja velocidad se hace hincapie en su instalacicin para reducir el polvo 

siendo levantado desde el suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacicin propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

al'.m mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiemal, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General 111, 

LLC. 



R  004438

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,.._,.,,.,., :f '30w ,4 :fl and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Man gement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004439

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 11.G n/1 E J--h Ch A T Vb A: ,J se and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004440

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jose,4b K &r.i L41,/10S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

111, LLC. 

' 



R  004441

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is +.-+,e;,y<,9"---..1L..-":-,,::...---------- and I am writing to express my support 
and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004442

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 2rd<. ¼1 sqve ✓z and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 



R  004443

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /Z1 =112 f't?S ' d4 4 /2 62- v;r::: 2 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 

Ill, LLC. 



R  004444

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,_)oG- l/:r-.1-,t-z~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for · C;,.)e.<,Srd:.. flc::TO"< SAtLS , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LlCand Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 
', ' , ' 

.. Based on my observations, Resen.e Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

ah regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

reg~larly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facili~y to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution coritrols and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling busi.ness in 

the area'. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

. 0 /oW Management Group and General Ill, LLC. /[ ( 



R  004445

My name is ~'-;,Lfi,,=--1-r'-"---'<-'--/--tfa-"-''--"'-'e,.-c-", and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve M ruction of General II , LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Sid 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head"of"household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004446

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~", J 

My name is .__j_ _ _)a r / E? ,-1 E' 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

and I am writing to express my support 

LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004447

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /
2 tY',s 4 fa(d /. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and onstruction of General 111, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004448

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: -
My name is Jo5[J?H G;.:i1e 1,;1c and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of,household jobs. i believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for Genera! 111, LLC 



R  004449

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

f', I 
My name is +ti:tvl L ,c,_ { ) · 1--tl'.L·l a.. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head"of"household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  004450

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is {' r1 S-f Iv:) e- tl\e cO i (D L..- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for Genera! Iii, LLC. 



R  004451

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve Manage ent Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Iii, LLC. 



R  004452

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to. another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Chuck Stark
Subject: RE: [External] Comments On General Iron III (permit #19090021)
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 4:16:11 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Mr. Stark,
 
Thank you for your comments, which will be included as an exhibit with the hearing record. The
Agency will prepare a responsiveness summary that will include a summary of all the views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final action. You will be notified of the final decision in this matter and of the availability of the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks again,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Chuck Stark <charliejstark@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 2020 12:04 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>; Guy, Jeff <Jeff.Guy@Illinois.gov>;
Frost, Brad <Brad.Frost@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Comments On General Iron III (permit #19090021)
 
Dear Mr. Guy, Mr. Frost, and to whom it may concern,
 
I am writing to provide some requests for the permit regarding the construction of General III, LLC at
11600 S Burley Ave, Chicago, IL.

It is my primary request that you deny this permit to General III

One concern is that the facility will be permitted to annually emit up to 4 tons of PM10,
0.65 tons of PM2.5, and a total of 16 tons of all PM. According to the EPA website and
"numerous scientific studies", Particulate Matter is linked to "a variety of problems",
including heart attacks, aggravated asthma, premature death, decreased lung function,
making lakes and streams acidic, depleting nutrients in soil, and affecting the diversity
of ecosystems, among other problems listed (https://www.epa.gov/pm-
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pollution/health-and-environmental-effects-particulate-matter-pm). The neighborhood
of East Side is already exposed to large amounts of particulate matter and other toxins
like lead and manganese. It demonstrates a disregard for the residents of East Side to
allow even more of this.
Another concern, related to the last one, is that this new facility will be located upwind
from George Washington High School and George Washington Elementary School.
There are nearly 2,200 children that attend these schools. Children are among those
most likely to be affected by particle pollution exposure (https://www.epa.gov/pm-
pollution/health-and-environmental-effects-particulate-matter-pm). Because the
prevailing winds will be blowing most of the PM from General III towards these schools,
that should be enough reason to not allow it.
My final concern, related to this point, is that General Iron has violated its EPA permit
in the past and there is little faith that they will not violate their permit in their new
location. Although it can be argued that they can be sued and fined if they violate their
permit, that will not take away any additional physical exposure of air pollution
subjected to students of the nearby schools and residents of East Side. No meager fine
can give someone their health back.

I will acknowledge, according to what you have stated during public comment meetings, that your
position is one where you feel that you are legally required to issue this permit. I make the above
pleas to you in the event that you have some legal course of action available to you that would
change that stance. I urge you to consider the lives of people over the very protected interests of an
LLC who does not have a history of demonstrating care towards their neighbors or the environment.
 
If you still feel that you are required to issue the permit, I ask that you consider the following:

Require General III to account for the PM10 and PM2.5 that will come from the increase in
diesel truck traffic on Avenue O.

This can be predicted based on the current number of trucks that visit their facility daily

Remove the part of the permit that allows General III to subtract any air pollution detected by
the monitor on top of George Washington High School on days when the wind does not blow
from the southwest.

This is outlined in section 3.8 of document R.17421-7.1, "Air Dispersion Modeling
Protocol to Assess Metal Emissions Impacts"
Considering the company's history of non-transparency, this seems like data they may
easily be able to manipulate in the event of a potential law suit

Make all air monitoring data publicly accessible without the need for a FOIA request

This should include the data from the monitor on top of George Washington HS as well
as any monitors General III will install on their facility

Thank you for taking the time to consider these comments. I am also attaching a copy of my public
comments made during the public hearing meeting.
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Please do what is within your power to help protect the health and lives of East Side residents and
the environment surrounding the area.
 
Sincerely,
 
Chuck Stark
charliejstark@gmail.com
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Hello. My name is Chuck Stark. I am a concerned citizen. I teach biology at George Washington High 

School, which is located at the intersection of 114th St. and Ave O. I am here to express concern about the 

emissions being permitted by this scrap metal recycling plant. I am concerned about this plant’s proximity to, 

and direction from, the school. The proposed plant will be built less than ¾ of a mile, as a crow flies, southwest 

of GWHS and GWES. As acknowledged in the Air Dispersion Modeling Protocol to Assess Metal Emissions 

Impacts (document R.17421-7.1, Section 3.8) “the prevailing wind direction at the proposed GIII site is from the 

southwest to the northeast.” This means that a majority of the plant’s emissions will be blown towards George 

Washington High School and Elementary School.  

 Over the past few weeks, my students and I have been learning about sources of Particulate Matter 

and the potential health effects that come from exposure to PM10 and PM2.5. According to an article on the 

EPA website, titled Particulate Matter Basics: “Some particles less than 10 micrometers in diameter can get 

deep into your lungs and some may even get into your bloodstream. Of these, particles less than 2.5 

micrometers in diameter, also known as fine particles or PM2.5, pose the greatest risk to health.” A CDC article 

entitled Particle Pollution, states that particle pollution has been linked to eye irritation, lung and throat irritation, 

trouble breathing, and lung cancer, and it is particularly bothersome to people with lung diseases (like asthma) 

and to children. A student of mine shared a story, recently, about her struggles with asthma during softball 

practices. The softball team frequently practices outside of the school, in Rowan Park. Running is a regular 

part of their practice routine and this student has been required to use her inhaler during practice on multiple 

occasions. I think of this student as I imagine additional particulate matter being blown towards the school from 

this proposed scrap metal recycling plant. 

The current permit for this plant predicts total emissions of PM10 to be 4 tons per year. It predicts 

emissions of PM2.5 to be 0.65 tons per year. And it allows for a total of 16.68 tons of all PM. The EPA states 

that these are legally acceptable levels of Particulate Matter Emissions. From the perspective of a teacher who 

regularly works in the downwind path of these emissions, though, it sounds like an awful lot of particulate 

matter to be breathing in. From the perspective of my student who already struggles with asthma during 

softball practice, it sounds like 1 ½ additional tons of particulate matter, each month, to try and manage. 

Additionally, none of these numbers take in to account the PM that will inevitably come from the increased 

vehicle/truck traffic produced by delivery vehicles. 

While the EPA has said that these are acceptable levels from this one source, I would like to ask the 

EPA to not just consider the emissions from this one location, but instead add these emissions to the total 

amount that the neighbors of Eastside and the students of GWHS will be exposed to. If we think of the 

environment surrounding this facility and the school as a bathtub, the proposed emissions are only adding to a 

bathtub that is already full of emissions from other sources nearby and there is little to nothing being done to 

empty the tub. I have already cited the Air Dispersion Modeling Protocol document. In that same section, 

RK&Associates are asking the EPA to allow them to not count emissions collected at the Washington High 

School air monitoring station on days when the wind is not blowing from the southwest. They are apparently 

worried they will get blamed for emissions that are not theirs. In the meantime, though, students of GWHS are 

still getting exposed to particulate matter and other emissions, like manganese. Their lungs and bodies do not 

respond any differently to the emissions just because they come from somewhere else.   

I hope I have made it clear that I am not in favor of this permit. I would like to ask the EPA to consider a 

more holistic approach when assessing the impacts of emissions on this community that is already placed 

under large amounts of stress from other major emission sources.  Finally, I have two questions: how may I get 

access to the readings taken from the air monitoring station at GWHS and what is the best way to maintain a 

direct line of communication with EPA officials in the event that potential violations are being made?        
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Lam, Robin
Subject: RE: [External] Oppose General Iron
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 4:25:04 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Lam, Robin <rlam4@cps.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 2020 10:31 PM
To: Guy, Jeff <Jeff.Guy@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Oppose General Iron
 
Dear Mr. Guy, Mr. Frost, and to whom it may concern,
 
I am writing to provide some requests for the permit regarding the construction of
General III, LLC at 11600 S Burley Ave, Chicago, IL.

It is my primary request that you deny this permit to General Iron
One concern is that the facility will be permitted to annually emit up to 4
tons of PM10, 0.65 tons of PM2.5, and a total of 16 tons of all PM.
According to the EPA website and "numerous scientific studies",
Particulate Matter is linked to "a variety of problems", including heart
attacks, aggravated asthma, premature death, decreased lung function,
making lakes and streams acidic, depleting nutrients in soil, and affecting
the diversity of ecosystems, among other problems listed
(https://www.epa.gov/pm-pollution/health-and-environmental-effects-
particulate-matter-pm). The neighborhood of East Side is already exposed
to large amounts of particulate matter and other toxins like lead and
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manganese. It demonstrates a disregard for the residents of East Side to
allow even more of this.
Another concern, related to the last one, is that this new facility will be
located upwind from George Washington High School and George
Washington Elementary School. There are nearly 2,200 children that
attend these schools. Children are among those most likely to be affected
by particle pollution exposure (https://www.epa.gov/pm-pollution/health-
and-environmental-effects-particulate-matter-pm). Because the prevailing
winds will be blowing most of the PM from General III towards these
schools, that should be enough reason to not allow it.
My final concern, related to this point, is that General Iron has violated its
EPA permit in the past and there is little faith that they will not violate their
permit in their new location. Although it can be argued that they can be
sued and fined if they violate their permit, that will not take away any
additional physical exposure of air pollution subjected to students of the
nearby schools and residents of East Side. No meager fine can give
someone their health back.

I will acknowledge, according to what you have stated during public comment
meetings, that your position is one where you feel that you are legally required to
issue this permit. I make the above pleas to you in the event that you have some legal
course of action available to you that would change that stance. I urge you to
consider the lives of people over the very protected interests of an LLC who does not
have a history of demonstrating care towards their neighbors or the environment.
 
If you still feel that you are required to issue the permit, I ask that you consider the
following:

Require General III to account for the PM10 and PM2.5 that will come from the
increase in diesel truck traffic on Avenue O.

This can be predicted based on the current number of trucks that visit their
facility daily

Remove the part of the permit that allows General III to subtract any air pollution
detected by the monitor on top of George Washington High School on days
when the wind does not blow from the southwest.

This is outlined in section 3.8 of document R.17421-7.1, "Air Dispersion
Modeling Protocol to Assess Metal Emissions Impacts"
Considering the company's history of non-transparency, this seems like
data they may easily be able to manipulate in the event of a potential law
suit

Make all air monitoring data publicly accessible without the need for a FOIA
request

This should include the data from the monitor on top of George
Washington HS as well as any monitors General III will install on their
facility

Thank you for taking the time to consider these comments. I am also attaching a copy
of my public comments made during the public hearing meeting.
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Please do what is within your power to help protect the health and lives of East Side
residents and the environment surrounding the area.
 
Sincerely,
Robin Lam
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Renee Grigorian
Subject: RE: [External] General III LLC
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 7:18:49 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Renee Grigorian <renee@shesawdesign.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 7:57 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] General III LLC
 
To Whom It May Concern:

As a resident of Hegewisch and a homeowner on Burley Ave., I am VEHEMENTLY opposed to the
proposed move of General Iron to the Southeast Side. I moved here seven years ago from Wicker
Park, and know first hand about the problems General Iron has caused to the Northside. I am very
happy for the people of my old neighborhood to not have to deal with the giant polluting eyesore that
is General Iron any longer, but am sickened at the thought that it has followed me to my new home.

I never expected to live where I live. An unanticipated set of circumstances provided me the
opportunity to become a homeowner here, and I couldn't be happier. This is a lovely, but completely
overlooked part of the city that I soon discovered is a convenient dumping ground for
environmentally unfriendly industries that the rest of the city is unwilling to live with. 

As recent events have made unequivocally clear in uprisings all over this country, there is
tremendous inequity in the value of some lives. It is no secret that Chicago's Southside is largely
ignored save for the grim reporting of its many problems and its exploitation as a lurid flashpoint for
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the political right. Resources and funding are scarce and unless you were told that this area is part of
Chicago you would never know it. I can tell you for a fact that I lived downtown from 1988-2013 and
I had never heard of Hegewisch. It is never included in the discussion of Chicago's many
neighborhoods and seems to me to be completely ignored as a community of interest or value.

I, on the other hand, have discovered that this is a vibrant community, full of tradition and history.
Yes, it is a bit weathered but people are trying. Little signs of new growth are everywhere. They are,
however, fragile and need to be supported by the city, not squashed by yet another disgusting
polluter who does not follow the rules or care for its neighbors. It is completely unfair to add yet
another hazardous business to an area that is already valiantly trying to manage the many that are
already here.

So much has been said in recent weeks about the vast disparity in opportunity and attitude that
exists between minority and non-minority communities. Unfortunately many have looked upon the
protests with scorn and derision and have displayed a complete lack of understanding or sense of
empathy for the deep and inevitable consequences such disadvantage has engendered.

I see the city's stance on the relocation of General Iron as more of the same, dumping, literally, on
an area that is already challenged, averting its eyes after the dirty work is done and then
disingenuously lamenting later on about that community's failure to thrive. It is cruel, hypocritical
and shortsighted and it needs to be halted in its tracks.

The fact that General Iron's past track record of violations will not be taken into consideration when
determining whether or not its permit will be granted is obscene and is a BS legal loophole that
needs to be closed. Past is precedent. This business will offend again and an already unduly
burdened population is going to take the hit. The sad fact is that most don't even know what's
coming. This proposal has been made quickly and under extraordinary circumstances. It is
unconscionable to try to slide a move this consequential in while a pandemic is raging and citizens
are unable to mobilize.

In conclusion, I cannot emphasize strongly enough how horrified I am by this development and how
intensely I oppose it. It is unsafe, unfair and politically tone deaf to foist General Iron onto this
community. I fervently reject this proposal.

Sincerelly,

Renée L. Grigorian
13523 S. Burley Ave.  Chicago, IL  60633

-- 
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Renée Grigorian
www.shesawdesign.com
312-887-0275
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Susan Sadlowski-Garza
Subject: RE: general iron
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 8:29:29 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Susan Sadlowski-Garza <Susan.Sadlowski-Garza@cityofchicago.org> 
Sent: Saturday, June 13, 2020 10:40 AM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Re: general iron
 
 
 
Susan Sadlowski Garza
Chairwoman, Committee on Workforce Development
Alderwoman, 10th Ward 
City of Chicago
Ward Office: 773-768-8138
Committee Office: 312-744-3078
Fax: 773-768-8176
susan.sadlowski-garza@cityofchicago.org
 

From: Susan Sadlowski-Garza
Sent: Saturday, June 13, 2020 10:37 AM
To: epa.publichearingcom@illinois.gov <epa.publichearingcom@illinois.gov>
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Subject: general iron
 
 
 
 
Susan Sadlowski Garza.guy
Chairwoman, Committee on Workforce Development
Alderwoman, 10th Ward 
City of Chicago
Ward Office: 773-768-8138
Committee Office: 312-744-3078
Fax: 773-768-8176
susan.sadlowski-garza@cityofchicago.org
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June 12, 2020 

 

John Kim, Director 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 

1021 N. Grand Ave. East 

P.O. Box 19276 

Springfield, IL 62794-9276 

 

Re: General III Air Construction Permit 

 

Dear Director Kim, 

 

I am writing as the Alderwoman of Chicago’s 10th Ward, in regards to the proposed location for 

the new General III facility that is currently awaiting approval for a new Air Construction Permit. As a 

life-long resident of the East Side neighborhood where this facility is proposed, I have dealt with issues 

of environmental pollution long before I was elected Alderwoman. As a school counselor, I dealt with 

countless students who suffered from asthma and whose parents suffered a variety of chronic lung 

problems. From the toxic emissions of the former steel mills that still pollute our soil long after the mills 

have closed, we are also burdened with a legacy of landfills and brownfields. It is in this environment 

that the new General III facility is requesting approval to further burden our Environmental Justice 

Community.  

 

 

Before commenting on specific issues with this facility, I would like to state my opposition to 

issuing any air permits that require public comment. Collecting feedback from residents through an 

online public meeting is an undue burden in a low-income community where many lack high speed 

internet connections and where advertising an online meeting is particularly difficult. I am requesting 

that any permit be delayed until such time as in in-person community meeting can safely take place to 

allow all interested residents a chance to meaningfully weigh in on this, or any, new facility.  

 

 

I would be remiss if I did not also add that the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) 

has a history of undercounting emissions from metal recyclers. This is concerning to residents of the 

Southeast Side who have dealt with a long history of air pollution. Residents of my community need to 

have faith that emissions levels estimated by industry and the IEPA are reliable, and the recent Consent 

Agreements with the U.S. EPA suggest that these facilities have for years been miscategorized as minor 
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emitters of pollution when they are in fact anything but minor in their air pollution footprint. This is all 

the more concerning when coupled with the already high level of air pollution found in my community, 

and disturbing correlations in terms of the health of residents in the areas near the proposed site. For 

example, according to the Respiratory Health Association, in 2017 (the most recent year for which data 

are available), CDPH calculated the rate of asthma-related emergency department (ED) visits by children 

living in the 60617 zip code is 41.2% higher than the citywide rate. As well, the Hegewisch neighborhood 

has disproportionately higher rates of lung cancer incidence (25%) and deaths due to lung cancer (34%), 

and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (53%). These cannot be looked at as mere 

aberrations, but as the scientific reality of communities which have been consistently exposed to 

excessive levels of air pollution. 

 

 

Such concerns are only heightened by the recent catastrophic explosion of the new air 

emissions equipment installed at the current General Iron facility. As part of a consent order last year 

General Iron Industries agreed to install a regenerative thermal oxidizer to destroy VOMs at a 98% 

efficiency. Yet after less than a year of installing this equipment meant to protect the nearby 

community, on Monday May 18th of this year, less than a month ago, this facility suffered a serious 

explosion that sent a thick cloud of pollution filled black smoke across the nearby community. The 

failure of the pollution control equipment so soon after installation and at the start of the public 

comment period for this new facility only highlights the need to delay issuing any permit until a 

complete investigation can be done. Indeed, it is hard to view the installation of recently failed 

equipment as in any way reliable to controlling emissions for this new facility.  Furthermore, it is my 

belief that IEPA has the statutory authority under 415 ILCS 5/39(a) to consider the cumulative history of 

citations, violations, and past evidence of noncompliance at the city and state level to determine 

whether a permit should be granted, or impose conditions to ensure strict compliance with the law and 

IEPA regulations.  

 

 

Finally, I would hope that the IEPA will consider the cumulative burden on the Southeast Side 

community when evaluating this new facility. Additional emissions on the Southeast Side only serve to 

further the environmental injustice, all the more glaring as this facility considers moving from the 

wealthy and overwhelmingly white North Side to the working-class and majority Latinx South East side. 

Considering the decades long history of heavy industry and pollution, I would request that any new 

facility be evaluated for its capacity to provide a net reduction in the air pollution burden on the 

community. Our community is not a mere collection of statistics, but the health, lives, and livelihoods of 
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tens of thousands of residents. I urge you to utilize your statutory and regulatory authority to halt this 

process until it can be improved for the betterment of my neighbors, residents, and constituents. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Alderwoman, 10th Ward 

City of Chicago 
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Zac Halden
Subject: RE: [External] Attn: Jeff Guy - Re: General Iron Permit
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 8:58:37 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Mr. Halden,
 
Thank you for your comments, which will be included as an exhibit with the hearing record. The
Agency will prepare a responsiveness summary that will include a summary of all the views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final action. You will be notified of the final decision in this matter and of the availability of the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Zac Halden <halden.zachary@gmail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, June 13, 2020 12:19 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Attn: Jeff Guy - Re: General Iron Permit
 
My name is Zac Halden and I am a resident of Chicago. I am privileged to live in a relatively
affluent neighborhood. As such, my neighborhood is not inundated by industry-created
pollution. The residents of the Southeast Side neighborhood cannot say the same.

General Iron operates a scrap-shredding and metal-recycling operation currently located along
the North Branch of the Chicago River. The public hearing and proposed permit in question
are related to General Iron’s plan to relocate its facility to the East Side neighborhood.

The EPA has already designated the Southeast Side neighborhood as an area that is
“environmentally overburdened.” (See, https://www.epa.gov/il/environmental-issues-
southeast-chicago). The EPA’s website boasts that it has “empowered” this community and
suggests that it is attempting to “ensure the area’s continued progress.” Granting the proposed
permit makes a mockery of the EPA’s environmental justice designation and discredits the
EPA’s own promise to help this community.

The public hearing for the proposed permit was inadequate for several reasons. First, the
notice was only given in English. A large portion of the Southeast Side’s population is
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Spanish-speaking. Those residents were not given any real notice of the hearing because the
EPA did not take the time to provide a notice in Spanish.

Similarly, though the EPA provided a Spanish interpreter, the interpreter was only there to
interpret public comments. The interpreter did not interpret anything said by the EPA officials
or by any of the English-speaking commentators. This was another way that the hearing
discriminated against the Spanish-speaking residents of the Southeast Side community. Even
if a Spanish-speaking resident learned of the hearing, they would have no way to listen to the
recorded hearing unless they found their own interpreter.

Next, the virtual hearing was not accessible to everyone. The EPA did not contemplate how
the availability of internet is not equally available for everyone. Many of the Southeast Side
residents do not have access to internet at home. Therefore, they would have had to go to a
library or some other publicly available resource for internet access. This was certainly not
possible considering the restrictions in place due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Because of the reasons stated above, the EPA has not held a sufficient public hearing or
allowed a full public comment period, and therefore, should not grant the permit. At the very
least, it should delay granting the permit until the EPA can give the Southeast Side community
a meaningful opportunity for hearing and comment. However, there are issues with General
Iron and the proposed permit that are grounds for the permit’s denial.

The EPA bases the proposed permit on the idea that General Iron will comply with the permit.
However, General Iron has showed that it is incapable of complying with its permits. General
Iron has a history of noncompliance and shows no signs of changing. On May 18th, there was
an explosion at the Lincoln Park plant. Rather than addressing the problems that led to the
explosion, General Iron had the gall to suggest that the explosion may have been caused by
“sabotage.” This is indicative of the way General Iron seeks to avoid taking ownership of their
permit violations.

Another failure of the EPA was its failure to consider the George Washington High School air
monitoring data when drafting the permit. This data shows that the Southeast Side
neighborhood already deals with the state's highest levels of toxic heavy metals, chromium
and cadmium, as well as sulfates.

General Iron relies on the installation of a Hammermill Shredder System in its permit
application. This system is prone to failures, especially human-error-related failures. It is a
certainty that this system will fail. General Iron’s past noncompliance coupled with its lack of
transparency makes it a guarantee that the new facility will be noncompliant with its new
permit. The EPA would be granting General Iron the ability to inundate the Southeast Side
with its pollution, with no real threat of repercussion.

General Iron likes to hold itself out to be “[c]ommitted to being a good neighbor.” However, it
is leaving Lincoln Park because it has failed to be a good neighbor to the Lincoln Park
community. General Iron’s past is a clear indicator that they have no actual interest in “being a
good neighbor” but would actually rather pay fines for permit violations than make changes to
their business practices. If they really wanted to be a good neighbor, they would relocate to
another location that is not densely populated or to an area that is not already surrounded by
other polluting facilities.

The EPA should deny General Iron a permit based on the fact that General Iron has proved
that it is not capable of complying with its permits. It should also deny the permit based on the
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levels of pollution the new facility is expected to emit, taking into consideration the EPA’s
own recognition that the Southeast Side neighborhood is already overburdened with
environmental hazards. Finally, the permit should be denied because the EPA did not consider
the George Washington air monitoring data, or consider the likelihood and effect of failures of
the Hammermill Shredder System.
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Margaret Galka
Subject: RE: [External] General Iron III LLC Public Comment
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 9:13:55 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Margaret Galka <margaretgalka@gmail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, June 13, 2020 12:18 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] General Iron III LLC Public Comment
 
Illinois EPA: 
 
For the reasons that follow, I urge you to reconsider, entirely, the draft construction permit for
General Iron III LLC. This construction permit should not be issued to General Iron III LLC. 
 
As an initial matter, ths draft construction permit and Illinois EPA's virtual public "hearings" on it are
an insult to Illinois EPA's own Environmental Justice policy located
at: https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/environmental-justice/Pages/ej-policy.aspx. As Illinois EPA
acknowledged, the community that will be forced to host this polluting facility is an environmental
justice community facing disproportionate impacts of environmental pollutants. This community is
already impacted by hazardous air and groundwater emissions from numerous other facilities. The
draft construction permit ignores the fact that the facility's PM and other hazardous air emissions
will add to the cumulative air emissions that this community is already exposed to and breathes in
on a daily basis. This is unacceptable. Illinois EPA needs to take into account these cumulative
impacts and should decline to issue this construction permit. 
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Further, the virtual public "hearings" themselves also offend Illinois EPA's Environmental Justice
policy in, at least, the following respects:
1. Not all community members have access to the internet or to devices that would allow them to
participate in a purely virtual public hearing. Thus, your hearings deprived those individuals of the
ability to participate in a hearing on a facility that will impact their lives and potentially their health. 
2. As Illinois EPA recognizes, many members of the community that will be forced to host this facility
do not speak English and only speak Spanish. Illinois EPA must take steps to notify the many Spanish-
speaking residents of the community that these hearings are happening. If it did not do so in this
case, it must have new public hearings after adequate notification. 
3. At the virtual "public hearings", Illinois EPA did not provide translation of its own statements
(including instructions on how to participate and how to submit a written comment) or the
statements of the public from English into Spanish. New hearings with adequate translation are
necessary.
4. The community and other residents of Illinois were expected to set aside all other concerns and
restraints on time due to the current, global, Covid-19 pandemic in order to find the "public
hearings", attend the public "hearings" and notify Illinois EPA in advance that they would like to
speak at these virtual "public hearings". It is inappropriate to make a community, that is
disproportionately impacted by Covid-19, drop everything to find a way to participate in rushed
purely-virtual "public hearings". New public hearings should be held when it is safe for them to be
conducted in person. At the very least, the approval or denial of this draft construction permit
should be delayed until the community has an adequate opportunity to participate in public
hearings. 
 
Next, because of this facility's lengthy and well-documented record of violations and other non-
compliance the permit should be denied. The permit itself does not guarantee the safety and health
of the community members that will be forced to host it. Alternatively, Illinois EPA should include
within the permit: 
1. Measures that ensure that General Iron III LLC will employ a sufficient amount of qualified
operators that are highly trained in operating applicable pollution control technologies such as the
Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer (RTO). As demonstrated by the recent explosion at General Iron's
current location in the Lincoln Park neighborhood, General Iron III LLC does not currently have the
capability to operate these technologies safely. 
2. The RTO and other pollution controls are technologies that are only as effective as those who
operate them. They require a lot of maintenance to ensure, among other things, that particulate
matter does not plug up the media beds and thereby render the technology ineffective. This permit
must have provisions in place that require General Iron III LLC to regularly (not just initially) prove
that it operates the pollution control technologies to the highest standard. For example, section 9(a)
on page 8 does not indicate how often the facility should be required to do visual inspections or
otherwise inspect or evaluate its pollution controls. Another example is section 13(a) which only
includes a vague commitment by Illinois EPA to require the facility to test its pollution control
equipment (beyond initial tests) when Illinois EPA deems it is a "reasonable time[]" to do so. It is also
not enough that the facility will eventually be required to submit its own plans, for ensuring they are
operating pollution controls to the highest standard, within the forthcoming operating permit or,
worse, after the facility has already started operating (e.g., section 10(f)(v)-v(i) and section 11(h)).
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The permit should specify what, at a minimum, must be in those plans to ensure protection of public
health. Further, when these provisions are not met, General Iron III LLC must face severe
enforcement penalties, in light of its record of non-compliance, including shut down of the operation
entirely and these penalties should be acknowledged within the permit.
3. The permit should contain measures that require General Iron III LLC to more frequently check
and publically report the current destruction efficiencies of the RTO and other pollution control
technology.
4. This permit should require General Iron III LLC to install air monitoring equipment at the fenceline
of the facility. Any air monitoring data collected should be publically available. This is
especially necessary due to the facility's record of non-compliance.
5. The permit should require notification to the public, in addition to Illinois EPA, of any emissions
violations. 
6. The permit should address air emissions, including fugitive emissions, created by trucks and other
vehicles  associated with the operation of the facility while they are off-site in the
local neighborhood.
7. The operating hours listed in section 12(a) do not adequately account for the potential for wider
and greater dispersion of air emissions at night. They also do not account for when neighbors tend
to be home in the mornings and evenings. The operating hours should be significantly reduced.
8. The hazardous air emissions permitted in section 12(b) should be reduced to 0 tons per year.
Alternatively, Illinois EPA and General Iron should demonstrate to the public why this cannot be
done and demonstrate that the pollution controls selected are those that will reduce hazardous air
emissions to the lowest possible amount, i.e. that they are the best available control technologies.
9. The draft permit should require General Iron to keep records of emissions control testing and
emissions for a longer period of time and should be made available to the public upon request.
 
Finally, the modeling that was conducted to evaluate this facility redacts important pieces of
information that are necessary for the public to equally and independently evaluate that modeling.
All modeling information should be transparent and made available to the public. Considering the
facility's record of violations, Illinois EPA should conduct its own modeling rather than rely on
General Iron III LLC's consultant. Further, the modeling seems to include approximate rather than
precise locations for emissions sources. What guarantees exist that these sources will be located on
the property where they appear, approximately, in the modeling? Will Illinois EPA reevaluate this
permit if the sources are located elsewhere, such as closer to residences, parks and schools?
 
Illinois EPA should not permit General Iron III LLC to construct or operate a facility at the proposed
location. Alternatively, Illinois EPA must include within the permit conditions that provide the
community with data about the facility's emissions and make it more protective of public health. 
 
Margaret Galka
Chicago, IL 60642 
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Neighbors For Environmental Justice
Subject: RE: [External] Written comment for General III, LLC Draft Permit ((ID# 031600SFX)
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 9:34:04 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Neighbors For Environmental Justice <neighbors4environmentaljustice@gmail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, June 13, 2020 10:50 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Cc: theide.kurt@epa.gov; Pressnall, Chris <Chris.Pressnall@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Written comment for General III, LLC Draft Permit ((ID# 031600SFX)
 
Greetings,
 
Please see the attached letter submitted by Neighbors for Environmental Justice for our public
comment on Construction Permit 031600SFX (General Iron III).
 
We look forward to a written response to our comments, questions, and suggestions as part of this
permit process.
 
Please let us know if there are any issues with including the attached PDF of our written comment in
the public record as part of the permitting process.
 
Thank you,
 
-Neighbors for Environmental Justice
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June 13, 2020 
 
Jeff Guy, Hearing Officer 
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
P.O. Box 19276 
1021 North Grand Avenue 
Springfield, IL 62794-9276 
Sent via email epa.publichearingcom@illinois.gov 
 
Dear Mr. Guy, 
 
We are writing to comment on the draft construction permit for General III (ID# 
031600SFX), a scrap metal recycling facility to be located at 11600 South Burley 
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60617. The neighborhood (East Side) adjacent to the proposed 
General Iron facility is an Environmental Justice community. According to the US 
Environmental Protection Agency’s EJSCREEN tool, the area within 1 mile of this 
proposed facility falls in the 93rd percentile for particulate matter (PM2.5) and the 1 mile 
report is attached for reference. 
 
We are very concerned about the proposed relocation of General Iron, a metal 
shredding company, from the Northside of Chicago in Lincoln Park to the Southeast 
side of Chicago. The company has been in violation of rules about “fugitive dust” 
multiple times in recent years. Given the track record of violations, including recent 
violations following installation of additional pollution controls, the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency (“Illinois EPA”) along with the Lincoln Park community and the East 
Side community know that General Iron is already polluting the community in which it is 
currently located and actively disregarding Illinois EPA requirements. There is nothing in 
the Illinois EPA record that indicates that such a wanton disregard by General Iron of 
the Illinois EPA’s requirements will cease.  
 
However, such disregard and blatant violations by General Iron will be magnified when 
it is permitted by the Illinois EPA to move to the Southeast side, as it will be relocated to 
an Environmental Justice community, to a location that is only 2,000 feet from George 
Washington High School and Rowan Park. Moreover, the location will be in a 
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low-income, predominantly minority community, that as the COVID-19 pandemic has 
shown, is highly susceptible to the disease. This is coupled with the fact the Southeast 
side is already home to many industries that already highly pollute the low-income 
minority communities of the Southeast side. 
 
An additional concern is the lack of Illinois EPA inspections and enforcement actions 
against pollution law violations at General Iron. Recent violations were found by the City 
of Chicago, and allowing this company to continue to operate under an Illinois EPA 
permit places additional burden on the City of Chicago to monitor and respond to this 
company’s violations. By issuing this construction permit while refusing to acknowledge 
a well documented negative track record of this company, the Illinois EPA is passing its 
mandate to a city government as opposed to taking responsibility for monitoring the 
permits issued by the agency. The Illinois EPA mandate is not simply to issue minimum 
standard permits without consideration of context, the mandate also includes monitoring 
and enforcement of compliance of these permits. The agency’s recent tendency to defer 
to minimum requirements is becoming increasingly noticed by residents of Illinois and 
their elected representatives, and results in completely unnecessary harm to the health 
and wellbeing of Illinois residents. 
 
Neighbors for Environmental Justice, a 501(c)3 community organization in the 
southwest side of Chicago, is familiar with the Illinois EPA permitting process, and 
pursuant to that process, we respectfully submit these comments and 
recommendations:  
 

I. IEPA Permit Hearings on May 14th 
As participants of both virtual permit hearings hosted by the Illinois EPA on May 14, 
2020, we were offended to see that the IEPA did not offer any Spanish language 
options for the Spanish-speaking residents of the neighborhood adjacent to the 
proposed General Iron facility. According to the Illinois EPA's EJ Policy,  

“The EJ Officer will determine when public notices should be bi- or multi-lingual, 
where these notices should be published, and when translators should attend 
hearings. The EJ Officer will also review and approve the proposed response to 
EJ comments raised at hearing or in written comments, and coordinate this 
response among the Bureaus, Division of Legal Counsel and the Office of 
Community Relations.” 
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This was a clear failure of the IEPA EJ program and Community Relations staff. 
Although the IEPA hearing notice mentioned the process to request interpretation, the 
IEPA should not place the burden of requesting interpretation on an Environmental 
Justice community, a low-income minority community.  Instead, the Illinois EPA 
should proactively research the basic demographic and linguistic isolation 
statistics of every Environmental Justice community (available on the US Census 
website) before every public hearing (whether in-person or virtual) to ensure full 
public participation in the permitting process. 

 
II. Stack testing 

Page 13 of the draft construction permit lists emission limits based on stack tests 
conducted in May/June 2018 and November 2019 at General Iron II, LLC 
(ID#031600BTB), located at 1909 N Clifton Ave, Chicago, IL 60614. These emission 
limits are improper as they rely on tests conducted at the company’s current location 
and not at the proposed location. The Illinois EPA should require stack tests during 
the 1-year construction phase at the proposed facility location (11600 South 
Burley Avenue, Chicago, IL 60617). 
 
III. Hours of Operation 

Page 12 of the draft construction permit lists the shredder hours of operation as 7:00AM 
- 7:00PM Monday through Friday and 7:00AM - 5:00PM Saturday. According to Bob 
Bernoteit’s opening statement during the May 14th public hearing, the “draft permit 
includes limitations on days and hours of operation based on the modeling.”  
 
The modeling relied on by the Illinois EPA is flawed as it is based on the current location 
of the plant and not on the proposed location.  If the IEPA is unwilling to consider the 
applicant’s record of violations at their current location, how can the IEPA apply 
modeling from stack tests at the current location to their new location? 

 
IV. Recordkeeping 
Page 23 of the draft construction permit says “the owner or operator of a subject VOM 
source shall collect and record all of the following information each day and maintain the 
information at the source for a period of three years.” The Illinois EPA should require 
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the company to post all monitoring data weekly on a publicly available website, 
given the company’s record of past violations. 
 
V. Monitoring 

Recent resident observations have frequently contended that General Iron facility in 
Lincoln Park frequently operates beyond their permitted hours of operation. If the IEPA 
is to issue this permit, the Illinois EPA should require the installation of a 24/7 
surveillance camera to ensure hours of operations restrictions are being 
followed. This is a minimum step to monitor the company’s compliance. 
Additionally, due to the history of fugitive dust violations by this company, the 
Illinois EPA should require fenceline particulate monitoring surrounding the 
perimeter of the facility to ensure compliance with Illinois fugitive dust 
regulations. A combination of fenceline monitoring and video surveillance can help 
ensure the facility is following Illinois pollution regulations and would represent a step 
forward in Illinois EPA requiring state-of-the-art technology to protect the health and 
wellbeing of Illinois residents. 
 
In a time when communities on the south and west side of Chicago are 
disproportionately impacted by the global coronavirus pandemic, disproportionately 
impacted by its serious health consequences, and disproportionately affected by 
elevated levels of air pollution, it is critical that we don’t add another massive polluter on 
the Southeast side. It is time for the Illinois EPA to protect the health of our community 
for future generations. 
 
Sincerely, 
/s/ 
Robert Beedle 
President, Neighbors for Environmental Justice 
 
cc: USEPA Region 5, Kurt Thiede, Regional Administrator 
Sent via email theide.kurt@epa.gov 
 
Illinois EPA, Chris Pressnall, EJ Officer 
Sent via email chris.pressnall@illinois.gov 
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State

Percentile

EPA Region

Percentile

USA

Percentile
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Selected Variables

EJ Index for PM2.5

EJ Index for Ozone

EJ Index for NATA* Diesel PM

EJ Index for Wastewater Discharge Indicator

EJ Indexes

This report shows the values for environmental and demographic indicators and EJSCREEN indexes. It shows environmental and demographic raw data (e.g., the 
estimated concentration of ozone in the air), and also shows what percentile each raw data value represents. These percentiles provide perspective on how the 
selected block group or buffer area compares to the entire state, EPA region, or nation. For example, if a given location is at the 95th percentile nationwide, this 
means that only 5 percent of the US population has a higher block group value than the average person in the location being analyzed. The years for which the 
data are available, and the methods used, vary across these indicators. Important caveats and uncertainties apply to this screening-level information, so it is 
essential to understand the limitations on appropriate interpretations and applications of these indicators. Please see EJSCREEN documentation for discussion of 
these issues before using reports.

EJ Index for NATA* Air Toxics Cancer Risk

EJ Index for NATA* Respiratory Hazard Index

EJ Index for Traffic Proximity and Volume

EJ Index for Lead Paint Indicator 

EJ Index for Superfund Proximity

EJ Index for RMP Proximity

EJ Index for Hazardous Waste Proximity

EJSCREEN Report (Version         )
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1 miles Ring Centered at 41.684022,-87.546103, ILLINOIS, EPA Region 5

Approximate Population: 6,134

Proposed General Iron facility, 11600 South Burley Avenue, Chicago, IL 60617

June 13, 2020

Input Area (sq. miles): 3.14

2019
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EJSCREEN Report (Version         )

Superfund NPL
Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facilities (TSDF)

Sites reporting to EPA

1 miles Ring Centered at 41.684022,-87.546103, ILLINOIS, EPA Region 5

Approximate Population: 6,134

Proposed General Iron facility, 11600 South Burley Avenue, Chicago, IL 60617

June 13, 2020

Input Area (sq. miles): 3.14

2019

0
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EJSCREEN Report (Version         )

Value State

Avg.

%ile in

State

EPA 

Region

Avg.

%ile in

EPA 

Region

USA

Avg.

%ile in

USA

3/3

RMP Proximity (facility count/km distance)
Hazardous Waste Proximity (facility count/km distance)
Wastewater Discharge Indicator 
(toxicity-weighted concentration/m distance)

Demographic Index

Population over 64 years of age

Minority Population
Low Income Population
Linguistically Isolated Population
Population With Less Than High School Education
Population Under 5 years of age

Demographic Indicators

EJSCREEN is a screening tool for pre-decisional use only. It can help identify areas that may warrant additional consideration, analysis, or outreach. It does not 
provide a basis for decision-making, but it may help identify potential areas of EJ concern. Users should keep in mind that screening tools are subject to substantial 
uncertainty in their demographic and environmental data, particularly when looking at small geographic areas. Important caveats and uncertainties apply to this 
screening-level information, so it is essential to understand the limitations on appropriate interpretations and applications of these indicators. Please see 
EJSCREEN documentation for discussion of these issues before using reports.  This screening tool does not provide data on every environmental impact and 
demographic factor that may be relevant to a particular location. EJSCREEN outputs should be supplemented with additional information and local knowledge 
before taking any action to address potential EJ concerns.

For additional information, see: www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice

Selected Variables

Environmental Indicators

Particulate Matter (PM 2.5 in µg/m3)
Ozone (ppb)
NATA* Diesel PM (µg/m3)
NATA* Cancer Risk (lifetime risk per million)
NATA* Respiratory Hazard Index
Traffic Proximity and Volume (daily traffic count/distance to road)
Lead Paint Indicator (% Pre-1960 Housing)
Superfund Proximity (site count/km distance)

* The National-Scale Air Toxics Assessment (NATA) is EPA's ongoing, comprehensive evaluation of air toxics in the United States. EPA developed the NATA to 
prioritize air toxics, emission sources, and locations of interest for further study. It is important to remember that NATA provides broad estimates of health risks 
over geographic areas of the country, not definitive risks to specific individuals or locations. More information on the NATA analysis can be found 
at: https://www.epa.gov/national-air-toxics-assessment.

Demographic Indicators

1 miles Ring Centered at 41.684022,-87.546103, ILLINOIS, EPA Region 5

Approximate Population: 6,134

Proposed General Iron facility, 11600 South Burley Avenue, Chicago, IL 60617

June 13, 2020

Input Area (sq. miles): 3.14

2019
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0.095

0.41
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0.42
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30%
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8.3

0.479
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